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Abstract
Cyber resiliency assessments are intended to identify where, how, and when cyber resiliency
techniques can be applied to improve architectural resiliency against advanced cyber threats.
This document presents a general process for architectural assessment. The process can be
applied to an operational or as-is architecture, to identify first steps or quick wins for improving
resilience against advanced cyber threats. The process can also be applied to a notional or to-be
architecture, to identify opportunities to provide greater and more cost-effective resilience,
and/or to support the development of a cyber resiliency improvement roadmap. The process is
supported by assessment scales and questions. Because the set of cyber resiliency techniques
continues to evolve, detailed discussion of selected techniques, including POET considerations,
is provided.
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Executive Summary
Cyber resiliency assessments are intended to identify where, how, and when cyber resiliency
techniques can be applied to improve architectural resiliency against advanced cyber threats.
This document presents a general approach for assessing cyber resiliency and developing
recommendations for architectural evolution and process improvement to make more effective
use of cyber resiliency practices. The focus is on resiliency assessment for a family of systems,
common infrastructure, mission/business segment, or system-of-systems. However, the approach
can also be applied to individual systems, services, or components.
The approach can be applied to an operational or as-is architecture, in which case the emphasis
may be on “low-hanging fruit” or opportunities for near-term and high-leverage improvements,
using a few cyber resiliency techniques. A set of general recommendations provides a starting
point for identifying such opportunities. The approach can also be applied to a notional or to-be
architecture, in which case the assessment may look at the full set of cyber resiliency techniques,
and at ensuring that possible solutions in the mid- and long-term can be integrated into the
architecture.
A cyber resiliency assessment requires a structured representation of the problem domain and
solution space, so that the scope of the assessment can be clearly defined. The approach uses and
extends the Cyber Resiliency Engineering Framework, augmenting the framework with subobjectives that provide a clearer link between cyber resiliency objectives and techniques, and
providing more detailed discussion of the cyber resiliency techniques. Also discussed are
applicability of techniques to layers (in a notional layered architecture) and relative maturity of
solutions.
Notional examples of cyber resiliency assessments include
•

An assessment focused on how Analytic Monitoring capabilities could be improved;

•

An analysis of alternatives (AoA) with respect to cyber resiliency objectives and
techniques; and

•

A comprehensive analysis to support development of a roadmap for improving cyber
resiliency.

It is not feasible for organizations to use all of the resiliency techniques. Therefore, POET
(political, operational, economic, and technical) considerations for cyber resiliency techniques
are identified. It is also not feasible to apply any resiliency technique pervasively, for example
due to economic considerations, because implementations of cyber resiliency techniques vary in
maturity across different architectural layers, and because some implementations are intended to
be used only in strategically chosen locations in a system, common infrastructure, or system-ofsystems. Both to serve as a starting point for recommendations and to make more easily
understood what the cyber resiliency techniques include, examples are provided of possible
solutions that could be integrated in the near-, mid-, and long-term.
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1 Introduction
Missions, business functions, organizations, and nations are increasingly dependent on
cyberspace. Attacks in cyberspace are no longer limited to simple (albeit significantly harmful)
discrete events such as the spread of a virus or worm, or a denial-of-service attack against an
organization. Campaigns are waged by the advanced persistent threat, as illustrated in Figure 1
[1] [2]. Campaigns involve stealthy, persistent, and sophisticated activities, to establish a
foothold in organizational systems, maintain that foothold and extend the set of resources the
adversary controls, and exfiltrate sensitive information or disrupt operations.

Figure 1. Structure of a Cyber Campaign

Therefore, architecture and systems engineering must be based on the assumption that systems or
components have been compromised (or contain undiscovered vulnerabilities that could lead to
undetected compromises), and that missions and business functions must continue to operate in
the presence of compromise. A growing number of technologies and architectural practices can
be used to improve resilience in the face of cyber threats. However, these improvements come
with costs as well as benefits. Cyber resiliency assessments are intended to identify where, how,
and when cyber resiliency techniques can be applied to improve architectural resiliency in a costeffective way.
Architectural resiliency is the ability of an architecture 1 – for an enterprise, a mission / business
segment, a system-of-systems, a family of systems, or an individual system or component – to
enable missions (including cyber defense missions) to anticipate, withstand, recover from, and
evolve to address more effectively, cyber-domain attacks. Applying cyber resiliency techniques
involves the time-phased integration into architectures of solutions that combine technologies,
products, and processes.
Note that cyber resiliency engineering is a relatively young sub-discipline of systems
engineering, and approaches to improving resiliency are currently the subject of active research.
Thus, the results of resiliency assessments should not be viewed as prescriptive, but instead as
recommended ways to start improving cyber resiliency, and to monitor the effectiveness of
changes in technologies or processes. There is no “right” or “best” way forward, but there are
ways forward, and those ways are found through cyber resiliency assessments.
1
The term “architecture” can be applied to a range of levels of specificity, and can mean an Enterprise Architecture (EA), the
architecture of a mission or business process, the architecture of a mission/business segment (i.e., the set of cyber resources that
supports a mission or business process), a system architecture, or the architecture of a product or component. In general, an
architecture identifies architectural elements (e.g., systems, services, and common infrastructures for an enterprise architecture or
a mission/business segment architecture; components and interfaces for a system architecture), information flows (e.g.,
transactional flows of mission/business information, control flows of instructions), and functional dependencies.
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This document presents a general approach for assessing cyber resiliency and developing
recommendations for architectural evolution and process improvement 2 to make more effective
use of cyber resiliency practices. The focus is on resiliency assessment for a family of systems,
common infrastructure, mission/business segment, or system-of-systems. 3 The approach consists
of three steps:
•

Determine the scope of, and prepare for, the assessment.

•

Assess the architecture.

•

Develop specific recommendations.

The approach can be applied to an operational or as-is architecture, in which case the emphasis
may be on “low-hanging fruit” or opportunities for near-term and high-leverage improvements,
using a few cyber resiliency techniques. A set of general recommendations provides a starting
point for identifying such opportunities. The approach can also be applied to a notional or to-be
architecture, in which case the assessment may look at the full set of cyber resiliency techniques,
and at ensuring that possible solutions in the mid- and long-term can be integrated into the
architecture.
An assessment can be very high-level (assessment of cyber resiliency objectives), more detailed
(assessment of cyber resiliency sub-objectives and of how well relevant cyber resiliency
techniques are applied), or very detailed (assessment of resiliency-enhancing activities, which
support sub-objectives and are identified with cyber resiliency techniques; determination of how
different solutions would change the assessments of activities, techniques, and sub-objectives).
This document focuses on high-level and more detailed assessments, providing assessment value
scales for objectives and sub-objectives, as well as general value scales applicable to all cyber
resiliency techniques with examples of technique-specific values scales for a few techniques. To
illustrate the level of a very detailed assessment, a few examples of value scales for resiliencyrelated activities are also provided.

1.1 Relationship to Other Assessment Approaches
Architectural assessment approaches can focus on:
•

Properties: To what extent does the architecture achieve cyber resiliency objectives, or
how effectively does it incorporate cyber resiliency techniques?

•

Processes: How well does an organization execute processes related to cyber resiliency?

•

Performance: How quickly, how correctly, and with what degree of confidence can
cyber-supported mission or business functions, and supporting cyber defender activities,
be performed in the presence of attacks by advanced adversaries?

The approach presented in this document focuses on assessment of architectural properties, for
which improvement involves primarily adoption of new or more effective use of existing
technologies. Such an assessment can be performed for an as-is (operational) or to-be (notional)

2

Particularly in the near term, improvements can be made to administrator Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and cyber
defender tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) that use existing technology more effectively to improve cyber resiliency.
3
The overall approach also applies to systems and components; however, the supporting tables in Appendix C must be tailored.

2

architecture. For an as-is architecture, the assessment 4 can be informed by performance metrics
[3] or complemented by assessments of processes and performance [4] [5]. The Realignment
cyber resiliency technique, the Transform and Re-Architect objectives, and the Evolve goal
involve primarily process improvement. Thus, the approach presented in this document provides
only limited coverage of these aspects of cyber resiliency.

1.2 Overview of This Document
A cyber resiliency assessment requires a structured representation of the problem domain and
solution space, so that the scope of the assessment can be clearly defined. Section 2 provides
background on the Cyber Resiliency Engineering Framework, on which the architectural
resiliency assessment process is based [6]. The initial framework is augmented, with subobjectives that provide a clearer link between cyber resiliency objectives and techniques. Section
3 provides notional examples of cyber resiliency assessments.
Sections 4-6 present the general assessment process. The approach described in this document
can be applied to all cyber resiliency objectives and techniques, using the general assessment
scales presented in Section 4 as a starting point. Section 5 provides recommendations for areas in
which near-term improvements can be sought, as well as general recommendations for applying
cyber resiliency techniques. These recommendations can serve as a starting point for developing
specific recommendations for a given architecture.
Appendix A provides a more detailed mapping between cyber resiliency objectives and
techniques. Appendix B provides an initial set of questions that can be used when assessing an
as-is architecture. Appendix C provides scales that can be used in a cyber resiliency assessment;
values are defined for cyber resiliency objectives, sub-objectives, and representative examples of
cyber resiliency techniques and cyber defender activities. Appendix D amplifies the description
of cyber resiliency techniques from [6], to support development of recommendations. It is not
feasible to apply any resiliency technique pervasively, for example due to economic
considerations, because implementations of cyber resiliency techniques vary in maturity across
different architectural layers, and because some implementations are intended to be used only in
strategically chosen locations in a system, common infrastructure, or system-of-systems.
Appendix E identifies POET (political, operational, economic, and technical) considerations for
cyber resiliency techniques, and Appendix F provides examples of possible solutions that could
be integrated in the near-, mid-, and long-term.

4

This document defines a set of qualitative metrics to be used in an architectural assessment. Quantitative metrics, such as those
included in [3], can be used as supporting evidence for qualitative assessments. The Federal Enterprise Architecture Assessment
Framework [165] provides an example of how quantitative metrics can be used to support qualitative assessments: For some key
performance indicators (e.g., Scope of Completion), achieving a level of performance entails demonstrating that values of
specified metrics are at or above specified levels.

3

2 Background
This section provides background on the Cyber Resiliency Engineering Framework, which can
be used to structure analysis during an assessment. As shown in Figure 2, the framework
organizes the cyber resiliency domain into a set of goals, objectives, and techniques. Goals are
high-level statements of intended outcomes. Objectives are more specific statements of intended
outcomes, expressed so as to facilitate assessment; an objective can be identified with a single
goal but may support achieving multiple goals.

Figure 2. Cyber Resiliency Goals, Objectives, and Techniques

In the context of cyber resiliency, techniques are approaches to achieving one or more cyber
resiliency objectives that are applied to the architecture or design of mission/business functions
and the cyber resources that support them. Cyber resiliency techniques are selectively applied to
an architecture or to the design of mission/business functions and the cyber resources that
support them to achieve objectives. A given technique usually supports multiple objectives, but
may be unique to a single objective.

2.1 Mapping Techniques to Objectives Using Sub-Objectives
Cyber resiliency objectives and techniques are defined at a high level, which makes the
relationships among them difficult to discern. Therefore, the next level of detail in the framework
consists of sub-objectives and capabilities. The relationship between a cyber resiliency objective,
and a technique that could be applied to meet that objective more fully and effectively, is based
on the capabilities or cyber defender actions it enables. Mappings are provided in Appendix A.
The sub-objectives and techniques are shown in Table 1.

4

Table 1. Cyber Resiliency Objectives and Sub-Objectives Enabled by Techniques

Objective
Understand: maintain useful

representations of
mission/business cyber
dependencies, and of the status
of cyber resources with respect
to possible adversary activities

Sub-Objective
Understand adversaries
Understand mission or business function
dependencies on cyber resources and
Understand the functional dependencies
among cyber resources
Understand the status of resources with respect
to adversary activities

Techniques
Analytic Monitoring
Deception
Dynamic Representation
Realignment
Coordinated Defense
Privilege Restriction
Adaptive Response
Analytic Monitoring
Dynamic Positioning
Dynamic Representation

Prepare: maintain a set of

Create and maintain cyber courses of action

realistic cyber courses of action
that address predicted or
anticipated cyber attacks

Maintain the resources needed to accomplish
cyber courses of action
Validate the realism of cyber courses of action

Prevent: preclude successful

Harden resources based on adversary
capabilities

execution of an attack on a set
of cyber resources

Substantiated Integrity
Coordinated Defense
Coordinated Defense
Coordinated Defense
Dynamic Representation
Coordinated Defense

Deflect adversary actions

Deception

Dissuade / deter adversaries by increasing the
adversary’s costs

Diversity
Privilege Restriction
Segmentation
Unpredictability

Dissuade / deter adversaries by increasing the
adversary’s risks
Deter attacks by limiting the adversary’s
perceived benefits

Analytic Monitoring
Deception
Deception
Non-Persistence

Continue: maximize the
duration and viability of
essential mission/business
functions during an attack

Maintain functioning

Adaptive Response
Diversity

Constrain: limit damage from

Isolate resources to preclude or limit adversary
access

an adversary’s attacks

Ensure that functioning is correct
Extend the surface an adversary must attack to
be successful

Move resources to preclude adversary access
Change or remove resources to limit or
preclude adversary access
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Coordinated Defense
Substantiated Integrity
Privilege Restriction
Non-Persistence
Unpredictability
Segmentation
Dynamic Positioning
Realignment
Non-Persistence
Privilege Restriction
Adaptive Response

Objective
Reconstitute: redeploy cyber

resources to provide as
complete a set of mission /
business functionality as
possible subsequent to a
successful attack
Transform: change aspects of
organizational behavior in
response to prior, current, or
prospective adversary attacks

Re-Architect: modify

architectures for improved
resiliency

Sub-Objective
Maintain deployable / redeployable resources
Restore functionality
Validate functionality

Techniques
Redundancy
Adaptive Response
Coordinated Defense
Substantiated Integrity

Identify unnecessary dependencies
Adapt systems and mission / business processes
to mitigate risks

Realignment
Realignment

Address predicted long-term changes in
adversary capabilities, intent, and/or targeting

Supporting (Systems and
Systems-of-Systems [SoS]
Engineering, drawing from
Analytic Monitoring)
Supporting (Systems and SoS
Engineering)
Supporting (Systems and SoS
Engineering)

Apply cyber resiliency practices cost-effectively
Incorporate emerging technologies in ways that
improve (or at least do not degrade) cyber
resiliency

2.2 Application Domains for Cyber Resiliency Techniques
Cyber resiliency techniques can be applied at different domains (layers in a notional layered
architecture), as indicated in Table 2. Effective application of cyber resiliency techniques to
different layers leverages approaches from the broader disciplines of fault-tolerant computing,
network resilience, and system resilience using redundancy for backup, failover, and recovery.
Table 2. Application Domains for Cyber Resiliency Techniques

Application Domain /
Layer
Hardware/firmware

Examples

Networking/communications

FPGA, MPSoC, general and specialized processors,
embedded firmware
Communications media, networking protocols

System/network component
Mobile system/network
component

Firewalls, servers, thin-clients
Laptops, tablets, smartphones, PDAs (transiently or
intermittently part of a system or network)

Operating system
Cloud, virtualization, and/or
middleware infrastructure

General-purpose OS, RTOS
VMM, hypervisor, SOA infrastructure / shared
services

Mission / business function
application / service
Software

Tailored DBMS, workflow management software;
specialized mission applications
Software running on system/network components
(including OS, cloud, virtualization, middleware,
DBMSs, applications, services)
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Related Resilience
Approaches
Fault-tolerant hardware
Network resilience,
especially using
redundancy
Fault-tolerant design
Fault-tolerant design
(especially tolerance of
drops in connectivity)
Fault-tolerant design
Fault-tolerant design;
middleware for predictable
and load-balanced service
Fault-tolerant design
Fault-tolerant design

Application Domain /
Layer

Examples

Information stores

Databases, knowledge bases, unstructured
collections (“big data” 5)

Information streams / feeds

RSS feeds, Twitter, instant messaging / chat, video
feeds

Systems 6

Integrated sets of the foregoing, within a single
administrative or management span of control.

Systems-of-systems 7

Sets of systems under multiple spans of control,
which interoperate to support a given mission or set
of missions. Within an organization, a system-ofsystems is at Tier 2 in the Risk Management
Hierarchy; however, a system-of-systems can span
multiple organizations.

Related Resilience
Approaches
System resilience using
redundancy for backup,
failover, and
restore/rollback
Network resilience,
especially using
redundancy
System resilience using
redundancy for backup,
failover, and restore
System resilience using
redundancy for backup,
failover, and restore;
network resilience using
redundancy for alternate
communications paths

2.3 Overarching Questions for a Cyber Resiliency Assessment
As illustrated in Figure 3, the questions that a cyber resiliency assessment could answer can be
mapped to a representation of the problem space (goals, objectives, and sub-objectives) and the
solution space (techniques, activities, and solutions).
The cyber resiliency goals of Anticipate, Withstand, Recover, and Evolve are defined to be
consistent with frameworks from resilience engineering, national preparedness, and resilient
networks, among others. However, goals are defined at too high a level for the extent to which
they are achieved to be assessed directly; this is why the framework defines objectives. The
assessment of how well goals are met is derived from the assessment of how well objectives (or
sub-objectives) are achieved.

5
“Big data refers to large datasets that are challenging to store, search, share, visualize, and analyze.” Examples include “User
and machine-generated content through social media, web and software logs, cameras, information-sensing mobile devices, aerial
sensory technologies, and genomics.” [165]
6
A system is at Tier 3 in the Risk Management Hierarchy [57].
7
The Defense Acquisition Guidebook [164] defines a system-of-systems (SoS) as “a set or arrangement of systems that results
from independent systems integrated into a larger system that delivers unique capabilities.” The DoD Systems Engineering Guide
for Systems of Systems [165] identifies four types of systems-of-systems: Virtual, Collaborative, Acknowledged, and Directed.

7

Figure 3. Key Questions to Be Considered in an Assessment

Objectives and techniques can be assessed directly, to provide an overall sense of architectural
resiliency. However, to develop recommendations for techniques in which to invest, an
assessment should include at least sub-objectives, and may also include relevant cyber defender
activities. 8 (Assessment of how effectively cyber adversary activities are countered is a topic for
future research.) If specific solutions are part of the scope of the assessment, their contributions
should also be assessed.
An assessment can be very high-level (assessment of cyber resiliency objectives), more detailed
(assessment of cyber resiliency sub-objectives and of how well relevant cyber resiliency
techniques are applied), or very detailed (assessment of resiliency-enhancing activities, which
support sub-objectives and are identified with cyber resiliency techniques; determination of how
different solutions would change the assessments of activities, techniques, and sub-objectives).
This document focuses on high-level and more detailed assessments, providing assessment value
scales for objectives and sub-objectives, as well as general value scales applicable to all cyber
resiliency techniques with examples of technique-specific values scales for a few techniques. To
illustrate the level of a very detailed assessment, a few examples of value scales for resiliencyrelated activities are also provided.

8

Examples of sub-objectives include Understand Adversaries, Create and Maintain Cyber Courses of Action (CCoAs), and
Validate Functionality. Examples of cyber defender activities include Dynamically Relocate Sensors, Track Effectiveness of
CCoA and Adapt as Necessary, and Validate Data Provenance. See Appendix A for a full listing of sub-objectives and activities.
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3 Notional Examples of Cyber Resiliency Assessments
This section provides notional 9 examples of ways the cyber resiliency assessment process and
material in this document could be applied. An assessment can range from light-weight to
comprehensive. The level of effort depends on the purpose and scope of the assessment.
For example, an assessment could focus on how Analytic Monitoring capabilities could be
improved. Figure 4 illustrates how the material in this document can be used to produce
recommendations:
•

The differentiating factors for Analytic Monitoring (identified in Table 7, Key
Differentiators Between Levels for Cyber Resiliency Techniques) were used, together
with the general definitions of levels (Table 8, Representative Reasons for Restricting
Consideration of Cyber Resiliency Technique) to create descriptions of the different
levels (Table 16, Definitions of Assessment Levels and General Recommendations for
Analytic Monitoring), accompanied by general recommendations. 10

•

Existing capabilities are assessed, and the general recommendations from Tables 11
(General Recommendations for Applying Cyber Resiliency Techniques) and 16 are
tailored, as illustrated. Tailoring is based on POET considerations (Table 39, POET
Considerations for Analytic Monitoring), as well as solutions that could be phased in over
time (Analytic Monitoring line of Table 52, Representative Examples of Cyber
Resiliency Mechanisms).

Figure 4. Notional Assessment and Recommendations for Analytic Monitoring

9

No specific program, network, mission/business segment, or data center should be inferred from these examples.
Appendix C provides value scales and corresponding general recommendations for a representative set of cyber resiliency
techniques. When a cyber resiliency assessment includes a technique not represented in Appendix C, Tables 7 and 8 can be used
to construct additional tables, following the examples in Appendix C.
10

9

A light-weight process could help the Program Manager (PM) or owner of a family of systems
identify architectural alternatives for improving cyber resiliency, or include a cyber resiliency
component in an analysis of alternatives (AoA). Such a process could consist of an interview
with the PM/owner and review of high-level documentation (e.g., concept of operations,
requirements, architecture, design, and continuity of operations planning documents), analysis
taking one to two weeks, and presentation of results in briefing form. A light-weight process
could go down to the level of cyber resiliency objectives or sub-objectives, or could focus on a
few cyber resiliency techniques. Appendix D can be used to gain more insight into cyber
resiliency techniques.
Figure 5 illustrates an AoA that looks at four alternatives with respect to
•

The cyber resiliency objectives, using Table 13 (Assessment Scales for Cyber Resiliency
Objectives).

•

The level of architectural flexibility (i.e., ability to use, support, or otherwise
accommodate) with respect to the different cyber resiliency techniques, using Table 8
(Levels of Implementation).

Figure 5. Notional Assessment of Alternatives

A fairly comprehensive process could help cyber defenders and PMs for a system-of-systems
supporting multiple missions develop a roadmap for improving cyber resiliency. Such a process
could involve analysis taking a month or more, and
•

Include interviews with multiple stakeholders (e.g., mission owners, PMs, commanders
of cyber defense operations) and subject matter experts (e.g., systems engineers, system
administrators, cyber defenders, systems architects and engineers). The questionnaire in
Appendix B can serve as a starting point for such interviews. See Table 4 (Possible
Stakeholders and Subject Matter Experts to Interview).
10

•

Include review of a large body of documentation. See Table 5 (Possible Source
Documents).

•

Result in a detailed report.

Material in this document could be used in the following ways:
•

Assess cyber resiliency sub-objectives using Table 14 (Assessment Scales for Cyber
Resiliency Sub-Objectives). Summarize results by rolling up assessments of subobjectives into assessments of objectives, consistent with Table 13 and taking into
consideration the relative importance stakeholders place on sub-objectives.

•

For sub-objectives rated Low, use Table 12 (Detailed Mapping of Cyber Resiliency
Techniques to Sub-Objectives and Objectives) identify cyber resiliency techniques to
assess in more detail, and the capabilities those techniques should enable. (Time and
effort permitting, a second pass could be performed, for cyber resiliency techniques and
capabilities related to sub-objectives rated Medium.)

•

Further refine the set of cyber resiliency techniques to consider, using Table 3
(Representative Reasons for Restricting Consideration of Cyber Resiliency Techniques).

•

Assess the level of architectural flexibility (i.e., ability to use, support, or otherwise
accommodate) with respect to the different cyber resiliency techniques. Use Tables 15-20
for Adaptive Response, Analytic Monitoring, Coordinated Defense, Diversity, Privilege
Restriction, and Redundancy. Use Table 7 (Key Differentiators Between Levels for
Cyber Resiliency Techniques) and Table 8 (Levels of Implementation) to provide more
specific characterizations of the levels for other techniques.

•

Develop recommendations.
o Identify POET considerations, using the relevant tables in Appendix E as a
starting point.
o Develop an initial set of recommendations for architectural evolution and
process improvement, using the recommendations in Tables 15-20 as a model.
o Identify specific mechanisms that could be phased in, using Table 52. Tailor,
based on POET considerations 11; augment using the discussion and tables
(Application and Maturity) in Appendix D.

11

Note that metrics related to cost can be developed following the guidance in [6].

11

4 Determine the Scope and Plan for the Assessment
Planning an assessment involves
•

Determining the purpose of the assessment;

•

Determining the scope of the assessment; and

•

Identifying key stakeholders and sources of information.

4.1 Determine the Purpose
The purpose of an assessment is defined by the questions it is intended to answer and/or the
decisions it is intended to support. Those questions or decisions should initially be expressed in
stakeholder terms, rather than in terms of cyber resiliency; they can then be translated into the
terminology of the cyber resiliency framework, as illustrated in Figure 2 in Section 2.3. The
purpose of an assessment is defined based on discussion with the individual decision-maker or
set of decision-makers whom it is intended to support. Examples include:
•

Establishing a baseline representation of the current posture of an as-implemented
architecture, and developing recommendations for first steps to improve cyber resiliency.
The baseline representation can consist of an assessment with respect to meeting relevant
cyber resiliency goals, achieving relevant cyber resilience objectives, and/or applying
relevant cyber resiliency techniques. (See the discussion of scope, below, for how
relevance is determined.)

•

Assessing a notional, to-be, or as-implemented architecture’s ability to achieve relevant
cyber resiliency objectives or apply cyber resiliency techniques, and developing a
roadmap for effective integration of cyber resiliency technologies and processes. The
assessment can identify areas in which techniques can easily be applied, as well as gaps
in or impediments to cyber resiliency techniques.

•

Performing an analysis of alternatives (AoA) for different notional or to-be architectures,
with respect to each architecture’s ability to achieve relevant cyber resiliency objectives
or apply cyber resiliency techniques.

4.2 Determine the Scope
The scope of a cyber resiliency architectural assessment consists of:
•

The architecture 12 to be assessed. A cyber resiliency assessment typically is performed for
a family of systems, a common infrastructure or shared service, a mission/business
segment, or a system-of-systems, but can also be performed for an individual system or
even a hardware or software component. For assessments of architectures above the
component level, the technical architectural description is complemented by a description
of the missions and/or business processes supported by the architecture. 13

12
The term “architecture” refers to a description of components, their internal structures, their relationships, and the
principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution over time [165]. An architecture can be represented in multiple
ways [164], and can cite technical standards as part of the principles and guidelines.
13
That is, a technical architecture can be viewed as part of a mission architecture. See, for example, [164]. Alternately, mission
threads can be described [165].
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•

The cyber resiliency objectives and techniques to be considered. An assessment can
include all objectives and techniques. However, an assessment can be restricted to a
subset of objectives, based on stakeholder priorities, and/or to specific techniques. An
assessment can even be restricted to a set of cyber defender activities. These restrictions
are determined by the purpose of the assessment.

The scope of an assessment is also determined in part by the architectural layers that are included
in the architecture. For example, an assessment of a network (an example of a common
infrastructure) can disregard information diversity.
Meeting cyber resiliency objectives depends on processes, procedures, and governance.
Therefore, an assessment of a notional or to-be architecture will either omit assessment of how
well objectives are met, or will ask how well objectives can be expected to be achieved, based on
assumptions (which must be stated) about the concept of operations.
For a variety of reasons, it is not feasible for organizations to use all of the resiliency techniques.
The determination of which to apply is part of an overall risk management process. POET
considerations, as discussed in Appendix E, help make that determination. Table 3 provides
representative examples of reasons for excluding techniques from consideration or restricting
specific techniques to be considered in developing recommendations.
Table 3. Representative Reasons for Restricting Consideration of Cyber Resiliency Techniques

Technique
Adaptive Response
Analytic Monitoring
Coordinated Defense
Deception

Diversity

Dynamic Positioning
Dynamic
Representation
Non-Persistence
Privilege Restriction
Realignment
Redundancy
Segmentation
Substantiated
Integrity
Unpredictability

Representative Reasons for Restricting Consideration
Liability concerns (e.g., responses that violate SLAs, cause collateral damage)
Policy concerns related to collecting, aggregating, and retaining data (e.g., sensitivity /
classification, privacy)
Governance and CONOPS issues (e.g., overlapping or incompletely defined roles and
responsibilities, no clear responsibility for defining cyber courses of action)
Legal, regulatory, contractual, or policy restrictions
Concern for reputation
Policy or programmatic restrictions (e.g., organizational commitment to a specific
product or product suite)
Life-cycle cost of developing or acquiring, operating, and maintaining multiple distinct
instances
Technical limitations due to policy or programmatic restrictions (e.g., organizational
commitment to a specific product or product suite which does not accommodate
repositioning)
Governance issues / information sharing constraints in the context of systems-ofsystems
Technical limitations that prevent refresh functions from meeting Quality of Service
(QoS) requirements
Governance and CONOPS issues (e.g., inconsistencies or gaps in definitions of roles,
responsibilities, and related privileges; operational impetus to share roles)
Organizational and cultural impacts (e.g., eliminating functions that personnel are used
to employing, impact on morale of relocating staff)
Costs of maintaining multiple, up to date and secure instantiations of data and services
Cost and schedule impacts of re-architecting; cost of additional routers, firewalls
Cost and schedule impacts (e.g., of incorporating and managing cryptographic
checksums on data)
Operational and cultural issues (e.g., adverse impact on planned activities, adverse
impact on staff expectations of how to operate)
13

Alternately, an assessment can focus on a few techniques, based on organizational priorities. See
Section 6 for recommended priorities to achieve quick wins in cyber resiliency improvement.

4.3 Identify Information Sources
A cyber resiliency assessment can draw upon multiple sources of information, including
stakeholders and documentation.

4.3.1 Stakeholders
The determination of which resiliency techniques are needed is largely driven by the needs of the
stakeholders. Different stakeholders have different priorities. To best understand the priorities of
the stakeholders requires interviewing them. Table 4 identifies possible stakeholders and subject
matter experts (SMEs) who might be interviewed. The set of stakeholders and SMEs who are
interviewed for an assessment depend on the assessment’s scope. The expertise of three types of
SMEs is particularly important:
•

Architects and systems engineers. These SMEs can provide an understanding of the
architecture, as well as the POET considerations that constrain the solution space.

•

Cyber defenders (i.e., staff whose role makes them responsible for defending cyber
resources against attack, and thus for responding to detected or suspected incidents).
Cyber defenders can be characterized 14 as
o Tactical or line-level management, e.g., staff in a Tier 3 Network Operations
and Security Center (NOSC), a Cyber Security Operations Center (CSOC), or
a Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT); system administrators or
managers for whom response to cyber incidents is part of defined
responsibilities.
o Operational or mid-level management, e.g., staff in a Tier 2 Cyber Operations
Center (CyOC).
o Strategic or high-level (enterprise-level) management, e.g., staff in a Joint
Operations Center (JOC).
For purposes of architectural assessment, tactical and operational cyber defenders are
important SMEs, since they can discuss cyber courses of action (CCoAs) and how – and
how well – the architecture enables them to fulfill their responsibilities by executing
CCoAs. However, it must be noted that some organizations do not have cyber defenders,
or outsource cyber defense functions.

•

Program Managers and information technology (IT) or information and communications
technology (ICT) providers and operators (e.g., the manager of a fixed-site facility that
provides computing resources to multiple missions or users, the provider of a common
infrastructure or set of shared services; system administrators or managers). Providers
and operators can identify performance criteria and requirements, particularly those
captured in service level agreements (SLAs). In addition, administrative staff can provide

14

The DoD has defined three tiers of Computer Network Defense (CND), which roughly correspond to the three tiers in the
multi-tiered approach to risk management in NIST SP 800-39. For some organizations, the tiers are collapsed, so that (for
example) operational and tactical decisions are made by the same set of cyber defenders.
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insight into whether and how standard operating procedures (SOPs) apply cyber
resiliency techniques.
Table 4. Possible Stakeholders and Subject Matter Experts to Interview

Role

Mission Owner

Cyber Defender
Program Manager
IT/ICT Provider (e.g.,
Datacenter Manager)
Architect / Systems
Engineer

Information to Obtain

Mission priorities – what tasks are mission-essential, mission-critical, or supportive;
relative priority of near-term vs. long-term mission capabilities. Used to determine
relative importance of cyber resources, relative importance of cyber resiliency goals and
objectives. Usually not interviewed; priorities are reflected in system / program
requirements and in Mission / Business Impact Analyses.
How – and how well – the architecture enables cyber defenders to fulfill their
responsibilities. (See Appendix A.)
Relative priorities of cyber resources and cyber resiliency goals and objectives, based on
the missions the program supports, the relative priorities of near-term vs. long-term
capabilities for those missions, and the criticality of cyber resources to those missions.
Relative importance of different capabilities or services. Capabilities related to
continuity of operations and execution of contingency plans.
Current and future architecture. POET considerations, particularly technical constraints.

4.3.2 Documentation
Table 5 identifies possible source documents for a cyber resiliency assessment. The source
documents consulted depend on the scope of the assessment, and on the life-cycle stage (for a
component, system, family of systems, common infrastructure, or set of shared services).
Table 5. Possible Source Documents

Source Document

Mission Impact Analysis or Business Impact
Analysis
Contingency Plans, including Business
Continuity Plan (BCP), Continuity of
Operations Plan (COOP), and Information
System Contingency Plan (ISCP) (see NIST SP
800-34 Rev. 1 for descriptions)
Architecture documentation
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for
system or network administration, and for
handling computer incidents
CND plans and procedures, cyber courses of
action (CCoAs), or cyber playbooks 16

Relevance

Identifies mission (or business process) concerns and priorities.
Identifies mission-essential and mission-critical resources.
Provides basis for contingency plans.
Describes how cyber resources and operational processes (e.g.,
cyber defense, system administration) are used to ensure mission
/ business continuity under stress. Thus, identifies functions and
resources that support cyber resiliency.
Describes the architectures of the mission / business segment,
system-of-systems, common infrastructure, set of shared
services, system, and/or components. 15
Describes how cyber resources are used to enforce policies and
meet SLAs. Describes operational processes for responding to
incidents, including which functions / cyber resources are used.
Describes processes, procedures, and cyber resources used in
those processes for cyber defense.

15
Note that the architecture must be described in enough detail that it can be analyzed to identify architectural layers, identify
defensive techniques, and perform a mapping from techniques to layers to enable assessment of breadth of defense and depth of
defense.
16
A cyber playbook is an encoding of knowledge about how to handle cyber situations ranging from notification of attacks
against other organizations to evidence of an adversary campaign. [165]
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5 Perform the Assessment
Performing the assessment involves assigning qualitative values ranging from very low to very
high, with supporting rationale. As illustrated in Section 3, the specific tables defining the
qualitative values will be selected based on the assessment’s purpose and scope. Tables defining
values for cyber resiliency objectives and sub-objectives are presented in Appendix C.
This section provides general value scales that can be used for all cyber resiliency techniques.
However, for some assessments, a more detailed set of definitions may be needed. Appendix C
includes examples of more detailed value scales for six techniques: Adaptive Response, Analytic
Monitoring, Coordinated Defense, Diversity, Privilege Restriction, and Redundancy. Tables
defining values for cyber resiliency techniques can be constructed, using the general structure
presented in Section 5.1, and the examples for those six techniques.
For an operational (or “as-is”) architecture, the level of implementation can also be assessed,
taking into consideration real-world CONOPS, SOPs, and as-deployed mechanisms. In addition,
the ability to perform cyber defender activities can be assessed, if that level of detail is consistent
with the purpose and scope of the assessment. Section 5.2 provides a general value scale for
levels of implementation, and for resilience-related cyber defender activities. Appendix C
provides a few examples.
The process of selecting and tailoring value scales, and evaluating with respect to those scales,
can be multi-step. For example, in-scope objectives could be evaluated to identify those for
which need is greatest; for those objectives, sub-objectives could be evaluated to get a more
nuanced identification of improvement needs. The mapping of sub-objectives to resiliency
techniques in Appendix A could be used to identify techniques to focus on when developing
recommendations. Those techniques that are in scope (based on POET considerations) could
then be evaluated.
Documenting the rationale for the assignment of a value is a crucial part of the assessment. The
rationale can identify inherent architectural vulnerabilities to attacks by advanced adversaries;
gaps in technologies, SOPs, cyber courses of action (CCoAs); and/or policy or governance
issues. This provides the foundation for developing recommendations.

5.1 Architectural Flexibility or Capability
For any architecture 17, an assessment can determine how flexible or capable the architecture is
with respect to the incorporation and effective application of a resiliency technique. Table 6
provides a means of assessing the relative flexibility on a scale from Very Low to Very High.
As noted earlier, not all resiliency techniques will be employed in a given architecture.
Similarly, not all aspects of a technique may be applicable for all architectures. Different factors
comprise each of the resiliency techniques. These differentiating factors are identified as in
Table 7. Assessment levels can be defined for each factor; assessment of differentiating factors
can be useful when supporting an Analysis of Alternatives or developing specific
recommendations. For examples, see the tables in Appendix C.2.18
17
Underlying this statement is the assumption that the architecture is sufficiently mature and well that analysis can be performed
against it. For architectures that are simply at the conceptual/planning stage it is often the case that there is not sufficient
information available to perform a meaningful assessment.
18
Definitions of assessment levels are given for Low, Medium, and High; Very High is typically a stretch goal. For Very Low,
the supporting explanation in the assessment should identify the architecture’s limitations.
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Table 6. Definitions of Levels for Flexibility

Level
Very High

High

Medium
Low

Very Low

Description
The architecture explicitly integrates a strategically-chosen set of components, technologies, and
processes to implement the resiliency technique, includes mechanisms to assess the effectiveness
of those technologies and processes, and explicitly provides the flexibility to integrate additional
technologies or components as they become available.
The architecture explicitly includes components, technologies, and processes to implement the
resiliency technique, and provides some flexibility to integrate additional technologies or
components as they become available.
The architecture accommodates or includes components, technologies, and processes to
implement the resiliency technique, and provides some flexibility to include additional technologies
or components as they become available.
The architecture does not preclude components, technologies, and processes to implement the
resiliency technique, and provides limited flexibility to include additional technologies or
components as they become available.
The architecture precludes many components, technologies, and processes that could implement
the resiliency technique, and provides severely limited opportunities for future consideration of the
additional technologies or components as they become available.

Table 7. Key Differentiators Between Levels for Cyber Resiliency Techniques

Cyber Resiliency
Technique
Adaptive Response:
take actions in
response to
indications that an
attack is underway
based on attack
characteristics
Analytic Monitoring:
gather and analyze
data on an ongoing
basis and in a
coordinated way to
identify potential
vulnerabilities,
adversary activities,
and damage
Coordinated
Defense: manage
adaptively and in a
coordinated way
multiple, distinct
mechanisms to
defend critical
resources against
adversary activities

Key Differentiators Between Levels
• Breadth of response: How many different responsive actions does the architecture
support?
• Depth of response: At how many architectural layers, or for how many architectural
components, can responsive actions be taken?
• Dynamism: How quickly can response actions be taken?
• Integration: How well are other resiliency technologies are integrated into
response?
• Sensor locations: At how many locations is monitoring performed?
• Sensor coordination: How well can sensor coverage and analysis be coordinated
within the architecture?
• Sensor dynamism: How quickly can sensors be recalibrated?
• Analysis timeliness: How quickly can analysis of sensor or other data be performed?
• Scope: What is the scope of analysis?

• Breadth of defense: How many defensive techniques are applied at a given
architectural layer?
• Depth of defense: At how many architectural layers is a given defensive technique
applied?
• Internal consistency / coordination: How consistently and with how much
coordination are cyber defenses, supporting security controls, and supporting
performance controls managed within a given administrative span of control?
• External consistency / coordination: How consistently and with how much
coordination are cyber defenses, supporting security controls, and supporting
performance controls managed across different administrative spans of control?
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Cyber Resiliency
Technique
Deception: use
obfuscation and
misdirection (e.g.,
disinformation) to
confuse an adversary
Diversity: use a
heterogeneous set of
technologies (e.g.,
hardware, software,
firmware, protocols)
and data sources to
minimize the impact
of attacks and force
adversaries to attack
multiple different
types of technologies
Dynamic Positioning:
use distributed
processing and
dynamic relocation of
critical assets and
sensors
Dynamic
Representation:
construct and
maintain dynamic
representations of
components,
systems, services,
mission
dependencies,
adversary activities,
and effects of
alternative cyber
courses of action
Non-Persistence:
retain information,
services, and
connectivity for a
limited time

Key Differentiators Between Levels
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sophistication of dissimulation: How sophisticated are dissimulation / obfuscation
techniques?
Sophistication of simulation: How sophisticated are simulation techniques?
Integration: How well are deception mechanisms coordinated / integrated with
mechanisms from other practices?
Depth of diversity: At how many architectural layers is diversity provided or
supported?
Breadth of diversity: At how many locations in the architecture is diversity provided
or supported?
Degree of diversity: How many instances / alternatives are expected or
accommodated within the selected architectural layers?
Diversity dynamism: How quickly (in terms of technology refreshes or response to
incidents or vulnerability discoveries) can new implementations be integrated into
the system?
Integration: How well is diversity integrated with other practices?
Asset positioning: How extensively is a moving target defense strategy applied to
critical assets?
Sensor positioning: How extensively can sensors be moved / reassigned /
reconfigured in response to changes in the threat environment?
Dynamism: How quickly can dynamic positioning take effect?

•
•

Breadth of representation: How many aspects are included in representations?
Timeliness of representation: How quickly / how often are representations
updated?

•

Depth of non-persistence: At how many architectural layers is non-persistence
provided or supported?
Frequency of non-persistence: How frequently is the data, service, system, or
connection refreshed?

•
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Cyber Resiliency
Technique
Privilege Restriction:
restrict privileges
required to use cyber
resources, and
privileges assigned to
users and cyber
entities, based on the
type(s) and degree(s)
of criticality and
trust respectively, to
minimize the
potential
consequences of
adversary activities
Realignment: align
cyber resources with
core aspects of
mission/business
functions, thus
reducing the attack
surface
Redundancy:
maintain multiple
protected instances
of critical resources
(information and
services)
Segmentation:
separate (logically or
physically)
components based
on pedigree and/or
criticality, to limit the
spread of or damage
from successful
exploits
Substantiated
Integrity: ascertain
that critical services,
information stores,
information streams,
and components
have not been
corrupted by an
adversary
Unpredictability:
make changes
frequently and
randomly, not just in
response to actions
by the adversary

Key Differentiators Between Levels
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Depth of privilege restriction: At how many layers is privilege restriction applied?
Breadth of privilege restriction: How broadly or narrowly is least privilege applied
(e.g., is it only applied to services, access to data, individuals)?
Criticality: To what degree is criticality analysis linked to least privilege?
Coordination/consistency: How consistently are privileges defined and assigned? In
a system-of-systems, how well are policies and practices coordinated?

Depth of realignment: At how many layers is realignment applied?
Degree of analysis: How detailed is analysis/determination of core mission
functions?
Formalization of realignment: How formal/structured are realignment processes
(e.g., ad-hoc, ongoing, only in response to emergencies)?

Breadth of redundancy: How many duplicate copies of a given resource exist?
Where?
Depth of redundancy: At how many layers is redundancy provided?
Validation: How consistent and independent are duplicate copies?
Integration: How well is redundancy integrated with other techniques? practices?

•
•
•

Strength of separation: How effective is the separation?
Depth of segmentation: At how many layers is segmentation provided?
Responsiveness of isolation: How quickly and effectively can segmentation be used
to isolate cyber resources in light of an attack?

•
•

Depth of integrity: At how many layers is unpredictability applied?
Strength of integrity mechanisms: How strong or effective are the substantiated
integrity mechanisms (e.g., prevent changes to data/system, detect changes,
increase sources of data to reduce probability of changes that will impact mission)?

•
•

Depth of unpredictability: At how many layers is unpredictability applied?
Intentionality of unpredictability: Is unpredictability something that is planned,
happenstance, or some combination?
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5.2 Implementation
For notional architectures, the assessment is based on specifications and plans. Regardless of
how detailed such documents are, they still focus on something that is not yet real. In contrast,
“as-is” architectures are realized in operational environments. This means that there is more
confidence in their assessments than in the assessments of the notional architectures. In addition,
as-is architectures can be assessed with regards to the commitment to using a resiliency
technique, the comprehensiveness of the implementation, and the effectiveness of the
implementation. Note that implementation includes not only inclusion of technical mechanisms,
but also how the practice is used operationally. Thus, the assessment takes into consideration
CONOPS, SOPs, and CCoAs. Table 8 provides a general definition of levels of implementation;
see Appendix C.3 for an example, using Diversity.
Table 8. Levels of Implementation

Level
Very High

High

Medium

Low

Very Low

Commitment
Policies and contractual agreements support
the use of the technique
Use of the technique is well integrated into
operations (CONOPS, SOPs, TTPs)
Resources are allocated to the use of the
technique (life-cycle costs, LOE, training)
Investment / architectural evolution plans
include expected future mechanisms /
capabilities
Policies and contractual agreements
accommodate the use of the technique
Use of the technique is integrated into
operations (CONOPS, SOPs, TTPs)
Resources are allocated to the use of the
technique (life-cycle costs, LOE, training)
Investment / architectural evolution plans
include the technique
Policies and contractual agreements
accommodate some use of the technique
Some uses of the technique are represented
in operations (CONOPS, SOPs, TTPs)
Limited resources are allocated to the use of
the technique (life-cycle costs, LOE, training)
Plans exist for modifying policies and
contractual agreements to accommodate
some use of the technique
No plans to address POET considerations to
enable or facilitate use of the technique

Comprehensiveness

Effectiveness

All specific technologies or
approaches allowed by POET
considerations are applied

Effectiveness
validated by
penetration testing,
exercises, and
metrics tracking

Most specific technologies or
approaches allowed by POET
considerations are applied

Effectiveness
validated by
penetration testing
and limited
exercises

Some specific technologies
or approaches allowed by
POET considerations are
applied

Effectiveness
validated by testing

Some specific technologies
or approaches allowed by
POET considerations are
planned
Techniques or approaches
are incidental rather than
planned

Effectiveness to be
validated by testing

Effectiveness is not
evaluated

In addition, an operational or “as-is” architecture can be assessed with respect to how well
resilience-enhancing activities are performed. The general scoring model for resilienceenhancing activities uses a high/medium/low (or green/yellow/red) value scale, as shown in
Table 9. The value of an assessment of resiliency-enhancing activities is that it tells a clear story
of what can and cannot be done to achieve resiliency objectives. Table 22 in Appendix C.4
provides examples of value scales for activities.
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Table 9. General Value Scale for Resilience-Related Cyber Defense Activities

Value
High

Medium

Low

Description
The activity is performed in a rigorous and repeatable (or structured) manner, and is highly
effective. Structured activities are well-documented, with the documentation including
situation-dependent alternatives; are typically well supported by automation; and are
informed by well-defined and well-maintained metrics. High corresponds roughly to Levels 4
and 5 of governance structures and processes in the Cyber Prep framework [7], or to Levels
4 and 5 in a capability maturity framework.
The activity is performed in a semi-structured manner, and is fairly effective. Semistructured activities are documented and repeatable (with considerable variation), and are
typically supported by some automation and/or metrics. Medium corresponds roughly to
Level 3 of governance structures and processes in the Cyber Prep framework, or to Level 3 in
a capability maturity framework.
The activity is performed in an ad-hoc manner, with unpredictable effectiveness. Ad-hoc
activities are typically reactive or after-the-fact, labor-intensive, undocumented and thus
difficult to repeat consistently, and unsupported by metrics or automation. Low corresponds
roughly to Levels 1 and 2 of governance structures and processes in the Cyber Prep
framework, or to Levels 1 and 2 in a capability maturity framework.
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6 Develop Recommendations
The goal of an assessment is to provide recommendations. This section provides general
recommendations to serve as a starting point. Issues that architects and systems engineers should
take into consideration when developing or applying recommendations are also discussed.

6.1 General Recommendations
As a starting point, a general set of recommendations has been derived from experience applying
the cyber resiliency engineering framework, and from the Engineering Principles track at the
Second Annual Secure and Resilient Cyber Architectures Workshop. Those recommendations
are summarized in Tables 10 and 11.
Table 10 recommends cyber resiliency techniques to consider first. For these techniques, “lowhanging fruit” or opportunities for near-term and high-leverage improvements can be identified
using Table 52 in Appendix F. The possible improvements identified from Table 52 can be
tailored to the specific architecture, for example by identifying components, locations, or
technologies to which recommendations apply. Table 11 provides general recommendations or
engineering principles for applying cyber resiliency techniques.
Table 10. Recommendations for Assessment Priorities

Recommendations for Cyber Resiliency Techniques to Consider First
• Use existing capabilities more effectively
o Analytic Monitoring
o Redundancy with Diversity
o Privilege Restriction
o Segmentation

• Address governance to enable existing and
evolving capabilities to be more effective
o Adaptive Response
o Coordinated Defense
o Analytic Monitoring

Table 11. General Recommendations for Applying Cyber Resiliency Techniques

Cyber Resiliency
Technique

Adaptive Response

Analytic Monitoring

Coordinated Defense

General Recommendations
• Maintain an up-to-date and consistent cyber playbook (set of SOPs, CCoAs, and
configuration guides)
o Exercise to validate
• Integrate automated decision response mechanisms (e.g., dynamic reconfiguration)
carefully, to avoid destabilization
o Support human interaction and understandable user interfaces
o Exercise caution in using fully automated dynamic mechanisms
• Combine monitoring and analysis across sub-systems (e.g., IDS, anti-malware, CMRS)
• Identify and address monitoring issues related to transience of other cyber resources
(e.g., end-user devices)
• Analyze and address trade-off between encryption and monitoring
• Apply defense in depth, moving away from a “hard outside, soft chewy center”
• Coordinate the development of administrator SOPs, particularly for performance
management and configuration / patch management, with mission threads
• Coordinate the development of CCoAs with
o Administrator SOPs, across multiple administrative domains
o Mission threads, across missions that rely on resources covered by the CCoAs
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Cyber Resiliency
Technique
Deception

Diversity

Dynamic Positioning

Dynamic
Representation

Non-Persistence

Privilege Restriction
Realignment

Redundancy

Segmentation

Substantiated
Integrity

General Recommendations
• Work out policy, governance, and CONOPS issues related to active deception prior to
defining a deception architecture
• Consider the scope of deception (e.g., focused on internal systems, supply chain,
DMZ, or external data repositories and servers) in architectural decisions
• Make effective use of incidental diversity
o Incorporate (rather than try to expunge) diverse components, products, and
services acquired at different times and/or by different organizations
o Accommodate diversity in end-user devices (particularly for BYOD)
• Invest in targeted diversity for critical assets carefully
o For communications, identify and maintain alternative communications paths
o For software, take advantage of organization-owned mission applications apply
implementation diversity
o For information, identify and maintain multiple sources of critical mission data
o For hardware, apply AT and SCRM as well as design diversity
• Use existing technologies to distribute assets in ways that take resiliency into account
o Ensure consistent protection
o Integrate with backup, isolation, and rollback
• Ensure existence of and then build on static representations of components, systems,
services mission dependencies and adversary actions
• Use existing tools to maintain a current and realistic representation
o Use Continuous Monitoring and intrusion detection tools to represent security
posture
o Use performance monitoring and map-the-mission tools to represent mission
dependencies
• Coordinate with contingency planning activities, so that plans, CCoAs, and SOPs can
support non-adversarial as well as adversarial disruptions
• Leverage virtualization to make services non-persistent
• Minimize “immortal” services and connections as part of system and network
administrator SOPs
o Terminate unused ports and protocols
• Apply standards of good practice for least privilege, separation of duties, and rolebased access control
• Identify critical resources and lock down their use
• Analyze mission/business processes to identify non-essential resources
• Plan to separate or offload non-essential resources
• Apply standards of good practice for redundancy in the context of contingency
planning
• Ensure current patch/configuration status of redundant firmware and software
resources
• Ensure protection of all instances of critical resources regardless of location
• Define and separate enclaves based on sensitivity, criticality, and trust
o Employ logical isolation mechanisms (e.g., routers, firewalls, controlled interfaces)
to isolate enclaves and subnets
o Ensure isolation of Internet from intranet
o Isolate organization’s cyber security operations/response center from rest of
organization.
• Apply existing software integrity and network address validation mechanisms
effectively
• Apply AT to critical hardware, firmware, and software components
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Cyber Resiliency
Technique
Unpredictability

General Recommendations
• Include unpredictable changes that are transparent to mission/business process users
in day-to-day operations

When differentiating factors for cyber resiliency techniques are assessed, more specific
recommendations can be developed. Examples for selected cyber resiliency techniques are
presented in Appendix C. The recommendations in Appendix C can be tailored to provide
guidance on how to instantiate or evolve the architecture in a way that maximizes the effective
application of the selected cyber resiliency techniques.

6.2 Additional Considerations
The POET considerations identified in Appendix E should be considered when developing
recommendations. A common theme in the set of technical considerations is the maturity of
possible solutions. In addition, virtualization – both as enabling cyber resiliency solutions and as
a challenge to some cyber resiliency techniques – should be considered. Finally, some
considerations are specific to data centers.

6.2.1 Maturity of Resiliency Techniques
Not all of the resilience techniques are at that same level of maturity and usage. Some are more
available or in common use today than others. Knowing this may be useful for those decision
makers who are more prone to employ known commodities and find being early adopters
disconcerting. Techniques such as Privilege Restriction, Redundancy, Segmentation, and
Analytic Monitoring include elements that are in common practice today. At the other extreme,
techniques such as Adaptive Response, Deception, Diversity, Realignment and Unpredictability
are rarely applied in current practice.
These generalizations need to be tempered by considering the range of possible mechanisms the
different cyber resiliency techniques include. For those techniques identified as in common
practice today, it is often the case that only some elements are in common practice. Thus, for
Analytic Monitoring it is generally the case that monitoring is in common practice, but other
characteristics (e.g., finding indications of stealthy adversaries, detecting and assessing damage,
watching for adversary activities during recovery and evolution) are not commonly done today.
Similarly many organizations employ some elements of Diversity in their architectures (e.g., use
of laptops, smartphones, and tablets). But in general it is an ad-hoc use of Diversity driven by
factors such as cost and market leadership for a given domain. Very rarely is a diverse set of
components employed systematically with the focus of making the adversary’s work harder.
Finally, it is important to recognize that there are products and implementations to address all of
the resiliency techniques in the near-, mid- and long-term timeframes. See Appendix F for more
details.

6.2.2 Virtualization and Its Relationship to Resiliency
There is no single product or technology one can acquire that will automatically make an
architecture more resilient. But the one technology that does seem to underlie effective
implementation of resilience techniques more than any other is virtualization. Virtualization is an
effective means of supporting Non-Persistence, allowing for the rapid refresh of services and
data. Virtualization is also the means for supporting Diversity by allowing for the rapid
deployment of diverse operating systems and applications. The rapid deployment capability of
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virtualization means that it enables Adaptive Response [8]. Virtualization is also key to Dynamic
Positioning. Virtualization can be used in conjunction with Segmentation strategies [8].
Virtualization’s use and deployment is growing in modern architectures (e.g., cloud). But that
does not meant that simply including virtualization technology in architecture makes the
architecture more resilient. Most current uses of virtualization have little or no relevance to
resiliency. Thus, cyber resiliency assessments should consider not just whether virtualization is
in place, but also how effectively virtualization is used to provide resiliency.

6.2.3 Considerations for Data Centers
While the trend toward using data centers to host mission/business applications is largely driven
by cost, data centers can provide increased resiliency, leveraging virtualization and cloud
computing infrastructures. Cyber resiliency techniques apply differently to different classes of
resources in data centers. Segmentation techniques to create separate enclaves for different
classes of resources (and within some classes) are highly applicable to data center/cloud
environments.
Housed resources are cyber resources owned and managed by another entity (organization or
individual). The organization or facility provides a physical and/or networking infrastructure
(e.g., power, HVAC, physical security; network connectivity), but has little or no insight into the
operation of the resources. The organization or facility establishes minimum requirements for
housed resources (e.g., range of power needs; security and/or interoperability requirements for
network connectivity), but may have limited abilities to validate the entity’s assertions that those
requirements are met. Thus, Analytic Monitoring, Coordinated Defense, and Substantiated
Integrity techniques may be difficult to apply, and Segmentation is important to protect house
resources belonging to one entity from those belonging to another. In a data center/cloud
environment, housed resources will typically be part of a Legacy Enclave.
Managed resources are cyber resources owned by another entity (organization or individual),
which the organization or facility operates and manages on the entity’s behalf. In addition to a
physical and networking infrastructure, the organization or facility provides management and
infrastructure services. In particular, the organization or facility provides security services and
network operations. Coordinated Defense techniques thus become more feasible and important.
In a data center/cloud environment, managed resources will typically be applications running in a
cloud enclave. Segmentation is important to protect managed resources belonging to one entity
from those belonging to another.
Owned and managed resources are cyber resources owned and managed by the organization or
facility. In a data center/cloud environment, owned and managed resources are services and
infrastructure which the organization or facility provides to managed resources (e.g., standard
applications, backup and recovery services, security services), together with the services and
infrastructure needed to provide those services (e.g., virtualization and cloud management
services, core physical infrastructure). While all cyber resiliency techniques can be applied to
owned and managed resources, the need to meet service level agreements must be considered,
particularly for Adaptive Response techniques.
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Appendix A

Mapping Cyber Resiliency Techniques to Sub-Objectives and Objectives

The following table provides additional detail on mapping cyber resiliency techniques to sub-objectives (and thereby to objectives), by
identifying cyber defender activities enabled by the techniques, activities that help achieve sub-objectives.
Table 12. Detailed Mapping of Cyber Resiliency Techniques to Sub-Objectives and Objectives

Objective
Understand: maintain useful
representations of
mission/business cyber
dependencies, and of the
status of cyber resources with
respect to possible adversary
activities

Sub-Objective
Understand adversaries

Understand mission or business
function dependencies resources
and
Understand the functional
dependencies among cyber
resources

Activity

Technique

Share threat information

Supporting

Perform or support malware and forensic analysis
Perform retrospective analysis to investigate historical trends and
activities
Observe and analyze adversary activities in deception
environments
Perform mission impact analysis, business impact analysis, or
crown jewels analysis to identify critical, essential, and supporting
assets / capabilities

Analytic Monitoring
Analytic Monitoring

Identify, and maintain a representation of, functional and mission
dependencies among cyber resources

Dynamic
Representation

Identify mission / business function dependencies on cyber
resources

Realignment

Identify non-mission / business function dependencies on or uses
of cyber resources
Identify dependencies and interactions among cyber defenses,
security controls, and performance controls
Determine degrees of criticality of cyber resources, thereby
identifying critical assets
Determine types and degrees of trust for users and cyber entities
(e.g., components, data, processes, interfaces)

Realignment

Define an implementable set of change parameters (e.g.,
conditions under which unpredictable changes should not be
made, “distance” beyond which a service should not be moved,
ranges for frequency of changes)

Unpredictability
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Deception & Analytic
Monitoring
Supporting

Coordinated Defense
Privilege Restriction
Privilege Restriction

Objective

Sub-Objective
Understand the status of
resources with respect to
adversary activities

Prepare: maintain a set of
realistic cyber courses of action
that address predicted cyber
attacks

Create and maintain cyber
courses of action
Maintain the resources needed to
accomplish cyber courses of
action

Activity

Technique

Track security posture of cyber resources (e.g., patch status,
compliance with configuration guidance)

Supporting

Track effectiveness of CCoA and adapt as necessary
Coordinate sensor coverage to avoid gaps or blind spots
Correlate or otherwise combine data from different sensors

Adaptive Response
Analytic Monitoring
Analytic Monitoring

Detect by analyzing data to identify anomalies, develop I&W, and
assess likelihood of compromise or intrusion
Analyze data to assess lifespan / retention conditions for NonPersistence
Analyze data to assess effectiveness of CCoAs (in support of
response)
Dynamically reconfigure sensors
Perform damage assessment [to understand status of resources,
to support reconstitution]
Dynamically relocate sensors
Define and maintain a representation of the resiliency posture
(including security posture, performance with respect to SLAs or
KPPs, and quality as determined using Substantiated Integrity
mechanisms) of cyber resources and adversary activities against
cyber resources
Validate data provenance
Validate data integrity / quality to ensure it has not been
corrupted
Validate software / service integrity / behavior to ensure it has
not been corrupted
Define / maintain realistic CCoAs, i.e., CCoAs that can be executed
in a coordinated way given existing controls and management
responsibilities
Back up data needed to restore or reconstitute mission and
supporting functionality

Analytic Monitoring

Maintain gold copies of mission-essential software and
configuration data

Substantiated Integrity
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Analytic Monitoring
Analytic Monitoring
Analytic Monitoring
Analytic Monitoring
Dynamic Positioning
Dynamic
Representation

Substantiated Integrity
Substantiated Integrity
Substantiated Integrity
Coordinated Defense

Redundancy

Objective

Sub-Objective

Validate the realism of cyber
courses of action

Prevent: preclude successful
execution of an attack on a set
of cyber resources

Harden resources based on
adversary capabilities

Deflect adversary actions

Dissuade / deter adversaries by
increasing the adversary’s costs

Activity

Technique

Provide mechanisms and/or procedures for snapshotting or
otherwise capturing, and then restoring, state

Supporting

Provide mechanisms and/or procedures for capturing and
archiving data (or otherwise maintaining chain of evidence)

Supporting

Identify dependencies and interactions among cyber defenses,
security controls, and performance controls

Coordinated Defense

Simulate and/or exercise CCoAs

Dynamic
Representation

Define sets of cyber resources with clear boundaries

Segmentation

Identify key locations to place mechanisms

Coordinated Defense

Provide protection mechanisms at different locations

Coordinated Defense

Coordinate ongoing management
Coordinate definition and assignment of privileges
Create and maintain deception environment(s), e.g., honeypots,
honeynets, decoy documents or data stores

Coordinated Defense
Coordinated Defense
Deception

Redirect adversary activities to deception environment(s)

Deception

Maintain or dynamically create determinably different
instantiations / implementations of capabilities or component
functionality (e.g., different operating systems, applications,
hardware)

Diversity

Define and maintain determinably different alternative
processing paths (i.e., different sequences of services or
applications used to respond to the same request)
Define and maintain determinably different alternative
communications paths (e.g., different protocols, different
communications media)
Use determinably different supply chains for key technical
components
Identify and maintain determinably different mission data
sources
Create and maintain determinably different information stores

Diversity
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Diversity

Diversity
Diversity
Diversity

Objective

Sub-Objective

Dissuade / deter adversaries by
increasing the adversary’s risks
Deter attacks by limiting the
adversary’s benefits

Continue: maximize the
duration and viability of
essential mission/business
functions during an attack

Maintain functioning

Activity

Technique

Assign privileges based on types and degrees of trust

Privilege Restriction

Assign and maintain privilege restrictions, particularly for critical
assets

Privilege Restriction

Define enclaves or sets of cyber resources with clear boundaries

Segmentation

Maintain boundary protections

Segmentation

Reconfigure components and services, use alternative equivalent
components or services, or dynamically reposition processing
randomly, in accordance with change parameters

Unpredictability

Reveal adversary TTPs by analysis
Cause the adversary to reveal TTPs by directing adversary
activities to a deception environment
Conceal mission processing and communications, e.g., function
hiding
Transform data for obfuscation

Analytic Monitoring
Deception

Identify services and information to which non-persistence can be
applied

Non-Persistence

Define lifespan conditions for services and connectivity

Non-Persistence

Terminate services or connectivity when lifespan conditions no
longer hold

Non-Persistence

Define retention conditions for information

Non-Persistence

Delete or move information when retention conditions no longer
hold
Provide mechanisms and/or procedures for capturing and
archiving data (or otherwise maintaining chain of evidence)

Non-Persistence

Ensure that termination, deletion, or movement does not leave
residual data or software behind

Non-Persistence

Select and tailor CCoA

Adaptive Response

Dynamically reconfigure existing resources

Adaptive Response

Dynamically provision by reallocating existing resources

Adaptive Response

Dynamically reconstitute critical assets or capabilities

Adaptive Response
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Deception
Deception

Supporting

Objective

Sub-Objective

Technique

Deploy diverse resources rapidly (e.g., in near real time)

Diversity

Coordinate response activities to ensure synergy rather than
interference

Coordinated Defense

Fail over to replicated resources

Supporting

Track effectiveness of CCoA and adapt as necessary

Adaptive Response
Substantiated Integrity
Substantiated Integrity

Isolate resources to preclude or
limit adversary access

Validate data provenance
Validate data integrity / quality to ensure it has not been
corrupted
Validate software / service integrity / behavior to ensure it has
not been corrupted
Distribute mission / business functions
Terminate services or connectivity when lifespan conditions no
longer hold
Extend the attack surface to privilege management and privilege
enforcement mechanisms
Reconfigure components and services, use alternative equivalent
components or services, or reposition processing randomly, in
accordance with change parameters
Isolate the enclave or set of cyber resources to contain adversary
activities

Move resources to preclude
adversary access

Use distributed processing and virtualization to relocate targeted
resources

Dynamic Positioning

Dynamically relocate critical assets
Reassign / relocate non-critical assets to reduce the exposure of
critical assets to compromised non-critical assets
Terminate services or connectivity when lifespan conditions no
longer hold
Delete or move information when retention conditions no longer
hold
Ensure that termination, deletion, or movement does not leave
residual data or software behind
Increase or decrease privilege restrictions based on adversary
activities

Dynamic Positioning
Realignment

Ensure that functioning is correct

Extend the surface that an
adversary must attack to be
successful

Constrain: limit damage from
an adversary’s attacks

Activity

Change or remove resources to
limit or preclude adversary access
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Substantiated Integrity
Realignment
Non-Persistence
Privilege Restriction
Unpredictability &
Dynamic Positioning
Segmentation

Non-Persistence
Non-Persistence
Non-Persistence
Privilege Restriction

Objective
Reconstitute: redeploy cyber
resources to provide as
complete a set of mission /
business functionality as
possible subsequent to a
successful attack

Sub-Objective

Re-Architect: modify
architectures for improved
resiliency

Technique

Dynamically reconfigure critical assets

Adaptive Response

Maintain multiple protected instances of hardware
Create and maintain multiple protected instances of software
Create and maintain multiple protected instances of information
Execute recovery procedures in accordance with contingency or
continuity of operations plans
Dynamically reconstitute critical assets or capabilities

Redundancy
Redundancy
Redundancy
Supporting

Identify and restore non-critical functional capabilities

Adaptive Response

Coordinate recovery activities to avoid gaps in security coverage

Coordinated Defense

Validate data provenance
Validate data integrity / quality to ensure it has not been
corrupted

Substantiated Integrity
Substantiated Integrity

Validate software / service integrity / behavior to ensure it has
not been corrupted

Substantiated Integrity

Identify unnecessary
dependencies

Assess mission / business function risks due to dependency on
resources shared with non-mission functions

Realignment

Adapt systems and mission /
business processes to mitigate
risks

Reallocate resources and/or reassign administrative /
management responsibility based on risk to mission / business
function
Identify and remove or replace data feeds and connections for
which risks outweigh benefits

Realignment

Address predicted long-term
changes in adversary capabilities,
intent, and/or targeting
Apply cyber resiliency practices
cost-effectively

Integrate cyber resiliency strategy with other organizational
strategies

Supporting

Identify and weigh alternatives for applying cyber resiliency
practices as part of systems engineering

Supporting

Incorporate emerging
technologies in ways that improve
(or at least do not degrade) cyber
resiliency

Analyze emerging technologies with respect to cyber resiliency

Supporting

Maintain deployable /
redeployable resources
Restore functionality

Validate functionality

Transform: change aspects of
organizational behavior in
response to prior, current, or
prospective adversary attacks

Activity
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Adaptive Response

Realignment

Appendix B

Initial Questionnaire

A cyber resiliency assessment uses value scales for objectives, sub-objectives, and techniques to
provide qualitative assessments and develop recommendations. Those scales assume a level of
understanding of the cyber resiliency engineering framework beyond the general understanding
that can be fostered via an introductory briefing. Thus, a cyber resiliency assessment involves
interviews and document review by resiliency experts to obtain the information necessary to
make an assessment, rather than using an instrument that would ask multiple stakeholders to
make assessments. A structured questionnaire can support information gathering from Program
Managers, architects and systems engineers, system managers and administrators, and cyber
defenders. The questions follow the flow of the cyber resiliency objectives. For each objective,
general questions may be included, followed by questions related to the use of cyber resiliency
techniques. Note that the interviewer(s) will tailor the questionnaire, both prior to the interview,
based on the purpose and scope of the cyber resiliency assessment and on review of relevant
documentation, and during the interview based on responses. Note also that different
interviewees will be able to answer different questions.

Questions
Objective: Understand
General
G.1 How important is it to understand your adversary? Do you use intelligence (which could consist of
information from commercial security service providers) to inform your planning and response?
G.2 Do you have a view of the nature of your adversary? Who is the typical adversary you guard against?
1. Do you have a view or estimate of the adversary’s capabilities and/or tradecraft?
2. Do you have a view of the adversary’s intent?
3. Do you have a view of what the adversary may be targeting and how persistent they will be in their efforts?
G.3 Have you captured your view of the above in any written/formalized way (e.g., in a risk assessment report)?
G.4 Have you completely identified all of your cyber assets, resources, and capabilities? How current is your
inventory? What mechanisms and/or processes do you use to maintain your inventory?
G.5 What is your understanding of your mission or your key business function dependencies?
1. Do you have a mapping, listing, or other representation of which cyber resources are essential to, critical to,
or supportive of specific missions/business functions?
2. Do you have a mapping, listing, or other representation of dependencies among cyber resources?
G.6 Can you identify dependencies and interactions among cyber defenses, security controls, and performance
controls?
G.7 Have you captured this understanding in any written/formalized way (e.g., a contingency or continuity of
operations plan)?
G.8 Do you have any way of checking the status of your cyber resources with respect to your adversary (e.g., how
vulnerable they are, whether they have been compromised, etc.)?

Technique: Analytic Monitoring

Are you able to determine whether a cyber attack is underway?
Are you able to observe/monitor adversary activities? If so, how do you do this (e.g., what sensors do you use,
where are they placed, what can they collect, what do they ordinarily collect)?
Do you retain the data you capture for forensic analysis?
Do you perform or support malware and forensic analysis? If not, do you employ or send your information to
some other party that does perform such analysis?
Do you perform retrospective analysis to investigate historical trends and activities?
Do you have internal sensors to monitor intrusions by the adversary?
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Questions
If you have identified mission / business function dependencies on cyber resources (see question G.5), can you
calibrate sensors based on resource criticality?
Have you defined conditions under which unpredictable changes should not be made, “distance” beyond which a
service should not be moved, ranges for frequency of changes? If so, do you have a way to monitor for changes
that exceed the bounds you have set?
Do you track the security posture of cyber resources (e.g., patch status, compliance with configuration guidance)?
Do you track the effectiveness of cyber courses of actions and adapt as necessary?

Technique: Deception

One way to learn more about an adversary and their tradecraft is to employ deception environments (e g.,
honeynets). Do you take any action to observe the adversary in a deception environment?
Have you or do you have plans to perform damage assessments [to understand status of resources, to support
reconstitution]?

Technique: Dynamic Positioning

Do you dynamically reposition or reconfigure sensors?

Technique: Substantiated Integrity

In general, do you monitor the integrity of data received and stored (e.g., spot-checks, in/outflow checks, etc.)?
Are you able to determine and validate the origin of the data you receive (so that you know it is genuine)?
Do you validate data integrity / quality to ensure it has not been corrupted? How do you do so?
Do you validate software / service integrity / behavior to ensure it has not been corrupted? If so, how?

Objective: Prepare
Technique: Coordinated Defense
One means to protect your infrastructure is to employ a layered defense strategy (protection in depth). Do you
use such a strategy? If so, what is involved? For example, do you use multiple IDSs or AVs?
What actions (if any) do you take to “harden” your cyber resources?
Have you defined and do you maintain cyber courses of action to take in response to an attack? Have you tested
them in a coordinated way?
How often do you back up data needed to restore or reconstitute mission and supporting functionality?
Do you place your protection mechanisms at different locations within your infrastructure?
How do you identify key locations to place mechanisms?
Do you take actions to coordinate your defensive measures so they do not interfere with each other?
Do you perform any simulations, exercises or war-gaming of how the cyber course of action you currently employ
would respond to adversary actions? If so, how do you employ the results of such activities?

Technique: Privilege Restriction

Can you determine types and degrees of trust for users and cyber entities (e.g., components, data, processes,
interfaces)?
Do you assign privileges? Do you use a method that depends on types and degrees of trust?
Do you assign and maintain privilege restrictions, particularly for critical assets?

Technique: Deception

Do you create and have deception environments (e.g., honeypots), or place decoy documentation on accessible
data stores?
If you maintain deception environments, what actions, if any, do you take to deflect adversaries to those
environments?

Objective: Prevent
General
G.9 What actions do you take to dissuade your adversaries from attacking?
G.10 What actions do you take to make the adversaries work harder at achieving success?
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Questions
Technique: Diversity
Do you maintain different implementations of capabilities or component functionality (e.g., different operating
systems, applications, hardware)?
Do you maintain different alternative processing paths (i.e., different sequences of services or applications used
to respond to the same request)?
Do you maintain determinably alternative communications paths (e.g., different protocols, different
communications media)?
Does your critical data come from a single source or do you employ multiple data sources for your critical data?

Technique: Segmentation

Have you defined enclaves or sets of cyber resources with a clear boundary within your intranet?
Do you maintain boundary protections within your intranet? If so, how (e.g., logical isolation, physical isolation, a
combination)?
Do you isolate your security operations center from the rest of your network?

Technique: Unpredictability

Do you take any actions to make it more difficult for an adversary to predict the behavior of your systems,
networks, or users? If so please elaborate.
For example, do you reconfigure components or services at some random interval?
For example, do you switch/swap services, replacing them with equivalent services, at some random interval
(e.g., change browsers)?

Technique: Deception

Do you conceal key/important processing and communications, e.g., function hiding?
Do you hide/conceal your processing, functions or data? What methods do you use?

Technique: Non-Persistence
A good means of preventing the adversary of achieving a permanent foothold is to refresh data storage and
processing periodically (this is known as non-persistence). Do you take any such actions?
Do you use virtualization (or some other technique) to allow you to periodically refresh services? If so, do you do
so for security reasons (prevent adversary from gaining a foothold) or some other reason?
If you do employ non-persistence, do you set some lifespan conditions (thresholds) for refreshing or terminating
services?
Do you terminate services or connections when they are no longer needed?
Do you delete data when it is no longer needed?
Do you dynamically reconstitute critical assets or capabilities?

Objective: Continue
Technique: Substantiated Integrity
Adversaries sometimes corrupt key data or services, not to the extent of blatantly crippling services so that they
fail, but in such a way that the longer the corrupted services run the greater the damage that occurs. Do you take
any actions to address this threat?
What actions, if any, do you take to ensure that your operations are functioning correctly (i.e., adversary has not
corrupted operations)?
What actions, if any, do you take to validate that software / service integrity / behavior has not been corrupted?
What actions, if any, do you take to validate that data integrity has not been corrupted?

Technique: Adaptive Response

What actions, if any, do you take to continue operations even if an attack is underway? What is the relationship
between cyber defense and execution of contingency plans or continuity of operations plans?
Do you dynamically reconfigure resources in any way so that the configuration is different than what the
adversary anticipated?
Do you assess the effectiveness of your countermeasures during an attack?
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Questions
Technique: Diversity
If all the systems in your organization use the same OS and applications in the same configurations, and if they
have some underlying flaws (e.g., unknown flaw) then a successful zero day attack can take them all out. One
means to address this is to use a variety of systems or services. While this will not stop all the attacks, it will mean
that to compromise all the systems the adversary will have to use different attack techniques.
Do you use diversity or heterogeneity as a defensive strategy? If so, for which components (e.g., OSs, hardware,
communications paths or media) do you maintain different instances?
Your organization probably experiences some degree of incidental diversity, e.g., as a result of components
procured at different times, due to a BYOD strategy. What forms of incidental diversity are present? Do your
attack detection or response plans take advantage of incidental diversity? If so, how?
Do you deploy different configurations of systems or services as the attack is ongoing to confuse or impede the
adversary?

Objective: Constrain
Technique: Segmentation
Do you take any actions resources to preclude or limit access by an adversary that has already compromised
other system resources?
Do you isolate enclaves/subnets from other portions of your network? If so, how?
Do you have the ability to dynamically isolate some portions of your network from others in the event of an
attack? If so, how, and do cyber courses of action include rules or guidance on when to do so?

Technique: Dynamic Positioning

If you can relocate your key services, it makes it harder for the adversary to successfully compromise them (or at
the least it increases the chance that the adversary will be discovered trying to attack them). Do you take any
action to move/relocate likely targets of the adversary?
If so, do you use virtualization and/or distributed processing to support such relocation?
Do you dynamically relocate critical information?

Technique: Non-Persistence

Do you take actions to remove critical information that is no longer needed so it is not accessible to adversary
during an attack?
If so, how do you ensure the information is no longer accessible?

Objective: Reconstitute
Technique: Redundancy
Do you maintain multiple instances of your critical hardware? If so, are they protected to the same extent as the
primary instance?
Do you maintain multiple instances of your critical software? If so, are they protected to the same extent as the
primary instance?
Do you maintain multiple instances of your critical information? If so, are they protected to the same extent as
the primary instance?

Technique: Substantiated Integrity

Do you provide mechanisms and/or procedures for snapshotting or otherwise capturing, and then restoring,
state?
What actions do you take to ensure that restored data has not been corrupted?
What actions do you take to ensure that restored services or software have not been corrupted?

Objective: Transform
Technique: Realignment
Do you change any aspects or your organizational behavior to make your organization a less identifiable or
appealing target?
Have you identified any data feeds/connections whose risks may outweigh their benefits? If so, what have you
done about them?
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Questions
Have you looked to see whether your organization’s mission critical functions are overly dependent upon some
non-mission critical functions or on functions that you do not control?
Have you done any analysis to identify any non-missions critical resources which you employ that may prove to
be an entrée for an adversary?

Objective: Re-Architect
General
Have you made or are you planning to make changes to your architecture to address predicted long-term
changes in an adversary’s capability?
Have you made, or are you planning to make, changes to your architecture that will allow you to respond more
dynamically to adversary attacks?

Technique: Diversity

Have you considered, or do you currently employ, different suites of operating systems, applications, browsers,
networking protocols to make it more difficult for an adversary to successfully compromise your architecture? If
so, please elaborate.
Have you considered using virtualization to allow you to more dynamically change OSs, applications, or locations
of servers or services?

Technique: Non-Persistence

Have you considered, or do you currently employ, refreshing of your services so as to limit an adversary’s ability
to successfully establish and maintain a foothold in your system?

Technique: Dynamic Positioning

Have you considered, or do you currently employ, any means to relatively dynamically re-locate critical data
repositories or services to other locations?
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Appendix C

Assessment Scales

This appendix provides value scales for all cyber resiliency objectives and sub-objectives, as
well as for a representative set of cyber resiliency techniques and activities.

C.1 Assessment Scales for Cyber Resiliency Objectives and SubObjectives
Table 13 defines value scales for assessing or scoring how well cyber resiliency objectives are
met, while Table 14 defines value scales for sub-objectives.
Table 13. Assessment Scales for Cyber Resiliency Objectives

Objective

Key Differentiators

Value Scales

Understand: maintain
useful representations of
mission/business cyber
dependencies, and of the
status of cyber resources
with respect to possible
adversary activities

• Depth of understanding, for
o Mission and functional dependencies on
cyber resources
o Functional interdependencies among
resources
o Adversary capabilities, intent, and
targeting, as evident or implicit in TTPs
• Breadth of understanding, for
o Dependencies across missions and
business functions
o Relationships (e.g., synergies,
dependencies) among adversary
activities
• Currency of understanding, for
o Mission and functional dependencies
on cyber resources
o Adversary activities and evolving
capabilities, intent, and targeting
o Security posture of cyber resources
with respect to adversary activities
• Types of decisions and/or planning that
understanding is sufficient to understand

Prepare: maintain a set of
realistic cyber courses of
action that address
predicted cyber attacks

• Depth of preparation, for contingencies
that involve multiple events and thus
require coordinated responses as well as
CCoAs with conditional alternatives
• Breadth of preparation, for
o Ranges of contingencies
o Contingencies that affect multiple
missions or organizations
• Realism of preparation, reflecting

High: A deep, broad, current, and
forward-looking understanding is
able to inform both operational
decisions (mission courses of action,
cyber courses of action (CCoAs),
resource allocation, supporting
business processes such as
maintenance and updates) and
planning (for missions and mission
evolution, as well as for cyber
defense, architectural evolution, and
technology investments).
Medium: A relatively deep, broad,
and current understanding is able to
inform development, selection, and
execution of CCoAs, as well as some
investment planning.
Low: A shallow and relatively static
understanding, relying primarily on
analytic models and tools that do not
consider the advanced threat, is able
to inform contingency planning and
execution.
High: A set of sophisticated (deep,
broad, well-resourced) CCoAs has
been established, kept current, and
extensively validated. CCoAs are
coordinated with mission CoAs.
Medium: A set of CCoAs, including
some which are broad and/or deep,
has been established and validated.
Resources are maintained to support
CCoA execution.
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Objective

Key Differentiators

Value Scales

o Current and anticipated mission and
functional dependencies on cyber
resources
o Maintenance of cyber resources and
alternatives that are actually available
o Exercises that enable CCoAs to be tried
out and validated
Prevent: preclude
successful execution of an
attack on a set of cyber
resources

• Depth of prevention, including
o Selective application of resource
hardening to provide defense-in-depth
o Coordination of defensive mechanisms
• Breadth of approaches for dissuading,
deterring, or deflecting adversary actions
• Effectiveness of approaches (how
effective are the approaches /
mechanisms at reducing the likelihood of
an attack being successful, and/or at
increasing the adversary’s work factor?)

Continue: maximize the
duration and viability of
essential mission /
business functions during
an attack

• Scope of continuity
o Criticality of functions (mission-critical,
mission-essential)
o Whether the current mission is taken
into consideration
• Viability (correctness, reliability) of
functions
• Extent to which adversary work factor is
increased by changes in the attack surface
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Low: Cyber courses of action have
been established for a few common
situations (e.g., malware infection,
compromise of a user or an
administrator account, security
spills). All other contingencies are
treated as under the purview of
COOP.
High: A broad range of mechanisms,
applied strategically and in depth,
significantly reduce the likelihood
that adversary activities will affect
mission tasks that depend on cyber
resources, and/or significantly
increase the adversary’s work factor.
Medium: A variety of mechanisms,
applied with varying degrees of
depth, reduce the likelihood that
adversary activities will affect
mission-critical functions that
depend on cyber resources, and/or
increase the adversary’s work factor.
Low: Multiple mechanisms are
applied with the goal of reducing the
adversary’s likelihood of success
and/or increasing the adversary’s
work factor.
High: Mission-essential functions can
be performed, with degradation and
periods of interruption well within
specified requirements, and with a
high degree of confidence in the
correctness or reliability of cyber
resources, until the current mission is
completed. Dynamic changes in the
attack surface significantly increase
the adversary’s work factor.
Medium: Mission-critical functions
can be performed, with degradation
and periods of interruption within
specified requirements, and with a
significant degree of confidence in
the correctness or reliability of cyber
resources, until the current mission is
completed. Dynamic changes in the
attack surface increase the
adversary’s work factor.
Low: Mission-critical functions can
be supported in accordance with
contingency or continuity of
operations planning.

Objective

Key Differentiators

Value Scales

Constrain: limit damage
from an adversary’s
attacks

• Type of constraint / damage limitation
o Physical / logical – minimize set of
resources exposed to adversary attacks
o Temporal – minimize period of time for
which resources are exposed to
adversary attacks
• Degree of forethought / planning /
support (ad-hoc, established, wellsupported by automation)
• Types of resources to which exposure to
adversary attacks can be limited
o Physical (e.g., subnets, platforms)
o Logical (e.g., processes, databases or
data stores, connections)

Reconstitute: redeploy
cyber resources to provide
as complete a set of
mission/business
functionality as possible
subsequent to a successful
attack

• Effectiveness of reconstitution / extent of
mission support
• Speed of reconstitution
• Confidence in reconstitution
o Correctness / compliance with
functional or quality requirements
o Completeness
 Set of restored resources (e.g.,
services, software, hardware,
databases or other structured data
stores)
 Period of time for which mission data
is missing (unknown, known,
minimal)
o Integrity / validation that reconstituted
resources have not been corrupted

Transform: change
aspects of organizational
behavior in response to
prior, current, or
prospective adversary
attack

• Integration of the strategy of reducing
mission dependencies on non-missioncritical assets into organizational
processes
o Contingency planning
o Mission/business process reengineering
o Systems engineering & architectural
development
• Capabilities or functions integrated into
organizational processes

High: Damage from adversary attacks
can be limited quickly, temporally as
well as physically / logically, and to
relatively few resources beyond
those affected when the attack was
identified or indicated, based on
established and well-supported
procedures. Damage limitation
applies to a wide range of physical
and logical resources.
Medium: Damage from adversary
attacks can be constrained
temporally and/or physically /
logically, via manual intervention to
isolate resources and/or to restart
some processes, using established
procedures.
Low: Damage from adversary attacks
can be somewhat constrained,
primarily via manual intervention to
isolate physical resources.
High: Functionality is reconstituted
rapidly (consistent with overall
operations tempo for supported
missions and cyber defense
operations) by redeploying cyber
resources to provide a full range of
mission support, and to a known
level of confidence in correctness,
completeness, and integrity.
Medium: Functionality is
reconstituted by redeploying cyber
resources to provide missionessential and mission-critical
functions, with some confidence that
they have not been corrupted.
Low: Functionality is reconstituted by
redeploying cyber resources in
accordance with contingency
planning or COOP.
High: Attack surface reduction is a
key element of the organization’s
systems engineering / architectural
development, and is integrated with
process re-engineering and
contingency planning. The
organization reduces/eliminates as
many dependencies on non-mission
critical services/assets as feasible,
and eliminates, to the extent
feasible, non-mission essential
behavior.
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Objective

Key Differentiators

Value Scales

o Identification/specification of
organizational behavior
 Of different types (normal behaviors,
mission-essential behaviors, missioncritical behaviors)
 Under different contingencies
(normal, stressed/hazard, cyber
attack)
o Identification of exposed services /
resources

Re-Architect: modify
architectures to improve
resiliency

• Integration of cyber resiliency principles
with architectural roadmap development
o Consideration of possible adversary
TTPs in architectural definition
o Support for dynamic mechanisms (e.g.,
using virtualization or other
technologies that enable rapid changes
in the attack surface)
o Support for emerging cyber resiliency
technologies and solutions
• Investment in custom components via reimplementation or custom development
o Software
o Hardware
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Medium: The organization considers
attack surface reduction as part of
systems engineering, while reduction
of non-essential dependencies is
considered as part of process reengineering and contingency
planning. The organization reduces /
eliminates some dependencies on
non-mission critical services /
resources, and eliminates some nonmission essential behavior.
Low: As part of contingency
planning, the organization identifies
critical and non-critical services /
resources and mission essential
organizational-behavior. For critical
resources, organization identifies
those dependencies that such
resources have with non-critical
resources.
High: Architectural roadmap
development considers not only
possible adversary TTPs, but the fact
that adversaries will develop
unforeseen TTPs and campaign
strategies. The architectural
roadmap includes support for
dynamic mechanisms and for cyber
resiliency technologies and solutions
emerging from basic and applied
research. The architectural roadmap
includes re-implementation of critical
software and/or custom
development of key critical hardware
components.
Medium: Architectural roadmap
development considers possible
adversary TTPs, and to some extent
the fact that adversaries will develop
unforeseen TTPs and campaign
strategies. The architectural
roadmap includes limited support for
dynamic mechanisms and for cyber
resiliency technologies and solutions
emerging from applied research. The
architectural roadmap considers reimplementation of critical software
and/or custom development of key
critical hardware components.
Low: Architectural definition and
planning take into consideration
possible adversary TTPs.

Table 14. Assessment Scales for Cyber Resiliency Sub-Objectives

Medium

High

Understand
adversaries
[Understand]

Sub-Objective

Adversaries are
characterized in terms of
general types or goals
(e.g., hackers, organized
crime, industrial
espionage, nation-state
espionage, terrorists,
military adversaries).
Adversary TTPs are
characterized in terms of
general attack methods.
Adversary
characterization is
typically by reference to
published threat reports.

Low

Adversaries are identified in
general terms and
characterized in terms of
capabilities, intent, and
targeting. Adversary TTPs are
identified in terms of specific
attacks or exploitation
techniques (for example, using
CAPEC,
http://capec.mitre.org/).
Information about adversary
activities is refreshed on a
regular basis, based on
analysis of monitoring data
and/or on intelligence
information supplied by
external entities.

Understand
mission or
business function
dependencies
[Understand]

Dependencies of mission
or business functions on
cyber resources are
represented in a static,
manually-generated
representation, typically
as part of design or COOP
documentation.

Understand status
of resources with
respect to
adversary
activities
[Understand]

Security posture
monitored at different
architectural layers, e.g.,
using basic intrusion
detection and malware
protection.

Dependencies of mission or
business functions on cyber
resources are identified (to
system / infrastructure
providers, to contingency
planners, and to a lesser
extent to cyber defenders) via
a combination of static and
dynamic representations,
supported by automation
(e.g., Business Service
Management (BSM) or IT
Service Management (ITSM)
tools).
Security posture monitored at
the enterprise level, using
continuous monitoring and
risk scoring tools and
processes, which integrate the
results of security posture
monitoring at different
architectural layers.

Adversaries are identified
specifically, based on analysis
of observed attacks.
Adversaries are described in
terms of capabilities, specific
goals or objectives, and
targeted cyber resources,
providing the foundation for
an adversary model.
Adversary TTPs are identified
in terms of specific attacks or
exploitation techniques.
Information about adversary
activities is refreshed on an
ongoing basis, based on
analysis of monitoring data
and/or on intelligence
information supplied by
external entities. An adversary
model enables assessment of
the adversary work factor
associated with a cyber course
of action or an architectural
alternative.
Cyber defenders are provided
with a dynamic representation
of mission / business function
dependencies on cyber
resources, automatically
updated based on observation
and analysis of usage. System
/ infrastructure providers and
others responsible for COOP
execution are presented with
snapshots as needed to
support planning.
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Security posture monitored at
the enterprise level, using
continuous monitoring and
risk scoring tools and
processes, which integrate the
results of security posture
monitoring at different
architectural layers.
Capabilities are provided and
used that enable the security
posture of specific resources
to be monitored more closely,
in response to I&W.

Sub-Objective

Low

Medium

Create and
maintain cyber
courses of action
[Prepare]

Cyber courses of action
have been established for
a few common situations
(e.g., malware infection,
compromise of a user or
an administrator account,
security spills).

Cyber courses of action have
been established based on an
understanding of anticipated
adversary activities. CCoAs
take into consideration
mission dependencies on
resources, and the effects of
defender actions on mission
capabilities; thus, CCoAs are
updated as overall mission
needs change as well as in
response to changing threat
information.

Maintain
resources needed
to accomplish
cyber courses of
action [Prepare]

Gold copies of missionessential software,
configuration data, and
(as relevant) static mission
data are retained. Mission
data is backed up as
required by COOP.

Gold copies of missionessential software and
configuration data are kept
current with patches and
configuration changes.
Mission data is backed up or
checkpointed consistent with
mission requirements.
Redundant resources (e.g.,
hardware, alternative
software, storage,
communications) are
maintained, consistent with
diversity and redundancy
approaches.

Validate the
realism of cyber
courses of action
[Prepare]

Gold copies are
periodically validated
(e.g., the patch status of
gold copies of software is
checked, backup-andrestore processes are
exercised), typically as
part of COOP exercises.

Cyber courses of action are
exercised as part of cyber
defense exercises, and are
integrated into COOP
exercises. CCoA exercises
include validation of key
software and data.
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High

Cyber courses of action have
been established based on an
understanding of anticipated
and potential adversary
activities, as well as on
anticipated changes in
systems and dependencies.
CCoAs take into consideration
mission dependencies on
resources, and the effects of
defender actions on mission
capabilities; thus, CCoAs are
updated dynamically as
specific mission needs change
as well as in response to
changing threat information.
CCoAs take into consideration
the adversary model, in
particular the adversary work
factor associated with
different CCoAs.
Gold copies of missionessential software and
configuration data are kept
current with patches and
configuration changes.
Mission data is backed up or
checkpointed consistent with
mission requirements.
Mechanisms are provided for
snapshotting, checkpointing,
or capturing, and restoring,
state. Redundant resources
(e.g., hardware, alternative
software, storage,
communications) are
maintained, consistent with
diversity, redundancy, and
dynamic positioning
strategies.
CCoAs are exercised as part of
mission as well as cyber
defense exercises. Mission
impacts of CCoAs are
evaluated, in light of observed
mission dependencies
(indirect as well as direct) on
cyber resources.

Sub-Objective

Low

Medium

High

Harden resources
based on
adversary
19
capabilities as
well as resource
criticality
[Prevent]

Resources hardening (e.g.,
security controls tailored
or supplemented above
baselines, configurations
controlled more tightly) is
based on general
assumptions about
adversary capabilities.

Resource hardening is based
on an assessment of adversary
capabilities to discover,
discover vulnerabilities in, and
exploit vulnerabilities in the
resources. Defensive
mechanisms are coordinated
to avoid undesirable
interactions.

Deflect adversary
20
actions
[Prevent]

A deception environment
(e.g., a honeypot on a
DMZ) is established.

A deception environment is
established and maintained
(e.g., a honeynet with
information updated on a
periodic basis so that
information appears fresh);
capabilities are provided for
cyber defenders to deflect
suspect network traffic to the
deception environment.

Dissuade / deter
adversaries by
increasing the
adversary’s costs
[Prevent]

Mechanisms from at least
one cyber resiliency
technique intended to
increase the adversary’s
costs (diversity,
segmentation, privilege
restriction,
unpredictability) are
employed; increases in
the adversary’s costs are
assumed to track the
number of specific
mechanisms.

Mechanisms from one or
more cyber resiliency
techniques intended to
increase the adversary’s costs
are employed; increases in the
adversary’s costs are assumed
to track the number of specific
mechanisms.

Resource hardening is based
on threat intelligence about
adversary capabilities to
discover, discover and/or
implant vulnerabilities in, and
exploit vulnerabilities in the
resources. Defensive
mechanisms are coordinated
to avoid undesirable
interactions, provide synergy
as feasible, and facilitate
monitoring and analysis.
A sophisticated deception
environment is established
and maintained (e.g., a
honeynet with information
and configurations updated
on a periodic basis and in
response to observable
mission activities so that
information appears fresh and
realistic); capabilities are
provided for cyber defenders
to deflect suspect network
traffic to the deception
environment and monitor
adversary behavior.
A multi-faceted resiliency
strategy employs multiple
techniques for increasing the
adversary’s costs. The strategy
is informed by an adversary
model that enables the
adversary’s costs for
alternative CCoAs or
architectural alternatives to
be assessed, and that takes
into consideration the
adversary’s concern for
revealing TTPs as well as the
adversary’s specific targets or
goals..

19
20

The assessment of this sub-objective should be less than or equal to the assessment of “Understand adversaries.”
This sub-objective is relevant only if deception is used.
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Sub-Objective

Low

Medium

Dissuade / deter
adversaries by
increasing the
adversary’s risks 21
[Prevent]

Analytic Monitoring
mechanisms are used to
increase the likelihood
that adversary TTPs will be
revealed.

Analytic Monitoring and some
limited Deception
mechanisms are used to
obtain information about
adversary TTPs.

Deter attacks by
limiting the
adversary’s
perceived
22
benefits
[Prevent]
Maintain
functioning
[Continue]

Data targets are hidden or
obfuscated.

Mechanisms from one or
more cyber resiliency
techniques intended to limit
adversary’s perceived benefits
(e.g., deception, nonpersistence) are employed.
CCoAs enable mission-critical
functions to be performed
until the current mission is
completed, with degradation
and periods of service
interruption within specified
requirements. Resources to
support CCoAs enable
dynamic reconfiguration,
provisioning, and/or
reconstitution, but such
actions may entail significant
operator / defender
intervention. CCoAs can be
tailored to address immediate
mission impacts and/or
observed adversary actions,
and adapted to reflect
observed effectiveness.

Ensure
functioning is
correct [Continue]

Correctness checking
relies primarily on the use
of gold copies, and on adhoc (and usually end-user)
observation of the
behavior of applications.

Contingency or continuity
of operations plans
provide procedures for
graceful degradation
and/or failing over to
replicated resources. Such
cyber courses of action as
have been established
focus on immediate
remediation or clean-up
(e.g., for security spills or
malware infection) rather
than on mission
continuity.

Cyber courses of action
include use of mechanisms to
check that the functioning of
mission applications, systems,
and networks falls within
acceptable behavioral
parameters.

21

High

A multi-faceted resiliency
strategy employs multiple
techniques for increasing the
adversary’s risks. The strategy
is informed by an adversary
model that takes into
consideration the adversary’s
concern for revealing TTPs, as
well as for attribution.
A multi-faceted resiliency
strategy employs multiple
techniques for limiting the
adversary’s perceived
benefits.
CCoAs enable missionessential functions to be
performed until the current
mission is completed, with
degradation / periods of
service interruption well
within specified requirements.
Resources to support CCoAs
enable dynamic
reconfiguration, provisioning,
and/or reconstitution, with
some degree of operator /
defender intervention. CCoAs
can be tailored to address
observed, predicted, or
inferred mission impacts;
immediate mission needs and
future mission implications;
and observed or indicated
adversary activities. CCoAs
can be adapted to reflect
observed effectiveness.
CCoAs include use of
mechanisms to validate the
correctness of cyber
resources, including data and
software. Functional behavior
is evaluated using not only
acceptable behavioral
parameters, but also threat
information and the mission /
operational environment.

Revealing adversary TTPs increases either costs or risks, by limiting the future value of those TTPs to the adversary or by
increasing the possibility of and confidence in attribution.
22
Adversary benefits can be expressed, for example, in terms of the amount of sensitive data the adversary could exfiltrate.
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Sub-Objective

Low

Medium

Extend the area
an adversary must
attack to be
successful
[Continue]

Contingency or continuity
of operations plans take
advantage of distribution
of mission / business
functions (typically using
process virtualization).
Changes in the attack
surface are primarily the
result of performance
optimization (e.g.,
movement of virtual
machines).

Cyber courses of action
include use of mechanisms to
change the attack surface
using non-persistence and
unpredictable changes, with
operator / defender
intervention. CCoAs take
advantage of distribution of
mission / business functions
and/or supporting cyber
resources, typically using
process and storage
virtualization.

Isolate resources
to preclude or
limit adversary
access [Constrain]

Methods for isolating
resources are ad-hoc and
tied to management or
administrative spans of
control, and primarily take
the form of terminating
services or connections
between an enclave and a
wide-area network (e.g.,
the Internet).

Methods for isolating
resources are established and
included in CCoAs, but
primarily take the form of
terminating services or
connections between enclaves
separated on the basis of
information policies or
technology classes (e.g.,
legacy vs. emerging).

Move resources
to preclude
adversary access
[Constrain]

Methods for moving
resources for which
adversary activity is
evident are ad-hoc and
primarily take the form of
terminating functioning in
one location (physical or
virtual) and restarting it in
another, typically at the
cost of some period of
outage, loss of
intermediate processing
results, or source data
loss.

Methods for moving resources
for which adversary activity is
evident or indicated are
established and included in
cyber courses of action, and
include capturing state for
some processes, as well as
termination/restart for others.
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High

CCoAs include the use of nonpersistence and
unpredictability in a missionsensitive (i.e., non-disruptive)
way. In addition, mechanisms
for changing the attack
surface unpredictably and for
terminating unneeded
services or connections are
implemented in a missionsensitive way. CCoAs take
advantage of distribution of
mission / business functions
and/or supporting cyber
resources, typically using
process and storage
virtualization as well as
redundant control and
information flows.
Methods for isolating or
limiting access to resources
are established, included in
CCoAs, and supported by
automation. Methods include
terminating services or
connections to, or escalating
privileges required to use,
resources (including enclaves,
services or applications, and
knowledge bases).
Methods for moving resources
for which adversary activity is
evident or indicated are
established, included in
CCoAs, and supported by
automation. Methods include
capturing state for some
processes, as well as
termination/restart for others.
In addition, CCoAs include
moving critical resources
proactively.

Sub-Objective

Low

Medium

High

Change or remove
resources to limit
or preclude
adversary access
[Constrain]

Standard operations
terminate services and
connectivity, and remove
data from rapid-access
(vs. long-term) storage,
based on performance
considerations.

Standard operations
terminate services and
connectivity, and remove data
from rapid-access (vs. longterm) storage, based on
predetermined lifespan
considerations (which include
usage and performance
factors). CCoAs include
established methods for
removing resources and for
reconfiguring critical
resources.

Maintain
deployable /
redeployable
resources
[Reconstitute]

Redundant cyber
resources (e.g., hardware,
communications) can be
deployed, and selected
cyber resources (e.g.,
VMs) can be redeployed,
as part of COOP
execution, based on
determination of mission
criticality.

Duplicative cyber resources
can be deployed, and selected
cyber resources can be
redeployed, to support
defined CCoAs. Duplicative
cyber resources are
maintained in an up-to-date
security posture (e.g., with
patches and configuration
changes, with current
assignments of privileges or
privilege constraints).

Restore
functionality
[Reconstitute]

As part of COOP
execution, missionessential functions can be
reconstituted in
accordance with mission /
functional requirements.

CCoAs enable missionessential functions to be so
reconstituted as to decrease
the likelihood that a repeated
or follow-on attack would
affect them in the same way.

Validate
functionality
[Reconstitute]

As part of COOP
execution, missionessential functioning is
determined to be
consistent with its prior
behavior.

CCoAs for reconstitution /
recovery include limited
validation (e.g., via
checksums, via human
inspection of data) of cyber
resources to ensure that they
have not been corrupted.

Standard operations
terminate services and
connectivity, and remove data
from rapid-access (vs. longterm) storage, based on
predetermined lifespan
considerations, which include
mission priorities as well as
usage and performance
factors. CCoAs include
established methods for
removing resources,
reconfiguring critical
resources, and escalating
privileges required to use
resources.
Duplicative cyber resources
can be deployed, and selected
cyber resources can be
redeployed, to support
defined CCoAs. Duplicative
cyber resources are
maintained in an up-to-date
security posture (e.g., with
patches and configuration
changes, with current
assignments of privileges or
privilege constraints). The
determination of which cyber
resources to make redundant
/ duplicative and/or
redeployable is driven not
only by mission criticality, but
also by an assessment of
inherent vulnerabilities.
CCoAs enable missionessential, mission-critical, and
most other functionality to be
so reconstituted as to
decrease the likelihood that a
repeated or follow-on attack
would affect them in the same
way.
CCoAs for reconstitution /
recovery include automated
validation of cyber resources
to ensure that they have not
been corrupted, and include
actions to take in case
corruption is found.

23

23

Duplicative resources provide the same functionality or capabilities, but may be in a different form.
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Sub-Objective
Identify
unnecessary
24
dependencies
[Transform]

Adapt systems
and mission /
business
processes to
25
mitigate risks
[Transform]

Low

Medium

High

As part of long-term
investment planning, nonessential functions are
identified that could be
off-loaded or outsourced.
Cyber resources that are
needed only to support
such functions are
identified; planning
considers whether such
resources could be
repurposed.
Systems and/or mission /
business processes are
enhanced (e.g., by
additional controls or
procedures) to mitigate
risks due to observed or
expected adversary
activities, as part of an
overall security risk
management process.

In addition, based on an
understanding of mission or
business function
dependencies, cyber
resources are identified that
support both essential and
non-essential functions.
Planning considers whether
resources could be reallocated
so that non-essential
functions could be separated
from essential ones.
Systems and mission /
business processed are
changed to mitigate risks to
observed or expected
adversary activities. In
particular, systems are
changed to reallocate cyber
resources, so that nonessential functions are
separated from essential ones,
and to improve cyber situation
awareness; mission / business
processes are changed to
restrict privileges.

In addition, based on an
understanding of mission
dependencies and of
functional interdependencies,
cyber resources are identified
that could be high-value
stepping-stone targets for
adversary attacks.

24

Systems and mission /
business processed are
changed to mitigate risks to
anticipated or potential
adversary activities. In
particular, systems are
changed to minimize the
number of high-value targets,
to increase the adversary’s
work factor, and to improve
cyber situation awareness;
mission / business processes
are changed to be more
tightly aligned with cyber
defender processes.

The assessment of this sub-objective should be less than or equal to the assessment of “Understand mission or business
function dependencies.”
25
The assessment of this sub-objective should be less than or equal to the assessments of “Understand adversaries” and
“Understand mission or business function dependencies.”
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Sub-Objective

Low

Medium

High

Address predicted
long-term
changes in
adversary
capabilities,
intent, and/or
26
targeting [ReArchitect]

Cyber security planning
(including planning for
providing resiliencerelated security controls)
is informed by predictions
about the adversary.
Cyber security planning is
coordinated with business
continuity; cyber security
is part of larger-scale risk
management (e.g.,
coordinated management
of information, IT,
compliance, and business
risks).

Cyber security planning
(including planning for
providing resilience-related
security controls) and mission
planning (including planning
for alternative mission courses
of action in case of cyber
contingencies) are informed
by predictions about
adversary capabilities, intent,
and/or targeting. The cyber
security, architectural, and
acquisition strategies are
aligned; cyber security
(including cyber resiliency) is
part of enterprise risk
management.

Apply cyber
resiliency
practices costeffectively [ReArchitect]

The initial and support
costs for applying a cyber
resiliency practice to an
architecture are assessed.

Incorporate
emerging
technologies in
ways that
improve (or at
least do not
degrade) cyber
resiliency [ReArchitect]

When emerging
technologies are
considered for
incorporation in an
architecture, potential
new or additional security
risks (e.g., due to
additional attack paths)
are identified and (as
appropriate) mitigated.

In addition, the effects of
applying a cyber resiliency
practice to an architecture are
assessed in terms of changes
to the cyber resiliency
posture.
In addition, challenges to
cyber situational awareness
(e.g., due to lack of monitoring
capabilities for the
technologies) are identified
and addressed. CCoAs are
defined and supporting
technologies in the
architecture are configured to
enable the emerging
technologies to be isolated.

Cyber security planning
(including planning for
providing resilience-related
security controls) and mission
planning (including planning
for alternative mission courses
of action in case of cyber
contingencies) are informed
by predictions about
adversary capabilities, intent,
and/or targeting. The cyber
security, architectural, and
acquisition strategies are
coordinated; cyber resilience
is a central part of mission
assurance strategy, which is
part of the organization’s
mission and enterprise risk
management strategies. or
Full integration of cyber
security and resiliency into the
organization’s mission
assurance strategy, which is a
significant part of the
organization’s mission and
enterprise risk management
strategies.
In addition, consequential
costs and benefits to all
stakeholders are taken into
consideration.
In addition, CCoAs and
supporting technologies in the
architecture provide for
validation of the emerging
technologies during recovery;
procedures are applied prior
to and during integration of
the emerging technologies
into the architecture to
validate its correct
functioning.

C.2 Assessment Scales for Selected Cyber Resiliency Techniques
Table 8 provides a general scale for assessing how well an architecture incorporates – or
supports the future incorporation of – cyber resiliency techniques. However, particularly when
26
The descriptions of Low, Medium, and High are adapted from Table 2 of [7], with Low corresponding to Cyber Prep Level 2,
Medium to Level 3, and High to Levels 4 and 5.
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the assessment supports an AoA or development of specific recommendations to Program
Managers or system owners, a more nuanced assessment may be needed to identify capabilities
and gaps. For each technique, a set of differentiating factors has been defined in Table 7.
Assessment scales for the differentiating factors can then be defined, together with representative
recommendations for more effective incorporation of the technique into the architecture.
Differentiating factors and definitions of assessment levels are presented below for the following
techniques: Adaptive Response, Analytic Monitoring, Coordinated Response, Diversity,
Privilege Restriction, and Redundancy. Definitions of assessment levels (and corresponding
recommendations) are given for Low, Medium, and High. (Very High is typically a stretch goal.
For Very Low, the supporting explanation in the assessment should identify the architecture’s
limitations.) The definitions and recommendations are cumulative; for example,
recommendations for Medium build on those for Low.
Table 15. Definitions of Assessment Levels and General Recommendations for Adaptive Response

Factor
Breadth of
response: How
many different
responsive actions
does the
architecture
support?

Level
Low

Medium
High

Depth of response:
At how many
architectural
layers, or for how
many architectural
components, can
responsive actions
be taken?

Low

Medium

High

Dynamism: How
quickly can
response actions
be taken?

Low

Medium

Definition and General Recommendations
Definition: The architecture accommodates shutting down of components or
communications, as well as restart and/or recovery, and does not preclude
reconfiguration.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
TTPs/CCoAs that ensure that response actions do not result in new vulnerabilities (e.g.,
recovery to a state in which privileges are not properly restricted).
Definition: The architecture accommodates or includes multiple response actions.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
TTPs/CCoAs to prioritize and make effective use of available mechanisms.
Definition: The architecture includes mechanisms for the full range of response
actions.
Recommendations: As part of design and implementation, analyze the interactions of
response mechanisms to ensure that they do not interact badly. Provide guidelines for
administrator SOPs and defender TTPs/CCoAs to prioritize and make effective use of
available mechanisms.
Definition: The architecture does not preclude response mechanisms for at least one
or two layers.
Recommendations: Identify the layers in the architecture where response mechanisms
are not precluded. Identify the costs and benefits associated with implementing
different response actions at those locations.
Definition: The architecture accommodates automated or semi-automated response
for at least one or two layers.
Recommendations: Include requirements for a common or consistent administrative
interface that facilitates coordination of response activities at different layers. Provide
guidelines for administrator SOPs that ensure that responses taken at different layers
do not result in vulnerabilities.
Definition: The architecture includes capabilities for semi-automated and, where
feasible, fully automated response.
Recommendations: Ensure that data used to determine and direct response activities
are properly protected.
Definition: The architecture requires administrators to direct responsive actions; thus,
response speed is a function of operational processes.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs to facilitate rapid
response.
Definition: The architecture accommodates automated or semi-automated response.
Recommendations: Include requirements for a common or consistent administrative
interface that facilitates coordination of response. Include requirements for limited
capabilities for coordination of response actions. Provide guidelines for administrator
SOPs that ensure that response actions do not create new vulnerabilities.
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Factor

Level
High

Integration: How
well are other
resiliency
technologies are
integrated into
response?

Low

Medium

High

Definition and General Recommendations
Definition: The architecture includes capabilities for automated and semi-automated
response capabilities, including monitoring of the effectiveness and collateral effects
of response activities.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
TTPs/CCoAs to make use of available mechanisms, monitor for undesired or
unexpected effects, and assess the effectiveness of actions.
Definition: The architecture provides redundant resources that can be reallocated.
Response is informed by Analytic Monitoring, to identify resources suspected of being
compromised.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
TTPs/CCoAs to make use of redundant resources while minimizing their potential
compromise (e.g., by reconfiguring or locking down redundant resources before
reallocating them). Plan to incorporate Diversity together with Redundancy.
Definition: The architecture provides alternative resources (combining Redundancy
with Diversity) that can be reallocated. The architecture supports isolation of resources
suspected of being compromised, or of high-value resources to prevent their
compromise (applying Segmentation).
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
TTPs/CCoAs to make effective use of isolation while minimizing mission impacts.
Definition: The architecture includes administrator and defender interfaces to support
coordination of reconfiguration, resource reallocation, and dynamic composability
across multiple administrative domains (integration with Coordinated Defense), in a
manner that takes mission dependencies into consideration (integration with Dynamic
Representation). The architecture includes interfaces between response mechanisms
and Analytic Monitoring mechanisms, to support automated as well as semiautomated response.
Recommendations:

Table 16. Definitions of Assessment Levels and General Recommendations for Analytic Monitoring

Factor

27

Sensor locations :
At how many
locations is
monitoring
performed?

Level
Low

Medium

High

Definition and General Recommendations
Definition: The architecture does not preclude monitoring for at least one or two
locations.
Recommendations: Identify the layers or locations in the architecture where
monitoring is not performed, but could be. Identify the costs and benefits associated
with implementing monitoring at those locations. Plan to acquire and maintain
monitoring implementations for at least two layers in the architecture (e.g., network
IDS, malware detection).
Definition: The architecture accommodates or implements monitoring at multiple
layers and locations, as well as data fusion and analysis.
Recommendations: Identify the layers and locations in the architecture where
monitoring could be or is performed. Define an approach to implementing monitoring
at those layers / locations, and for data fusion and analysis.
Definition: The architecture identifies multiple locations at which monitoring is
expected or required, and defines information flows and processes for data fusion and
analysis.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
TTPs/CCoAs that take advantage of that sensor data fusion and analysis.

27

Sensors can be located at any of the following places in a network: enterprise perimeter, enclave perimeters, enclave-internal.
Similarly, within a system sensors can be located at any of the following places: hypervisor / VMM; OS; distributed application
infrastructure; application.
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Factor

Sensor
coordination: How
well can sensor
coverage and
analysis be
coordinated within
the architecture?

Level

Low

Medium

High

Sensor dynamism:
How quickly can
sensors be
recalibrated?

Low

Medium

High

Analysis
timeliness: How
quickly can analysis
of sensor or other
data be
performed?

Low

Medium

High

Scope: What is the
scope of analysis?

Low

Definition and General Recommendations

Definition: Sensors are configured, and their outputs analyzed, separately.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs that ensure that
different sensors are configured in a way that minimizes gaps in coverage. Provide
guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender TTPs/CCoAs that involve coordinated
analysis of outputs from different sensors.
Definition: The architecture accommodates automated or semi-automated
configuration of different sensors, and limited correlation or data fusion. The
architecture accommodates procedural or semi-automated determination of
coverage.
Recommendations: Include requirements for a common or consistent administrative
interface that facilitates coordination of sensor coverage. Include requirements for
limited capabilities for data fusion or correlation of sensor outputs. Provide guidelines
for administrator SOPs that ensure that different sensors are configured in a way that
minimizes gaps in coverage. Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
TTPs/CCoAs that involve coordinated analysis of outputs from different sensors.
Definition: The architecture includes capabilities for semi-automated and, where
feasible, fully automated configuration of different sensors, so that monitoring can be
intensified in response to anomalies or I&W. The architecture provides capabilities for
data fusion, correlation, and data mining of sensor data.
Recommendations: Ensure that sensor configuration data and analysis results are
properly protected.
Definition: The architecture enables administrators to recalibrate sensors; thus,
recalibration speed is a function of operational processes.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs to facilitate rapid
recalibration.
Definition: The architecture accommodates automated or semi-automated sensor
recalibration.
Recommendations: Include requirements for a common or consistent administrative
interface that facilitates coordination of sensor coverage. Include requirements for
limited capabilities for data fusion or correlation of sensor outputs. Provide guidelines
for administrator SOPs that ensure that different sensors are configured in a way that
minimizes gaps in coverage. Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
TTPs/CCoAs that involve coordinated analysis of outputs from different sensors.
Definition: The architecture includes mechanisms for automated or semi-automated
sensor recalibration.
Recommendations: Include requirements for administrator oversight and override of
automated mechanisms. Include requirements to protect the integrity of recalibration
mechanisms, and to apply privilege restriction.
Definition: The architecture supports off-line or asynchronous analysis.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for defender TTPs/CCoAs to perform forensic /
malware analysis and damage assessment, using available data. Include requirements
for protection of monitoring data and captured information.
Definition: The architecture accommodates limited automated analysis of monitoring
data, and includes mechanisms for limited analyst-directed damage assessment.
Recommendations: Include requirements for administrator and defender interfaces to
support efficient analysis. Include requirements for protection of analysis processing
and results, and of communications among analysts.
Definition: The architecture includes mechanisms for ongoing automated analysis of
monitoring data, and for limited ongoing damage assessment and forensic analysis.
Recommendations: Include requirements for administrator and defender interfaces to
visualize the results of damage assessment and forensic analysis.
Definition: The architecture supports analysis of monitoring data. (Malware and
forensic analysis are assumed to be handled by a separate system.)
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
TTPs/CCoAs to use monitoring data and logs perform forensic analysis and damage
assessment.
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Factor

Level

Medium

High

Definition and General Recommendations

Definition: The architecture supports semi-automated analysis of monitoring data and
damage assessment. (Malware analysis, and forensic analysis beyond basic damage
assessment, are assumed to be handled by a separate system.)
Recommendations: Include requirements to enable analysis to be directed and
focused on specific cyber resources or classes of resources. Provide guidelines for
administrator SOPs and defender TTPs/CCoAs to aggregate and correlate results of
analysis and damage assessment across multiple architectural layers and/or
architectural elements (e.g., subnets).
Definition: The architecture includes mechanisms for analysis of monitoring data,
damage assessment, and forensic analysis.
Recommendations: Include requirements to isolate forensic and malware analysis
from ongoing system/mission operations.

Table 17. Definitions of Assessment Levels and General Recommendations for Coordinated Response 28

Factor

Breadth of
defense: How
many defensive
techniques are
applied at a given
architectural layer?

Level
Low

Medium

High

Depth of defense:
At how many
architectural layers,
or for how many
architectural
components, is a
given defensive
technique applied?

Low

Medium

High

Definition and General Recommendations

Definition: One defensive technique (e.g., a standard security control such as access
control) is applied.
Recommendations: In plans of action and milestones (POA&Ms), identify additional
defensive techniques that can be applied. Use the results of risk assessments to
identify potential attack vectors or adversary tactics, techniques, and procedures
(TTPs), and use these to prioritize the additional defensive techniques.
Definition: Multiple defensive techniques are applied, or the same defensive
technique (e.g., malware scanning) is implemented in multiple ways.
Recommendations: In administrator SOPs and defender TTPs or cyber courses of
action (CCoAs), identify dependencies and possible interactions among multiple
techniques or implementations, and provide guidance on how to ensure that no
conflicts or inconsistencies are introduced.
Definition: The architecture includes multiple defensive techniques and, in some
cases, multiple implementations of the same technique.
Recommendations: As part of design and implementation, analyze the interactions of
defense mechanisms to ensure that they do not interact poorly. Provide guidelines for
administrator SOPs and CCoAs to make effective use of available mechanisms,
coordinating the use of different mechanisms at different layers.
Definition: The architecture applies a given defensive technique to a single layer or a
single component.
Recommendations: Perform an architectural analysis to determine whether and how
the given technique could be applied at multiple layers. Identify the locations in the
architecture where additional implementation of the defensive mechanism is not
precluded. Identify the costs and benefits associated with implementing the defensive
mechanism at those locations.
Definition: The architecture applies the given defensive technique to two or more
layers or components.
Recommendations: As part of design and implementation, analyze the applications of
the technique to ensure that policies can be enforced consistently. Include guidance
on consistent configuration and management in administrator SOPs.
Definition: The architecture applies the given defensive technique across multiple
contiguous layers or components.
Recommendations: As part of design and implementation, analyze the interactions of
the implementations of the technique at different locations to ensure that policies can
be enforced consistently, even while defensive actions are being taken. In POA&Ms,
include requirements for a common or consistent administrative interface that
facilitates coordination of defense activities at different layers.

28

Note that the architecture must be described in enough detail that it can be analyzed to identify architectural layers, identify
defensive techniques, and perform a mapping from techniques to layers to enable assessment of breadth of defense and depth of
defense.
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Factor

Level

Internal
consistency /
coordination: How
consistently and
with how much
coordination are
cyber defenses,
supporting security
controls, and
supporting
performance
controls managed
within a given
administrative span
of control (i.e.,
within a given
system, shared
service, or common
infrastructure)?

Low

External
consistency /
coordination: How
consistently and
with how much
coordination are
cyber defenses,
supporting security
controls, and
supporting
performance
controls managed
across different
administrative
spans of control?

Low

Medium

High

Medium

High

Definition and General Recommendations

Definition: Coordination and consistency checking are informal or ad-hoc processes.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
CCoAs/TTPs that identify applicable coordination and information sharing
relationships. Perform an architectural analysis to identify a list of critical defensive
resources, and how they can be checked for consistent policy enforcement.
Definition: The architecture incorporates the use of techniques or mechanisms for
consistency checking and coordination of diverse mechanisms and/or
implementations, within an architectural layer and across contiguous architectural
layers or components.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
CCoAs/TTPs to prioritize and make effective use of available mechanisms. Identify the
dependencies and interactions among cyber defenses, security controls and
performance controls. Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs that ensure that
actions taken at contiguous layers or components do not result in vulnerabilities or
additional incidents. Identify stakeholders in coordinated defense activities, to ensure
that their activities work in concert with each other.
Definition: The architecture employs mechanisms for a full range of consistency
checking of diverse mechanisms and/or implementations within and across
architectural layers, and supports processes for coordination with internal entities
(e.g., among system administrators, database administrators, network administrators,
cloud service administrators, and cyber defenders), across all layers and components.
Recommendations: As part of design and implementation, analyze the interactions of
coordination support mechanisms to ensure that they do not interact poorly. Provide
guidelines for administrator SOPs to prioritize coordination with entities and make
effective use of available mechanisms. Ensure that COOP plans include locations and
uses of security controls. Ensure that data used to determine and direct defensive
activities are properly protected.
Definition: Information sharing, coordination, consistency checking are informal or adhoc processes.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
TTPs/CCoAs that identify applicable coordination and information sharing
relationships. Perform architectural analyses of the different systems, shared services,
and common infrastructures to identify a list of critical defensive resources, and how
they can be checked for consistent policy enforcement.
Definition: The architecture(s) accommodate or include mechanisms for consistency
checking and coordination. Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs), Memoranda of
Agreement (MOAs), and/or other instruments are in place to establish responsibilities
and expectations.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
TTPs/CCoAs to prioritize and make effective use of available mechanisms and
agreements.
Definition: The architecture(s) include mechanisms for a full range of consistency
checking, and supports processes for coordination with external entities (e.g., among
managed service providers for cloud, security, and network services; with cyber
defenders for an infrastructure sector).
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs and defender
CCoAs/TTPs to prioritize coordination with entities and make effective use of available
mechanisms. Ensure that COOP plans are coordinated and consistent.
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Table 18. Definitions of Assessment Levels and General Recommendations for Diversity

Factor

Depth of diversity:
At how many
29
architectural layers
is diversity provided
or supported?

Level

Low

Medium

High

Breadth of diversity:
At how many
30
locations in the
architecture is
diversity provided or
supported?

Low

Medium

High

Degree of diversity:
How many instances
/ alternatives are
expected or
accommodated
within the selected
architectural layers?

Low

Medium

Definition and General Recommendations

Definition: The architecture does not preclude diversity for at least one or two layers.
Recommendations: Identify the layers in the architecture where diversity is not
precluded. Identify the costs and benefits associated with implementing diversity at
those locations. Plan to acquire and maintain distinctly different implementations for
at least one layer in the architecture.
Definition: The architecture accommodates diversity at multiple layers.
Recommendations: Identify the layers in the architecture where diversity is
accommodated. Define an approach to implementing diversity at those layers. Plan
to acquire and maintain distinctly different implementations at several layers.
Definition: The architecture identifies multiple layers at which diversity is expected
or required, sets targets for degree of diversity at those layers, and establishes
interface standards and guidelines for selecting alternatives, to accommodate diverse
technologies.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs that ensure that
diversity is maintained. Provide guidelines for defender TTPs that take advantage of
that diversity. Note that implementation-specific SOPs & defender TTPs/CCoAs must
be aligned or coordinated (see Integration, below).
Definition: The architecture does not preclude diversity for at least one or two
locations.
Recommendations: Identify the locations where limited diversity can be expected,
and define administrator SOPs & defender TTPs/CCoAs for taking advantage of that
diversity.
Because compromise of a component can be expected to be replicated quickly to
other like components, provide strong monitoring, active defense, and segmentation.
Be prepared to isolate components, sub-nets, and systems.
Definition: The architecture accommodates diversity in multiple locations.
Recommendations: Identify the locations in the architecture where diversity is
accommodated. Define an approach to implementing diversity in those locations.
Plan to acquire and maintain distinctly different components / implementations at
several locations.
Definition: The architecture identifies multiple locations at which diversity is
expected or required, sets targets for the number of alternatives at those locations,
and establishes interface standards and guidelines for administrator SOPs for
selecting alternatives, to accommodate diverse technologies.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs that ensure that
diversity is maintained. Provide guidelines for defender TTPs/CCoAs that take
advantage of that diversity. Note that implementation-specific SOPs & defender
TTPs/CCoAs must be aligned or coordinated (see Integration, below).
Definition: Diversity is deprecated in favor of homogeneity. Some limited diversity
can be expected by happenstance, e.g., due to presence of legacy components and
life-cycle replacement schedules.
Recommendations: Identify the locations where limited diversity can be expected,
and define SOPs for taking advantage of that diversity.
Because compromise of a component can be expected to be replicated quickly to
other like components, provide strong monitoring, active defense, and segmentation.
Be prepared to isolate components, sub-nets, and systems.
Definition: The architecture accommodates diversity, but does not specify
alternative implementations or components.
Recommendations: When defining an approach to implementing diversity in a
location or at a layer, plan to acquire and maintain at least two distinctly different

29
Examples of system layers include computing platform hardware, VMM / hypervisor, OS, and applications. Examples of
network layers include links or paths through the network topology, communications media, encryption devices, firewalls, CDSs,
and protocols at different levels in the protocol stack. Examples of data layers include data source, data format, and data
transformations.
30
A location in the architecture roughly corresponds to a box in an architectural diagram.
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Factor

Level
High

Diversity dynamism:
How quickly (in
terms of technology
refreshes or
response to
incidents or
vulnerability
discoveries) can new
implementations be
integrated into the
system?

Low

Integration: How
well is diversity
integrated with
other practices?

Low

Medium

High

Medium

High

Definition and General Recommendations

components / implementations.
Definition: The architecture defines criteria for diversity (i.e., what it means for
components to be distinctly different) and sets targets for the number of alternatives
at specified locations or layers.
Recommendations: Ensure that the architectural criteria for diversity take into
account technology and supply chain.
Definition: New implementations of components can be made part of future
development spirals.
Recommendations: Ensure that program planning enables new implementations of
selected components to be made part of future development spirals.
Definition: The architecture accommodates new implementations of selected
components to be constructed and integrated out-of-cycle with development spirals.
Recommendations: Ensure that program planning enables new implementations of
selected components to be constructed and integrated out-of-cycle with
development spirals.
Definition: The architecture enables new implementations of selected components
to be constructed and integrated in near-real-time.
Recommendations: Ensure that administrator SOPs and defender TTPs identify the
circumstances under which new implementations are to be constructed and
integrated.
Definition: The architecture does not preclude consistent privilege restriction or
monitoring for alternative implementations.
Recommendations: Ensure that integration of new implementations includes
integration of privilege restriction, consistent across all implementations, and
monitoring.
Definition: The architecture accommodates monitoring and consistent privilege
restriction for alternative implementations.
Recommendations: Ensure that integration of new implementations includes
integration of monitoring and consistent privilege restriction capabilities.
Definition: The architecture requires monitoring, consistent privilege restriction, and
(as feasible) substantiated integrity mechanisms for all alternative implementations.
Diversity dynamism is closely integrated with dynamic composability, an Adaptive
Response technique.
Recommendations: Ensure that integration of new implementations includes
integration of monitoring, consistent privilege restriction, and (as feasible)
substantiated integrity capabilities.
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Table 19. Definitions of Assessment Levels and General Recommendations for Privilege Restriction 31

Factor

Depth of Privilege
Restriction: At how
many architectural
layers are privilege
restrictions
applied?

Level

Low

Medium

High

Breadth of
Privilege
Restriction: How
broadly or narrowly
is least privilege
applied (e.g., is it
only applied to
services, access to
data, individuals)?

Low

Medium

High

Criticality: To what
degree is criticality
analysis linked to
least privilege?

Low

Medium

Definition and General Recommendations

Definition: The architecture enables privilege restriction for at least one or two layers,
with emphasis on highly critical and/or sensitive resources.
Recommendations: Ensure that the administrator SOPs for managing privileges take
into consideration the principle of least privilege.
Definition: The architecture includes privilege restriction at multiple layers.
Recommendations: Identify the layers in the architecture where privilege restriction in
use. Ensure that administrator SOPs call for managing privileges in a consistent and
coordinated way at multiple layers.
Definition: The architecture includes privilege restriction capabilities at multiple layers,
as well as capabilities for coordinated and consistent privilege management.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for systems engineering and administrator
SOPs that ensure that privileges are managed in a consistent and coordinated way. As
part of design and implementation, analyze the interactions of the implementations of
the technique at different locations to ensure that privileges can be enforced
consistently, even while defensive actions (including failover or recovery as part of
COOP) are being taken.
Definition: The architecture accommodates restrictions of privilege based on a limited
number of criteria (e.g., solely based on user identity) associated with resources with a
high degree of criticality or sensitivity.
Recommendations: Ensure that system/program plans provide definitions for privilege
restrictions and that administrator SOPs include procedures for restricting access to
resources.
Definition: The architecture accommodates multiple criteria for applying privilege
restrictions, and rules for assigning, changing, and removing privileges as well as
privilege restrictions on resources.
Recommendations: Ensure that administrator SOPs for privilege management identify
the criteria for privilege restriction, and how those criteria apply to different degrees
of resource sensitivity and/or criticality. Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs to
ensure that privileges are maintained consistent with established criteria and rules,
and are deleted when no longer needed.
Definition: The architecture employs multiple criteria for applying privilege
restrictions; accommodates rules for assigning, changing, and removing privileges as
well as privilege restrictions on resources; and accommodates or provides capabilities
for dynamic reassignment of privilege criteria.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for systems engineering and administrator
SOPs that ensure the criteria for applying privilege restrictions are applied in the
implementation and maintained in operational use.
Definition: Privilege restrictions are determined primarily by data sensitivity/criticality.
Recommendations: Perform (or reuse the results of) a mission / business impact
assessment to determine the degree of criticality for resources. Define policies or
operational criteria (which can depend on environmental conditions or mission-related
situations) for restricting resource use based on criticality as well as sensitivity. Ensure
that administrator SOPs for managing privileges are consistent with policies or
operational criteria.
Definition: The architecture accommodates privilege restrictions that reflect resource
criticality.
Recommendations: Ensure that administrator SOPs for privilege management identify
how criteria for privilege restriction apply to different degrees of resource criticality.

31

Note that for an assessment of Privilege Restriction, the architecture must be described in enough detail that resources
(including systems, processing, data, and connectivity) can be characterized in terms of degree of criticality and privileges (e.g.,
criteria for granting access to resources, such as identity, role, or location) can be identified.
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Factor

Coordination /
consistency: How
consistently are
privileges defined
and assigned? In a
system-of-systems,
how well are
policies and
practices
coordinated?

Level

High

Low

Medium

High

Definition and General Recommendations

Definition: The architecture enables privileges and privilege restrictions to change,
based on changes to resource criticality.
Recommendations: Ensure that administrator SOPs for privilege management include
procedures for determining whether and how resource criticality is changing (e.g., in
response to mission phases), and for checking whether privileges and privilege
restrictions are being changed accordingly.
Definition: Consistency of privileges and privilege restrictions is primarily an artifact of
shared identity services.
Recommendations: Ensure that policies and/or operational criteria for assignment of
privileges and privilege restrictions are defined and documented. Provide guidelines
for administrator SOPs to ensure that privilege restriction is consistent across all
segments / enclaves and defensive actions. Provide guidelines for investment planning
to provide privilege restrictions for additional resources (e.g., moderate as well as high
criticality and/or sensitivity).
Definition: The architecture accommodates limited integration of privilege
management capabilities across segments / enclaves / systems, and across
architectural layers.
Recommendations: Ensure that systems engineering for restricting resource use based
on privileges, including integration of new (and possibly diverse) criteria, will be
consistent across different architectural layers or classes of resources. Provide
guidance for administrator SOPs to check that privileges are assigned consistent with
policy / operational criteria. Ensure that administrator SOPs identify entities with
which privilege management must or should be coordinated, and define coordination
procedures.
Definition: The architecture enables integration of privilege management capabilities
across segments / enclaves / systems, and across architectural layers, including
consistency checking as well as assessment of how well the assignment of privileges
and privilege restrictions matches established policies or operational criteria.
Recommendations: Provide guidance for administrator SOPs and defender
CCoAs/TTPs to ensure that use of redundant resources in CCoAs takes advantage of
isolation to ensure privilege are not widely allocated. Provide guidance for
administrator SOPs to validate consistency checking, and to document and resolve
conflicts.

Table 20. Definitions of Assessment Levels and General Recommendations for Redundancy

Factor

Depth of
redundancy: At
how many layers is
redundancy
provided?

Level

Low

Medium

High

Breadth of
redundancy: How
many duplicate

Low

Definition and General Recommendations

Definition: The architecture accommodates redundancy (as part of backup and
restore functionality or basic network topology) for at least one or two layers.
Recommendations: Define an approach to implementing redundancy. Ensure that
the redundancy the architecture provides, and the administrator SOPs for using that
redundancy, take into consideration the need to be resilient against cyber threats.
Definition: The architecture accommodates redundancy at multiple layers.
Recommendations: Identify the layers in the architecture where redundancy is
accommodated. Define an approach to implementing redundancy in a consistent and
coordinated way at multiple layers.
Definition: The architecture identifies multiple layers at which redundancy is
expected or required, and sets targets for validating the redundancy at those layers.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for systems engineering and administrator
SOPs that ensure that validation of redundancy is maintained. Provide guidelines for
defender TTPs that take advantage of that redundancy. Note that implementationspecific SOPs & defender TTPs must be aligned or coordinated (see Integration, below).
Definition: The architecture accommodates duplication of selected resources.
Recommendations: Ensure that system/program plans provide local spare copies
and/or extra capacity, and that administrator SOPs include procedures for using
redundancy.
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Factor

copies of a given
resource exist?
Where?

Level

Medium

Low

Medium

High

Integration: How
well is redundancy
integrated with
other practices?

(e.g., offsite backup) and/or alternative communications paths.

Recommendations: Ensure that administrator SOPs for all locations are consistent

High

Validation: How
consistent and
independent are
duplicate copies?

Definition and General Recommendations

Definition: The architecture accommodates redundancy using multiple locations

Low

Medium

High

with respect to protecting resources and ensuring their consistency.
Definition: The architecture includes hot backups, with the ability to revert to
previously stored versions, and sets targets for the number of duplicate copies, spare
capacity, and/or alternative communications paths.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for systems engineering and administrator
SOPs that ensure that validation of redundancy is maintained. Provide guidelines for
defender TTPs that take advantage of that redundancy. Note that implementationspecific SOPs & defender TTPs must be aligned or coordinated (see Integration, below).
Definition: Redundancy is deprecated in favor of cost containment. Some limited
redundancy is provided by backup and restore capabilities.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for investment planning to provide
redundancy beyond backup and restore.
Definition: The architecture accommodates redundancy, but does not include
validation mechanisms.
Recommendations: Ensure that systems engineering includes analysis of redundant
services and communications to identify and mitigate single points of failure. Provide
guidelines for administrator SOPs to ensure that the patch status and configuration of
software is consistent across duplicate copies of software.
Definition: The architecture provides validation mechanisms for redundant resources
(e.g., patch status and configuration for software, consistency checking across
duplicate information stores).
Recommendations: Ensure that administrator SOPs and defender TTPs include
procedures for responding to detection of inconsistencies.
Definition: Redundancy is viewed as part of performance engineering and
contingency planning.
Recommendations: Provide guidelines for administrator SOPs to ensure that
privilege restriction and analytic monitoring are consistent across all copies.
Definition: The architecture accommodates limited integration of diversity with
redundancy.
Recommendations: Ensure that integration of new (and possibly diverse) copies
includes integration of monitoring and consistent privilege restriction capabilities.
Definition: The architecture includes segmentation, so that uncompromised duplicate
copies can be isolated from compromised copies, and substantiated integrity
mechanisms that can be applied to duplicate copies.
Recommendations: Provide guidance for administrator SOPs and defender TTPs to
ensure that use of redundant resources in CCoAs takes advantage of isolation and
substantiated integrity mechanisms.
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C.3 Example of an Assessment Scale for Levels of Implementation
Table 21. Levels of Implementation for Diversity

Description

Diversity Implementation

Very
High

Level

Fully, effectively,
evolvably based
on ongoing
assessment

High

Fully, effectively

Medium

Partially

Low

Planned

Very
Low

Not planned

High, plus:
A documented strategy for maintaining diversity identifies
• how diversity will be maintained during Operations and Maintenance (O&M) or
as part of acquisition spirals, and
• how different components must evolve to maintain diversity in response to
diversity-reducing changes in the supply chain (e.g., vendor consolidation).
A documented architectural diversity strategy identifies
• architectural layers at which diversity is implemented,
• the target and minimum degree of diversity at each layer, and
• interface specifications to ensure that multiple implementations at those layers
can be acquired or maintained.
The degree of diversity at each layer is evaluated at key milestones in the SDLC, and
exceeds the minimum.
The CONOPS and SOPs identify
• how diverse implementations are configured to ensure consistent enforcement
of security policies, and
• under what circumstances and how to switch from one implementation to
another.
The architecture identifies
• architectural layers at which diversity will be implemented or accommodated,
typically as part of incidental diversity,
• interface specifications that enable multiple implementations at those layers to
be acquired or maintained, and
• a roadmap for phasing in multiple implementations.
The architecture identifies architectural layers at which diversity could be
implemented or accommodated, typically as part of incidental diversity.
The architecture explicitly eschews diversity (typically to avoid complexity). (Note
that this architectural decision entails programmatic risks, if specific components
become unavailable or are known to be compromised.)
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C.4 Examples of Assessment Scales for Resiliency-Related Cyber
Defender Activities
Table 22. Examples of Value Scales for Cyber Resiliency-Enhancing Activities

Activity

Low

Medium

High

Identify, and maintain a
representation of,
functional and mission
dependencies among
cyber resources [Dynamic
Representation]
Identify mission / business
function dependencies on
cyber resources [Dynamic
Representation]

Static, manuallygenerated representation,
typically as part of design
documentation

Dynamic representation of
dependencies,
automatically updated
based on observation and
analysis of usage

Identify non-mission /
business function
dependencies on or uses
of cyber resources
[Dynamic Representation]

Static, manuallygenerated representation,
typically as part of design
documentation

Identify dependencies and
interactions among cyber
defenses, security
controls, and performance
controls [Coordinated
Defense]

Ad-hoc identification,
based on defender and
administrator experience;
typically undocumented
or documented in
informal (and unshared)
work notes

Combination of static and
dynamic representations,
supported by automation
(e.g., network maps
updated by network
mapping services)
Combination of static and
dynamic representations,
supported by automation
(e.g., Business Service
Management (BSM) or IT
Service Management
(ITSM) tools)
Combination of static and
dynamic representations,
supported by automation
(e.g., Business Service
Management (BSM) or IT
Service Management
(ITSM) tools)
Semi-structured
identification, typically in
design documentation,
with limited
representation in SOPs;
documentation
augmented by defender
and administrator work
notes and checklists

Validate data provenance
[Substantiated Integrity]

Ad-hoc determination of
data provenance, based
on manual capture and/or
use of data gathered by
existing mechanisms (e.g.,
system logs)
Ad-hoc determination of
data quality; inferential
determination of noncorruption (e.g., manual
consistency checks)

Validate data integrity /
quality to ensure it has not
been corrupted
[Substantiated Integrity]

Static, manuallygenerated representation,
typically as part of design
documentation

Limited automation for
determination of data
provenance (e.g.,
provenance mechanisms
integrated with some
applications)
Automated determination
of non-corruption (e.g.,
using cryptographic
checksums);
determination of data
quality decoupled from
determination of noncorruption
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Dynamic representation of
dependencies,
automatically updated
based on observation and
analysis of usage
Dynamic representation of
dependencies,
automatically updated
based on observation and
analysis of usage
Structured identification,
based on design
documentation, defender
and administrator
experience, and
engineering analysis,
reflected in SOPs,
configuration
management guidance,
and MIA/BIA/CJA
Architectural integration
of data provenance
capture and delivery
mechanisms
Architectural integration
of data quality assessment
mechanisms, including
determination that
potential corruption has
not occurred as a
dimension of data quality

Low

Medium

High

Identify key locations to
place mechanisms
[Coordinated Defense]

Activity

Locations for mechanisms
are selected based on
common practice

Locations for mechanisms
selected based on asset /
resource criticality

Integrate cyber resiliency
strategy with other
organizational strategies
[Coordinated Defense]

Coordination of
information security with
business continuity;
information security is
part of larger-scale risk
management (e.g.,
coordinated management
of information, IT,
compliance, and business
risks). (Cyber Prep Level 2)

Consistency between
cyber security,
architectural, and
acquisition strategies;
cyber security (including
cyber resiliency) is part of
enterprise risk
management. (Cyber Prep
Level 3)

Locations for mechanisms
based primarily on
functional dependencies
and secondarily on asset /
resource criticality
Coordination of
architectural and
acquisition strategies with
cyber security strategy;
cyber resilience is a
central part of mission
assurance strategy, which
is part of the
organization’s mission and
enterprise risk
management strategies.
or Full integration of cyber
security and resiliency into
the organization’s mission
assurance strategy, which
is a significant part of the
organization’s mission and
enterprise risk
management strategies.
(Cyber Prep Levels 4-5)
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Appendix D

Cyber Resiliency Techniques

This Appendix provides more detailed discussion of the cyber resiliency techniques presented in
[6] as basis for engineering analysis and resiliency roadmap development. For each technique, a
basic description presents key concepts and a few references, primarily to recent research. For a
survey of the cyber resiliency research landscape through early 2011, see [9]. For some cyber
resiliency techniques, a few more specific techniques or classes of technology are described.
To support the development of recommendations, most 32 cyber resiliency techniques are mapped
to application domains as described in Section 2.1. The maturity of the technique (or the more
specific techniques, if presented) is assessed using Table 23 below. 33
Table 23. Relative Maturity Levels

Relative Maturity
Highly Mature
❺
Mature
❹
Transitional
❸
Immature
❷
Highly Immature
❶

Description
The technology is available commercially or as GOTS. The technology is in common use.
Standards of good practice for its use, based on extensive experience, have been
documented. At least some of the “best practices” consider the need for resilience in the
face of cyber threats.
The technology is available commercially or as GOTS. Operational experience and
guidance have been documented, including some guidance related to resilience in the
face of cyber threats. (Corresponds to TRL 8-9)
Prototype or proof-of-concept technology is integrated into a representative
demonstration / experimental environment or is in limited / experimental operational use.
(Corresponds to TRL 6-7)
Prototype or proof-of-concept technology has been developed. (Corresponds to TRL 3-5)
Key concepts and approaches are being explored or developed. (Corresponds to TRL 1-2)

D.1 Adaptive Response
Adaptive Response techniques enable systems and organizations to take actions in response to
indications that an attack is underway based on attack characteristics. More specifically,
Adaptive Response involves selecting, executing, and monitoring the effectiveness of the cyber
course of action (CCoA) that best changes the attack surface, maintains critical capabilities, and
restores functional capabilities. Indications that an attack is underway include detection of
divergence from the organization’s established conditions of normal operations, as well as
externally provided threat intelligence. Responses to the attack include changes to the
capabilities, processes, technologies, or security postures that were previously presented to the
adversary. Examples include employing applications not previously presented to the adversary,
changing resource allocations within networks or computing environments, and changing the
configuration of networks, systems, or applications.
Adaptive Response includes a mixture of human and automated decisions. Policy- and riskdriven automation will enable systems to evolve toward greater autonomic decision-making.

32

Some cyber resiliency techniques (Coordinated Defense, Dynamic Representation, Unpredictability) involve integration across
multiple layers. For these techniques, no mapping to application domains is performed.
33
When no evidence for the use of a technique at a given layer can be found, or when the technique is simply not applicable at a
layer, the corresponding table cell is left blank.
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D.1.1

Existing Techniques

Existing techniques include administrator-directed reconfiguration and resource reallocation,
which can include resource reprovisioning (i.e., changing the software, configuration, and data
associated with the resource, so it is ready to perform the functions to which it has been
reallocated). Configuration changes can affect connectivity or functional dependencies;
authorizations; and performance settings. Reconfiguration is supported by management (and
security management) tools at multiple architectural layers (e.g., network, operating system,
application). Resource reallocation similarly is supported by management tools at multiple layers
(e.g., network, operating system, cloud computing infrastructure, application).

D.1.2

Emerging Techniques

Emerging techniques enable CCoAs to be executed without taking components off-line. This
minimizes interruptions in mission capabilities.
D.1.2.1

Dynamic Reconfiguration

Dynamic reconfiguration means making configuration changes to a component while it
continues operating, as opposed to taking the component off-line or out of service.
Administrator-directed dynamic reconfiguration of some system components is currently
feasible, e.g., for firewalls [10]. However, automated dynamic reconfiguration is still in the R&D
stages for hardware (chip multiprocessors (CMPs) [11], multiprocessor system-on-a-chip
(MPSoC) architectures [12] and for field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [14]), firewalls
[15], networks [15] (purely from a performance perspective), and IDS (Rehak et al., 2009).
Whether reconfiguration is dynamic or not, security of the reconfiguration process presents
challenges [16].
Automated dynamic reconfiguration is a central feature of adaptive software, which reconfigures
itself based on monitoring [18]. Dynamic reconfiguration can be viewed as a form of moving
target defense, and can make use of genetic algorithms to find alternative configurations [18].
Dynamic reconfiguration raises concerns for stability, particularly when a failure occurs during
reconfiguration. Operational guidance needs to take rollback (recovery to a known good state)
into consideration. Dynamic reconfiguration for systems-of-systems presents additional
concerns, related to service level agreements and to the potential for propagating attacks and
other faults; technical approaches are being investigated [20].
D.1.2.2

Dynamic Resource Allocation

Dynamic resource allocation/reallocation (i.e., making changes in the allocation of resources to
tasks or functions without terminating functions or processes) is typically considered from the
viewpoint of performance management. As a general problem, dynamic resource allocation is a
challenge in data centers [20] and virtual environments [22] and can be handled via
approximation algorithms [22]. A growing body of work applies to cloud computing or other
service-oriented middleware, where secure provisioning is an active area of investigation [23].
Products and tools are available for dynamic resource allocation in networks (see, for example,
[24]). From the standpoint of security, dynamic resource allocation has been studied in the
context of grid computing [26].
Dynamic resource allocation raises issues of adherence to service level agreements (SLAs),
including security as a service.
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D.1.2.3

Dynamic Composability

Dynamic composability involves dynamic replacement of software components with equivalent
functionality performed by different software [26]. Replacement requires both construction of
new components and dynamic composition, i.e., integration and optimization of new components
into an existing system. Dynamic composition can also be part of system integration [27], and
dynamic composable computing (DCC) is of particular importance for mobile platforms [28].
For cyber resiliency, dynamic composability applies primarily to mission/business function
applications and services, where it is currently immature. Dynamic composability can also apply
to other software layers. Dynamic composability changes the attack surface, forcing the
adversary to develop new or adapt existing of malware or attacks.
D.1.2.4

Proactive Recovery/Proactive Resilience

Proactive recovery techniques were initially explored in the context of fault-tolerant systems and
networks [29] [30], and subsequently for intrusion-tolerant systems. Issues with proactive
recovery in networks have been explored [31], and resolution of these issues explored as
proactive resilience [32]. Proactive recovery techniques are also relevant in virtual environments
[33] [34], where they may be more appropriately considered a form of Non-Persistence.

D.1.3

Applicability and Maturity

The following table presents an overall assessment of the maturity of Adaptive Response
techniques and technologies, as applied to different architectural layers 34.
Table 24. Applicability and Maturity for Adaptive Response Techniques

Application Domain

Dynamic Reconfiguration

Hardware/firmware
Networking/ communications

Immature.
Mature; Transitional in the
cyber resilience context.
Transitional.
Mature; Transitional in the
cyber resilience context.
Mature; Transitional in the
cyber resilience context.
Dependent on
application/service.
Mature in the context of
database tuning. Immature
in the cyber resilience
context.
Immature, particularly in the
cyber resilience context;
current practice relies on
manual reconfiguration.
Immature, particularly in the
cyber resilience context.

System/ network component
Operating system
Cloud, virtualization, and/or
middleware infrastructure
Mission / business function
application / service
Information stores

Information streams / feeds

System / system-of-systems

34

Proactive recovery applies primarily to networking, and is immature.
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Dynamic Resource
Reallocation

Dynamic
Composability

Mature; Transitional in the
cyber resilience context.

Highly Immature.

Highly Immature.
Mature; Transitional in the
cyber resilience context.
Dependent on
application/service.

Immature, particularly in
the cyber resilience
context.

Highly Immature.
Immature.

D.2 Analytic Monitoring
Analytic Monitoring techniques gather and analyze data on an ongoing basis and in a
coordinated way to identify potential vulnerabilities, adversary activities, and damage. To gather
data, sensors are deployed within, and at the boundary of, distinctly managed sets of cyber
resources (e.g., a mission/business segment, a common infrastructure, a set of shared services, or
a system). Coordination includes establishing coverage and timeframes or frequency for data
gathering and analysis to avoid gaps or blind spots, and can include mechanisms for data fusion,
correlation, and data mining. Examples of analysis include identifying anomalous behavior,
performing malware analysis (passive, active and post-mortem), and use of validation techniques
to identify changes in infrastructure that indicate an ongoing attack.

D.2.1

Existing Techniques

To identify potential adversary activities, existing techniques include security monitoring
(particularly as performed by intrusion detection systems (IDS)), performance monitoring, attack
sensing and monitoring (AS&W), and cyber situational awareness [35] applications. Analytic
Monitoring differs from security and performance monitoring in its emphasis on informing
defender actions by
•

Finding indications of a stealthy and well-resourced adversary;

•

Detecting and assessing damage; and

•

Watching for adversary activities during recovery and evolution.

Penetration testing or active probing can be used to determine IDS effectiveness. Techniques and
tools for malware and forensic analysis (i.e., analysis of artifacts left behind by adversary
activities) and damage assessment (i.e., analysis of behavior, data, and system artifacts to
determine the presence and extent of damage) are used to analyze adversary activities; a variety
of free and commercial tools are available. Analysis can drive dynamic sensor reconfiguration.
Analytic Monitoring can make use of information sharing – e.g., about attack trends,
vulnerabilities, and the results of forensic analysis – with other organizations [7]. Structuring of
threat data facilitates information sharing [37] [2].

D.2.2

Emerging Techniques

Monitoring – ongoing collection and preliminary analysis of data – can be problematic in
virtualized or cloud computing environments [38], where the tracking of state information within
a virtual machine can disappear when the VM goes away. Some VM monitoring can be
integrated with security monitoring, and security monitoring can be performed at the hardware
layer [39] and can be integrated across different layers in a cloud environment [40] [41].
Monitoring can also be performed by the hypervisor [42].
Monitoring can also be problematic when the devices where monitoring must be performed have
power or bandwidth limitations (e.g., mobile devices, wireless sensor networks). In such
environments, Analytic Monitoring must be integrated with Adaptive Response, so that
monitoring adapts to environmental challenges and constraints [43] [44].
Intrusion detection for mobile ad-hoc networks remains a research challenge [45]. Network
analytic techniques can be extended to consider the presence of compromised nodes [46].
Intrusion detection techniques historically have looked for atomic events; correlation and fusion
for multi-stage attacks remains a research topic [47].
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Cyber situational awareness, including cyber sensor fusion and analysis (i.e., correlation and
aggregation of monitoring data from multiple sources, and near-real-time analysis), is an active
research area [35]. So-called “big data analytics” are being integrated into network monitoring
tools [48] and are being applied to operating systems in large-scale environments [49].
Forensic techniques and tools for information stores remain investigatory [50] [51], despite some
established practices and tools. Forensic analysis remains labor-intensive, and can benefit from
tools and processes for automation [52]. Cyber damage assessment remains investigatory [53]
[54], but can be facilitated by big data analytics [55] and Substantiated Integrity mechanisms
[56].

D.2.3

Applicability and Maturity

The following table presents an overall assessment of the maturity of Analytic Monitoring
techniques and technologies, as applied to different architectural layers.
Table 25. Applicability and Maturity for Analytic Monitoring Techniques

Application Domain

Sensor Fusion and
Analysis

Monitoring

Malware and Forensic
Analysis

Hardware/firmware

Immature.

Immature.

Networking/ communications

Mature for conventional
IDS; Transitional in the
cyber resilience context
or for MANETs;
Transitional-to-Mature
for big data analytics.
Mature for some
components; immature
or transitional for
others.
Mature; Transitional-toMature for big data
analytics.
Immature.

Mature for conventional
enterprise networks;
Immature-toTransitional for analysis
of multi-stage events.

Immature.

Immature.

Dependent on
application/service.

Dependent on
application/service.

Mature for malware
analysis; immature for
forensic analysis.
Immature-toTransitional for DBMSs.
Immature for
unstructured
information stores.

Immature-toTransitional.

Immature.

System/ network component

Operating system

Cloud, virtualization, and/or
middleware infrastructure
Mission / business function
application / service
Information stores

Mature for DBMSs.
Immature for
unstructured
information stores.

Information streams / feeds
System / system-of-systems

Immature.
Immature-toTransitional.

Immature.

Mature.

Immature (largely rely
on tamper-evident
technology).
Mature (network
forensics).

Mature for some (e.g.,
mobile device forensics);
immature or transitional
for others.
Mature (focus of most
malware analysis tools).

D.3 Coordinated Defense
Coordinated Defense techniques manage adaptively and in a coordinated way multiple, distinct
mechanisms to defend critical resources against adversary activities. Coordinated Defense relies
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on technical defense-in-depth: using multiple mechanisms to apply the same technique to
different technologies or architectural layers, and using distinct mechanisms to apply different
techniques. Greater asset criticality merits greater layering. Requiring the adversary to defeat
multiple mechanisms makes it more difficult for the adversary to successfully attack critical
resources, and increases the likelihood of adversary detection. Defense-in-depth is well
understood and accepted in principle. In practice, issues arise related to governance, as well as
outsourcing and partnership relationships which can limit visibility into which or how many
mechanisms are used.
Adaptive management entails changing how defensive mechanisms are used (e.g., making
configuration changes, turning on some mechanisms while turning off others, deciding when and
how to update or patch software) based on changes in the operational environment (e.g., changes
in mission/business needs or priorities) as well as changes in the threat environment (e.g.,
notification of newly discovered vulnerabilities in component technologies). Adaptive
management requires the ability to visualize the consequences of administrator action on
missions as well as on cyber resources. Thus, Coordinated Defense depends on visualization and
analysis techniques that also support Dynamic Representation, Analytic Monitoring, and
Adaptive Response. A significant issue is how to provide staff with the information they need to
make decisions that fall within their authority – and only that information, to avoid information
overload. Resolution of that issue involves governance as well as technical solutions [7], and
typically relies on a multi-tiered approach to risk management [57] [58].
Cyber defenses, supporting security controls, and supporting performance controls must be
managed in a consistent manner across multiple administrative spans of control. Coordination
and consistency analysis – determining operational consequences of changes and ensuring that
changes do not create inconsistent defenses – is essential to ensure that an attack that involves
one defensive mechanism does not create adverse unintended consequences (e.g., lockout,
cascading alarms) by interfering with another defensive mechanism. Coordinated cyber defenses
must take dependencies into consideration [59] [60]. Thus, cyber courses of action (CCoAs) and
contingency plans must be defined in a coordinated way.
Organizations develop administrator standard operating procedures (SOPs), as well as
contingency and continuity of operations plans. Increasingly, cyber defense considerations are
represented in these, as well as in cyber defense playbooks and CCoAs. Coordinated
management is facilitated by enterprise security management tools and product suites. Research
and development activities are experimenting with and transitioning cyber operations
management capabilities [61].
The effectiveness of Coordinated Defense is enhanced when combined with such other
techniques. Coordinated Defense involves coordination of mechanisms across architectural
layers; therefore, no discussion of applicability to different layers is meaningful.
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Table 26. Maturity and Related Techniques for Coordinated Defense

Technical Defense-inDepth
Maturity

Mature, with some
aspects Transitional for
emerging technologies.

Related techniques

Diversity
Dynamic Representation
Segmentation

Coordination &
Consistency
Transitional-to-Mature,
depending on
governance and
interoperability.
Analytic Monitoring
(coordinated placement
of sensors)
Privilege Restriction

Adaptive
Management
Transitional.

Adaptive Response

D.4 Deception
Deception techniques use obfuscation and misdirection (e.g., disinformation) to confuse or
mislead an adversary. Deception can make the adversary uncertain how to proceed, delay the
effect of the adversary’s attack, 35 increase the risk to the adversary of being discovered, or expose
an adversary’s tradecraft. Deception can take the form of dissimulation (“hiding the real”) or
simulation (“showing the false”). 36

D.4.1

Obfuscation and Dissimulation

Obfuscation (or dissimulation) techniques include masking (e.g., using encryption or function
hiding), repackaging (e.g., using data transformation), and dazzling (e.g., responding to
adversary queries with deliberately confusing or erroneous information). Encryption is widely
used, particularly in networking and data storage. Encrypted processing is feasible for some
applications [62]. Self-encrypting drives (SEDs) are commercially available, consistent with the
Trusted Computing Group’s specification. Hardware obfuscation techniques have been
developed, primarily for protection of intellectual property but also for security [63].

D.4.2

Misdirection and Simulation

Misdirection and simulation techniques include inventing (e.g., simulating a non-existent
application), mimicking (e.g., fabricating documents [64] or data stores), and decoying (e.g.,
using honeypots). Honeypot and honeynet technologies have been made available via a variety
of initiatives, including the open source Honeynet project (http://www.honeynet.org/), the UK
Honeynet project (http://www.ukhoneynet.org/), and the Web Application Security Consortium
project. While honeypots and honeynets are increasingly recommended, standards of practice for
implementing and using them have not been promulgated. Large-scale deception environments
present a research challenge [65].

D.4.3

Applicability and Maturity

The following table presents an overall assessment of the maturity of Deception techniques and
technologies, as applied to different architectural layers.

35

Potential benefits of delaying the attack can include providing the organization additional time to complete critical mission
functions, as well as providing time to deploy an adaptive response.
36
See [153], cited in [165], [164].
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Table 27. Applicability and Maturity for Deception Techniques

Application Domain

Obfuscation

Hardware/firmware
Networking/ communications

Mature for self-encrypting drives.
Mature (using encryption, obfuscation of IP
addresses).
Mature for self-encrypting drives.
Mature software-based encryption for mobile
devices; however, encryption coverage may be
incomplete.
Mature (to avoid OS “fingerprinting”). (Note that
this is a known adversary technique.)
Immature.

Immature.
Transitional.

Dependent on application/service.

Dependent on
application/service.

System/ network component

Operating system
Cloud, virtualization, and/or
middleware infrastructure
Mission / business function
application / service
Information stores

Information streams / feeds
System / system-of-systems

Simulation

Transitional.
Transitional.

Mature for stored data (using encryption).
Immature-to-Transitional for encrypted query
processing.
Mature (using encryption).
Transitional (honeypots,
honeynets).

D.5 Diversity
Diversity techniques use a heterogeneous set of technologies, communications paths, suppliers,
and data sources to minimize the impact of attacks and force adversaries to attack multiple
different types of technologies. Technologies include hardware, software, firmware, and
protocols. One mechanism for implementing diversity for software is virtualization, which
allows rapid, inexpensive changes in applications, thus making some forms of diversity easier to
implement.
Diversity requires that technologies that provide the same (or equivalent) functionality differ
enough that they do not present the same attack surface to an adversary. Examples of methods to
determine whether two instances are different include data pedigree, functional dependency
analysis, hardware or software component pedigree as established by supply chain risk
management (SCRM), and use of alternative specifications for automatically generated software.
Diversity is a commonly cited technique for resilience [66] [67]. Another term for diversity is
heterogeneity [68]. As noted in [69], Diversity is vital to effective Redundancy. Therefore,
Diversity and Redundancy are often analyzed together [70].

D.5.1

Existing Techniques and Technologies

For information and communications technology, existing techniques include architectural
diversity and design diversity. 37

37

For safety-critical systems, six categories of diversity have been defined: design diversity, equipment diversity, functional
diversity, human diversity, signal diversity, and software diversity [165]. In this document, “design diversity” includes design,
functional, human, and software diversity; “data diversity” includes signal diversity; and hardware diversity is viewed as an
application of design diversity to hardware and firmware.
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D.5.1.1

Architectural Diversity

Architectural diversity is the accommodation in an architecture for different components that
provide the same functionality (e.g., OSs, VMMs, servers). Architectural diversity can be
planned. For example, a reference architecture can explicitly identify alternative components, or
can identify technical standards that focus on behavior and interface specifications. For
networking, architectural diversity can involve the use of multiple protocols, multiple
communications media (e.g., satellites, wireless, land lines), and multiple communications paths.
Architectural diversity for networking thus can be used in conjunction with Segmentation.
Alternately, architectural diversity can be incidental, a result of decisions that are not primarily
architectural in nature. Some diversity occurs in enterprise systems due to the presence of
multiple instances (e.g., versions, configurations) of the same products, typically acquired at
different times and/or by different organizational units. Although this diversity is incidental to
the enterprise architecture (and may, indeed, be viewed as undesirable from a management
viewpoint), it can provide the benefit of improving attack detection [71].
Increasingly, the trend toward bring-your-own-device (BYOD) leads to diversity in end-user
devices (mobile systems and network components) [72]. Thus, a “managed diversity” approach
to enterprise architecture has been recommended [73] [72].
D.5.1.2

Design Diversity

Design diversity, in which different designs (and subsequently different implementations) are
developed based on the same requirements, is an established concept for fault-tolerance. For
software, the best-known technique is N-version programming, in which multiple
implementations are created by different programming teams. Design diversity demonstrates
clear benefits [74]. However, cost is a significant consideration, particularly for hardware [75].
Therefore, design diversity is applied primarily to safety-critical systems.
While considerable research was performed in the 1990s in the area of metrics and techniques
for assessing software diversity, practical applications have lagged [76]. Thus, the research area
of metrics and modeling to assess software diversity remains active [77].

D.5.2

Emerging Techniques and Technologies

Research to support cost-benefit analysis has so far been limited [78]. The question of whether
two implementations truly provide the same functionality is difficult to answer without extensive
testing, and the question of how different two implementations are presents its own challenges.
In particular, different components or applications, offered by different vendors, can incorporate
common hardware, firmware, or software libraries. Thus, diversity for COTS components must
be aligned with supply chain risk management [79].
D.5.2.1

Implementation or Synthetic Diversity

For software, implementation or synthetic diversity [80] involves transforming implementations,
using such techniques as instruction set randomization (ISR), address space randomization
(ASR), and data space randomization (DSR) [81]. This use of memory-based diversity is
sometimes referred to as K-variants [82]. Similarly, N-variant systems generate variants of
implementable software, and can be used with N-version programming [83]. For applications
distributed to mobile devices, a large-scale combination of randomization and implementation
diversity might be considered [84].
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Virtualization enables software diversity to be applied in an operational environment [85]. Some
dynamic positioning or moving target techniques can also be characterized as artificial diversity
[86].
D.5.2.2

Information Diversity

Information diversity38 can be synthetic or inherent. Inherent information diversity uses different
data sources; the determination of whether and how different data sources can be used is highly
mission-dependent, and creates challenges for integration and analysis [87]. Tracking of
provenance and pedigree could enable users to determine whether and how diverse the data
actually is; many different approaches to data provenance 39 have been identified [88].
With synthetic diversity, different variants of the same information are generated automatically
[89]. Randomization of parameters can also provide diversity [90].

D.5.3

Applicability and Maturity

The following table presents an overall assessment of the maturity of diversity techniques, as
applied to different architectural layers.
Table 28. Maturity of Diversity Techniques

Application Domain
Hardware/firmware
Networking/communications

System/network component

Mobile system/network
component

Specific Technique(s)
Design diversity
Design diversity
Alternate communications
paths and media (see
Segmentation)
Design diversity
Implementation diversity
Design diversity

Cloud, virtualization, and/or
middleware infrastructure
Mission / business function
application / service
Information stores

Implementation diversity
Design diversity
Implementation diversity
Design diversity
Implementation diversity
Design diversity
Implementation diversity
Information diversity

Information streams / feeds

Information diversity

Operating system

Assessment
Mature, but costly; need to consider SCRM
Mature for wireless communications (used to
improve performance) [91]
Mature but costly for different communications
media
Mature, but often more apparent than real
Mature, but often more apparent than real; need
to consider SCRM
Immature – diversity is a consequence of
marketplace in flux
Transitional
Mature, but limited
Transitional
Immature – diversity is a consequence of
marketplace in flux
Immature-to-Transitional
Depends on diversity of information
streams/feeds
Immature-to-Transitional

38
The term “information diversity” is used to avoid confusion with “data diversity” and “informational diversity.” Data diversity
refers to a specific approach to fault-tolerance, generating and executing a set of automatically diversified variants on the same
inputs. Data diversity can be used in N-variant systems [89]. Informational diversity refers to differences in educational
background and experience among members of a team [145].
39
Data provenance is also a mechanism for Substantiated Integrity, and is discussed in greater detail in Section D.13.
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D.6 Dynamic Positioning
Dynamic Positioning techniques use distributed processing and dynamic relocation of critical
assets and sensors. Dynamic Positioning applied to critical assets will impede an adversary’s
ability to locate, eliminate or corrupt mission/business assets, and will cause the adversary to
spend more time and effort to find the organization’s critical assets. As with Coordinated
Defense, this increases the chance of adversaries revealing their actions and tradecraft. Dynamic
Positioning applied to sensors supports Analytic Monitoring by allowing the monitoring of
activities in specific parts of a system or involving specific assets to be adjusted in consideration
of threat, vulnerability, or anomaly information. Examples of technologies to support this
technique include virtualization and distributed processing.

D.6.1

Existing Technologies

Existing middleware infrastructures enable administrators to use distributed processing, and to
allocate resources in such a way that services and information assets will be relocated.
Distributed database technology is also mature. For communications, dynamic positioning
techniques include frequency hopping and mechanisms for rotating or changing IP or MAC
addresses.

D.6.2

Emerging Technologies

Considerable research is ongoing in the area of moving target defenses [92] [93] [94], and for
supporting mechanisms such as state snapshotting [95]. While the phrase “moving target”
suggests relocation [96] or changes in networking [97] [98], numerous other topics are often
identified as part of moving target defenses. The following table shows how the areas identified
by the National Symposium on Moving Target Research [92] are covered in this document.
Dynamic relocation involves state capture and state restoration on a different platform, enabled
by platform or OS independence [96] or by virtualization [99]. IPv6 offers additional
opportunities for network repositioning [100].
Table 29. Topics from Moving Target Research Symposium

Moving Target Topic
Dynamic network services
Game theoretic approaches
Virtual machines
Cloud computing
Dynamic execution
Automated response actions
Situational awareness
Artificial diversity
Encryption to dynamically hide
network and transport layer
addresses
Dynamic reconfiguration

D.6.3

Topic or Cyber Resiliency Technique
Part of Adaptive Response
Can inform development of CCoAs and strategies for Coordinated
Defense and Adaptive Response.
Vital for Dynamic Positioning and Non-Persistence. Constitute a
challenge for Analytic Monitoring and Dynamic Representation.
Constitutes an application domain for resiliency techniques.
Part of Adaptive Response
Part of Adaptive Response
Intersection of Coordinated Defense and Analytic Monitoring
Part of Diversity
Example of Deception

Part of Adaptive Response

Applicability and Maturity

The following table presents an overall assessment of the maturity of dynamic positioning
techniques, as applied to different architectural layers.
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Table 30. Applicability and Maturity for Dynamic Positioning Techniques

Application Domain

Distributing Assets

Hardware/firmware, System/
network component
Networking / communications

Mature (physical distribution across
multiple facilities).
Mature for rotating IP or MAC
addresses.

Cloud, virtualization, and/or
middleware infrastructure

Mature (service oriented architecture
(SOA) middleware).

Mission / business function
application / service
Information stores

Dependent on whether application/
service has been designed for SOA.
Mature for distributed databases.

Repositioning Assets
Mature for some missions (physical
relocation in tactical environments).
Mature for frequency hopping. Mature
for changing IP or MAC addresses;
Immature-to-Transitional for IPv6.
Mature as an enabler for repositioning
(using non-persistence and resource
reallocation).
Immature-to-Transitional.
Immature.

D.7 Dynamic Representation
Dynamic Representation techniques construct and maintain dynamic representations of
components, systems, services, mission dependencies, adversary activities, and effects of
alternative cyber courses of action. A representation is dynamic if it can reflect changes in state
or behavior. A static representation (e.g., a network diagram that does not allow for differences
in mission criticality of network components depending on which mission functions are currently
being supported) can serve as a starting point for, or can be incorporated into, a dynamic
representation. Dynamic representations can be fed by analytic monitoring; conversely,
requirements for information produced by analytic monitoring can be driven by the need to
maintain a current representation. Dynamic representations support situation awareness, and thus
inform adaptive response and coordinated defense.
Dynamic representations can be used to enhance understanding, particularly of dependencies
among cyber and non-cyber resources; validate the realism of courses of action; raise awareness
of cyber threats, and support training and preparation; and identify gaps in planning, for which
additional cyber courses of action need to be developed. Dynamic representations can include
simulation exercises as well as executable models 40. Models of adversary behavior can be gametheoretic.
Dynamic Representation involves coordination of, and fusion of information from mechanisms
across architectural layers; therefore, no discussion of applicability to different layers is
meaningful. See Appendix F for examples of specific mechanisms and their relative maturity.
Cyber situation awareness is an area of active and extensive research, development, and
transition activities; a survey of work in the cyber situation awareness area is beyond the scope
of this report.
Dynamic Representation techniques rely on
•

Information about systems and components that is also used by system, network, and
security managers (e.g., configuration, security patch status, availability and performance
statistics). Some information is provided by system or network management tools

40

Simulation exercises can be model-based and automated, partially automated (e.g., training simulators, exercises, technology
demonstrations), or purely manual (e.g., tabletop exercises). Simulation exercises are an established part of business continuity
and disaster recovery [165]. Such activities can also lead to changes in organizational behavior, due to increased awareness [165].
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(including available products for dynamic network mapping); other information may be
provided by continuous monitoring or other security management tools.
•

Information about functional dependencies among systems, networks, and components.
This information is typically included in continuity or contingency planning
documentation, where it becomes quickly outdated. Products are available for
discovering IT assets and performing dependency mappings. 41

•

Information about mission dependencies on systems or services, networks or
communications links, and information stores. This information may be provided by a
Mission Impact Analysis or Business Impact Analysis (e.g., using the Map the Mission
process [61], Mission Based Analysis [101], or Mission-Driven Assessment [102]).
Modeling and automation remain research areas [103].

D.8 Non-Persistence
Non‐Persistence techniques retain information, services, and connectivity for a limited time,
thereby reducing an adversary’s opportunity to exploit vulnerabilities and establish a persistent
foothold.
Non-Persistence involves quickly refreshing information, services, and connectivity to known
trusted states, and eliminating services, information, and connectivity that are no longer needed. 42
Virtualization makes such refreshing much easier. Non-Persistence is most appropriate when 1)
refresh is quick enough not to interfere with mission/business functions, and 2) the elimination
of services, information and connectivity is sufficient as to prevent an adversary from achieving
their goals.
The effectiveness of Non-Persistence is enhanced by combining it with Diversity and
Unpredictability. Substantiated Integrity (e.g., tamper-evident) mechanisms support ensuring that
the information and services which are used to refresh have not been corrupted.
To maximize cost effectiveness, non-persistence (especially across multiple platforms) may be
centrally managed. This central management may be viewed by an issue for some
users/organizations where individual control of the platforms is the norm. Practical issues for
managing server virtualization [104] need to be resolved in a manner consistent with QoS and
security requirements.

D.8.1
D.8.1.1

Specific Techniques
Non-Persistent Information

When non-persistence is applied to information, the information is refreshed to a known trusted
state and deleted when no longer needed. The deletion of information limits the opportunity of
the adversary to exfiltrate critical information. The refreshing of information limits the
opportunity of the adversary to modify critical system or mission information (resulting in
corruption of services).

41

Providers include BMC, HP, IBM, and VMware.
Note for some situations both of these may not be required. For example, in a tactical environment it could be that even if the
elimination of the information is not complete, the time required for an adversary to employ it in a meaningful way is too long for
them to interfere with or otherwise adversely impact the mission.
42
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The primary application of non-persistence for cyber resiliency is to information that is part of
the state of a running process, whether stored in memory or written temporarily to storage media.
Deletion (or elimination) of information written to storage media can involve multiple
mechanisms. Automatic data deletion mechanisms in large-scale distributed processing [105]
[106] and cloud environments [107] have been investigated, but are not yet available as products.
Deletion of data from information stores remains problematic [108].
Media sanitization for magnetic storage media is very mature, but the same is not true for
sanitization of solid state drives, especially for sanitization of an individual files [109]. Even the
existing proven sanitization techniques may not provide a sufficiently rapid refresh capability.
Some techniques may provide a sufficiently rapid refresh capability, but the data elimination
may not be complete.
Table 31. Applicability and Maturity for Non-Persistent Information

Application Domain
Hardware/physical storage media
Networking/communications
System/network component
Operating system
Cloud, virtualization, and/or
middleware infrastructure
Mission / business function
application / service
Information stores

Information streams / feeds
System / system-of-systems

D.8.1.2

Maturity
Highly Mature for some hardware/physical storage media; immature for
others.
Relevant to cached information at network nodes; see System/network
component.
Transitional-to-Mature.
Highly Mature.
Immature.
Dependent on application/service.
Transitional in the context of DBMS. Immature for unstructured
information stores, where responsibility devolves to the underlying
operating system.
See Non-Persistent Connectivity, below. Observation for
Networks/communications above also applies.
Immature.

Non-Persistent Services

Non-Persistence applied to services defends against malware insertion, and increases the
adversary’s work factor for establishing a foothold. Running an end-user system off bootable
media provides non-persistence. When non-persistence is applied to services (on a client or enduser device, on a server), services are refreshed and are terminated when no longer needed. The
refreshing of the services limits the window of opportunity for the adversary to implant malware.
Stateful refreshing of services can be combined with diversity [33]. Automatic termination of
applications on end-user devices is part of some operating systems.
Table 32. Applicability and Maturity for Non-Persistent Services

Application Domain
System/network component
Operating system
Cloud, virtualization, and/or
middleware infrastructure
Mission / business function
application / service

Maturity
Mature; Transitional in the cyber resilience context.
Highly Mature, including non-persistent virtual desktops.
Immature.
Dependent on application/service.
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D.8.1.3

Non-Persistent Connectivity

Non-Persistence applied to connectivity defends against sniffing, eavesdropping, and
intelligence-gathering (e.g., network mapping). When non-persistence is applied to connectivity
(at the application or network layer), connections are refreshed and are terminated when no
longer needed. Applications typically can tolerate dropped connections to services on which they
rely, and seek to reinstate those connections. Some applications (particularly those designed for
mobile devices) terminate connections they no longer need, to improve performance. Thus,
applications could generally be expected to tolerate refreshing or terminating connections to
change the attack surface.
At the network layer, ports and protocols can be terminated when an organization determines
that they are unneeded; however, this is a relatively static configuration change. Products for
managing dynamic connections (e.g., via DHCP) are relatively mature. However, the goal of
such products is to improve performance, rather than to terminate or refresh connections to
change the attack surface.
Finally, specific information-gathering devices (e.g., sniffers, packet capture devices) should be
connected to the network only as long as they are being used; otherwise, they become high-value
targets.

D.9 Privilege Restriction
Privilege Restriction techniques restrict privileges required to use cyber resources, and
privileges assigned to users and cyber entities, based on the type(s) and degree(s) of criticality 43
and trust 44 respectively, to minimize the potential consequences of adversary activities.
Generally, the more critical the asset the more fine-grained the privileges that may be applied to
it, and the more trusted an entity is, the greater privilege that it is granted. Privilege Restriction
must be aligned with Coordinated Defense, to ensure that privileges are defined and managed
consistently across architectural layers and across systems in a system-of-systems.

D.9.1

Existing and Emerging Technologies

Examples of privilege restriction mechanisms include fine-grained access control and trust-based
privilege assignment. Access control mechanisms are a mature technology, as are privilege
mechanisms. Effective management of privileges remains challenging, due to the size,
complexity, and dynamic nature of many enterprises. Products and toolsets are available to
visualize the relationships among roles, responsibilities, and privileges, and to define and enforce
least privilege. These include tools based on frameworks for federated identity and privilege
management. Thin clients enable privilege restrictions to be applied on servers rather than on
end-user devices. However, many thin clients depend on vulnerable browsers to deliver
functionality to end users.
Dynamic or risk-adaptable privilege management remains a research area, with risk-adaptable
access control (RAdAC) mechanisms becoming transitional [110].

43

Criticality is determined based on analysis of the potential consequences of compromise; higher criticality requires more
restrictive (typically more fine-grained as well as more closely controlled) privileges.
44
Trust in a user is determined based on organizational policies and practices; trust in a cyber-resource depends not only on
which user (if any) it represents, but also on such factors as its provenance and its recent history.
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D.9.2

Applicability and Maturity

The following table presents an overall assessment of the maturity of Privilege Restriction
techniques and technologies, as applied to different architectural layers.
Table 33. Applicability and Maturity for Privilege Restriction Techniques

Application
Domain

Privilege-Based Restrictions

Privilege Management

Hardware/firmware
Networking/
communications
Operating system

Mature (multiple CPU modes or rings).
Mature for address-based restrictions;
Transitional for identity-based restrictions.
Mature.

Cloud, virtualization,
and/or middleware
infrastructure
Mission / business
function application /
service
Information stores

Mature.

Mature (OS- or hypervisor-based).
Mature for address-based restrictions;
Transitional for identity-based restrictions.
Mature; Immature-to-Transitional for
dynamic escalation of privilege restrictions.
Mature; Immature-to-Transitional for
dynamic escalation of privilege restrictions.

System / system-ofsystems

Dependent on application/service.

Dependent on application/service.

Mature for DBMSs and shared data
repository products.
Mature, but requires consistent
management.

Mature for DBMSs and shared data
repository products.
Immature-to-Transitional, based on
federated identity and privilege
management frameworks.

D.10 Realignment
Realignment techniques align cyber resources with core aspects of mission/business functions,
thus reducing the attack surface associated with resources dedicated to less significant activities.
Realignment entails defining, and determining the operational implications and cyber resource
needs of, alternative as well as primary mission and cyber defender courses of action.
Realignment minimizes the chance that resources dedicated to activities that do not support
mission/business functions could be used as an attack vector. One example of realignment is offloading some less important cyber-supported functions to a service provider that is better able to
support the functions. 45 Other examples are to perform a function using out-of-band
communications (e.g., replace automated cross domain services with air gaps and sneaker nets),
or to eliminate certain data feeds or connections where the benefits of those feeds are determined
to be less than the potential risks such connectivity imposes on the core mission/business
functions. Realignment can also involve re-implementation or custom development of critical
components.
Realignment involves reallocation of resources across architectural layers; therefore, no
discussion of applicability to different layers is meaningful.

D.11 Redundancy
Redundancy techniques maintain multiple protected instances of critical resources (information,
connectivity, and services). These serve as backups in the case of localized damage to a resource
and provide surge support when needed to support unexpected peak loads, faults and failovers.
45

The trust required of the provider depends upon the importance of the functions and the sensitivity of the data it must handle.
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Maintaining an instance means keeping it compliant with the requirements that apply to it (e.g.,
patching software for security, updating databases for data quality), whether or not it is actively
used. 46 Maintaining a protected instance of a critical resource means viewing each instance as an
adversary target and recognizing and mitigating ways in which a successful attack on one
instance could propagate to all instances.
Redundancy is a commonly cited technique for resilience in general [67]; however, some
attention has been paid to the cyber threat [68]. Diversity is vital to the effectiveness of
Redundancy (e.g., instances can provide the same functionality or information, while being
implemented in different ways). Redundancy can be most effective in combination with
Privilege Restriction (to ensure that all copies are protected consistently), Analytic Monitoring
(to ensure that all copies are monitored consistently), and Segmentation (e.g., instances can be
protected by placing them on different segments).

D.11.1 Existing and Emerging Techniques
Redundancy is a mature technique at multiple layers, for example:
•

Redundant hardware, redundant copies of software and data, backup and restore procedures,
and failover to backup facilities are well-understood aspects of contingency planning. In
addition, redundancy can be applied at the chip level [111].

•

For networking, redundancy involves providing alternative communications paths. Network
topologies typically provide multiple paths. Products and services for fault-tolerant
networking, particularly for industrial control systems (ICS), are available [112], and can be
integrated with diversity to make use of different communications media [113].

•

Redundant data feeds are incorporated into some real-time architectures, e.g., for financial
systems [114].

In cloud environments, Redundancy can be used to improve fault-tolerance for data stores [115],
and can be combined with Non-Persistence [34].
Determination of whether multiple instances of the same resource are truly redundant presents
challenges. For networking and for distributed processing, insight into whether a single point of
failure exists can be limited, either because networking or processing services are provided by an
external service provider [116], or due to limitations in mapping and analysis tools. For software,
the challenge is to ensure that redundant copies have the same patch status and configuration;
latency in patching can be difficult to ascertain. Similarly, for information stores, latency in
updates can result in inconsistencies among apparently duplicate stores.

D.11.2 Applicability and Maturity
The following table presents an overall assessment of the maturity of Redundancy techniques
and technologies, as applied to different architectural layers.

46

Redundancy can be implemented in multiple ways: active redundancy, in which redundant components are fully operational;
standby, in which redundant components are partially activated; and passive, in which redundant components are off-line.
Maintaining protected instances is more challenging for passive redundancy.
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Table 34. Applicability and Maturity of Redundancy Techniques

Application Domain
Hardware/firmware
Networking/communications
System/network component

Mobile system/network
component

Specific Technique(s)

Assessment

Duplicate hardware
Redundancy at the chip level
Alternate communications
paths
Duplicate hardware/software

Mature, but costly; need to consider SCRM
Transitional
Mature for network communications (particularly
for ICS)
Mature, but costly; maintaining consistent and
current patch status & configuration presents
challenges
Mature, but costly; maintaining consistent and
current patch status & configuration presents
challenges
Transitional-to-Mature for wireless backup;
bandwidth and connectivity can be problematic.
Mature; maintaining consistent and current patch
status & configuration presents challenges
Mature; insight into degree of redundancy may
be limited
Mature, but can impose operational costs

Duplicate hardware/software
Wireless backup

Operating system
Cloud, virtualization, and/or
middleware infrastructure
Mission / business function
application / service
Information stores
Information streams / feeds
Systems

Duplicate copies of installable
image
Extra capacity
Redundant copies of running
software
Backup & restore capabilities
Database replication
Backup & restore capabilities
Redundant data feeds
Backup & restore capabilities

Mature, part of standards of good practice
Mature, part of standards of good practice
Mature for some sectors (e.g., financial)
Mature, part of standards of good practice

D.12 Segmentation
Segmentation and isolation techniques separate (logically or physically) components based on
pedigree and/or criticality, to limit the spread of or damage from successful exploits.
Segmentation reduces the attack surface and enables more cost-effective placement of defenses
based on resource criticality. Segmentation can enable resources to be isolated via dynamic
reconfiguration, as part of adaptive response.

D.12.1 Existing and Emerging Technologies
Segmentation often employs either physically distinct entities or virtualization of computing
enclaves to provide the desired separation. Segmentation can be applied within a component,
with hardware support [117]. Encryption can be used to define different segments within a
network.
Defining enclaves or sub-networks within an intranet is an established practice. Of particular
interest for cyber resiliency is placing an organization’s Security Operations Center (SOC) on a
separate sub-network. However, such placement could restrict what tools within the SOC can
observe from other sub-networks. In addition, physical separation of sub-networks is challenging
to achieve in the current technology environment, as devices are increasingly enabled for
wireless communication and as reliance on common communications infrastructures increases.
Other established practices include isolating an intranet from an extranet, and both from the
Internet, separating inbound from outbound traffic, and separating requests from responses.
Segmentation can also be applied at the system layer, by using virtualization, at the application
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layer, by partitioning services, and at the data layer, by providing separate data repositories (e.g.,
based on provenance, in conjunction with Substantiated Integrity).

D.12.2 Applicability and Maturity
The following table presents an overall assessment of the maturity of Segmentation techniques
and technologies, as applied to different architectural layers.
Table 35. Applicability and Maturity for Segmentation Mechanisms

Application Domain
Hardware/firmware
Networking/communications

System/network component
Operating system
Cloud, virtualization, and/or
middleware infrastructure
Mission / business function
application / service
Information stores
Information streams / feeds
System / system-of-systems

Maturity
Highly Mature for some hardware using ring mechanisms (see Privilege
Restriction), but not dynamic.
Highly Mature, using firewalls or cross domain solutions (CDS) to define
enclaves.
Immature-to-Transitional for placement of Security Operations in a separate
enclave.
Highly Mature for some components, using Privilege Restriction or physical
separation of processing planes; Immature-to-transitional for others.
Highly Mature.
Immature-to-Transitional. While a virtualization infrastructure manages
separate virtual machines, attacks can circumvent those mechanisms.
Immature; typically relies on underlying operating system.
Mature using encryption. Immature-to-Transitional for pedigree-based
segmentation.
Highly Mature, using cryptographic separation.
Transitional, using multi-level security (MLS) or multiple security levels (MSL)
approaches.

D.13 Substantiated Integrity
Substantiated Integrity techniques ascertain that critical services, information stores,
information streams, and components have not been corrupted by an adversary. Example
mechanisms include use of integrity checks (e.g., cryptographic seals or checksums on critical
records or software), data validation (checking that data conforms to its specified requirements,
such as type or range), program verification [118], polling of inputs from diverse critical services
(e.g., Byzantine quorum systems) to determine correct results in case of conflicts between the
services, and tamper-evident technologies.

D.13.1 Existing Techniques and Technologies
A variety of existing techniques are highly mature, for example:
•

47

Software and Data Integrity Checks: A variety of tools, many integrated into operating
systems, enable checksums – particularly cryptographic checksums or seals – to be
applied to software, critical files and records, and data in transit. Multiple COTS tools
can provide cryptographic checksum integrity checking to backups as well as primary
versions [119] [120]. 47 Integrity checks for virtual/cloud environments are immature-totransitional [121], as they are for software on mobile devices . Trusted path mechanisms
provide confidence that information exchanged by an end user and an operating system

Digital fingerprinting provides a mechanism for identifying and tracking content [165].
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has not been corrupted, usually with hardware support. Software-mediated trusted path
mechanisms at the application layer are transitional [122], as are mechanisms that operate
in virtual environments [123].
•

Network Address Validation: Multiple products provide mechanisms for validating
packets, to provide dynamic ARP (Address Resolution Protection) protection.

•

Data Validation: DBMSs enable constraints to be applied to ensure that the data remains
consistent with quality criteria. Integrity checking techniques can be extended to increase
the correctness and efficiency of established constraint-checking [124]. Commercial and
open source [125] tools are available for data validation for Web applications.

At the hardware level, some tamper-evident technologies are mature [126], while others are
transitional. Substantiated Integrity for firmware is transitional [127] to mature [128].

D.13.2 Emerging Techniques and Technologies
D.13.2.1

Data Provenance and Trust

The W3C Provenance Incubator Group [129] has offered the following definition of provenance:
Provenance of a resource is a record that describes entities and processes involved in
producing and delivering or otherwise influencing that resource. Provenance provides a
critical foundation for assessing authenticity, enabling trust, and allowing reproducibility.
Provenance assertions are a form of contextual metadata and can themselves become
important records with their own provenance.
The W3C Provenance Incubator Group report provides extensive analysis of the very active
provenance research area, and multiple recommendations. Mechanisms are being explored to
provide capabilities to establish data provenance and trustworthiness [130] [131] [132]. Research
into provenance analytics has been recommended [133], and the relationship between data
provenance and trust is a challenge area [134]. Provenance as a basis for access control is being
explored [135], and requires protection of provenance assertions.
D.13.2.2

Byzantine Quorum Systems

Byzantine fault tolerance has been extensively researched, but most work remains transitional.
The application of Byzantine fault tolerance to intrusion tolerance remains immature, but of high
interest [136] [137]. Application to cloud computing is in initial stages [138], but can leverage
multiple cloud systems [139].

D.13.3 Applicability and Maturity
The following table presents an overall assessment of the maturity of Substantiated Integrity
techniques and technologies, as applied to different architectural layers.
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Table 36. Applicability and Maturity for Substantiated Integrity Mechanisms

Application Domain
Hardware/physical storage media
Networking/communications

System/network component
Operating system
Cloud, virtualization, and/or
middleware infrastructure
Mission / business function
application / service
Information stores
Information streams / feeds
System / system-of-systems

Maturity
Highly Mature for some hardware/physical storage media, using tamperevident technology; immature for others.
Highly Mature when encryption is used; Mature for some mechanisms
(e.g., ARP protection); Transitional in the context of IPv6; otherwise
Immature.
Highly Mature for some components, using tamper-evident technology;
Immature-to-Transitional for firmware; Immature for many components.
Highly Mature.
Immature-to-Transitional.
Immature; typically relies on underlying operating system.
Immature-to-Transitional in the context of DBMS. Immature for
unstructured information stores.
Highly Mature when encryption is used; Highly Mature for some trusted
path mechanisms, Transitional for software-based trusted path.
Immature, particularly in the cyber resilience context.

D.14 Unpredictability
Unpredictability techniques make changes frequently and randomly, not just in response to
actions by the adversary. These changes, which may draw upon Diversity, Non-Persistence, and
Dynamic Positioning practices, make it more difficult for an adversary to predict behavior and
(as with Coordinated Defense) this increases the chance of adversary actions being detected or
tradecraft revealed. Examples of unpredictable behavior include, but are not limited to, address
space layout randomization (ASLR), changing browsers and authentication mechanisms,
encryption rekeying, and changing permitted ports. Unpredictability is intended to be transparent
to end users. A key challenge is providing enough unpredictability to achieve the intended
benefits [140].
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Appendix E

POET Considerations

Adoption and effective use of a cyber resiliency technique entails addressing a variety of
challenges. For each technique, factors affecting adoption and use are identified using the POET
(political, operational, economic, and technical) approach [141] [133]. POET factors largely
operate to limit or shape adoption or use, but can also serve to increase uptake. The general
identification of POET considerations (i.e., how the general POET factors apply in the context of
a given technique) in this appendix can serve as a starting point for identification and analysis of
more specific factors as part of developing recommendations.
Table 37. General POET Factors

General POET Factors
Political:
• Policies, laws, and regulations, which may constrain
the use of some techniques or solutions
• Relationships and commitments, including service
level agreements
• Governance, including which roles, responsibilities,
and processes have been defined
• Risks and risk tolerance, including reputation risk and
tolerance for mission and programmatic risks
• Organizational culture
• Investment strategy, which may include a
commitment to technical standards or product suites,
and may affect time-phased application of solutions
Economic:
• Costs, including life-cycle and staffing costs
• Benefits, including reduced costs or increased
opportunities
• Perceived value
• Incentives

Operational:
• Mission priorities
• Mission impacts, particularly as mission dependencies
on cyber resources change
• Operational constraints, including physical constraints
(footprint, power, connectivity) in operational
environments
• Impacts on supporting processes, including security
management, cyber defense, and provisioning
• Flexibility/agility, including ability to adapt to
changing mission needs

Technical:
• Standards, including restrictions imposed by existing
standards as well as the absence of agreed-on
standards
• Performance
• Legacy investments
• Interoperability
• Infrastructure
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Table 38. POET Considerations for Adaptive Response

Adaptive Response
Political:
• Lack of clarity regarding governance or decisionmaking authority, particularly when responses span
management/ownership domains
• Concern for adherence to SLAs
• Concern for liability in case of collateral damage

Operational:
• Integration of processes and procedures to apply
existing reconfiguration and resource allocation
mechanisms into CCoAs as well as SOPs
• Potential instability arising from poorly coordinated
human response activities at different architectural
layers or for different systems in a system-of-systems
• Potential instability arising from purely automated
dynamic response mechanisms
• Potential lack of visibility into purely automated
response mechanisms
Technical:
• Interoperability of Adaptive Response mechanisms
across architectural layers and across systems
• Differences in maturity of solutions

Economic:
• Costs of acquiring, integrating, and maintaining the
mechanisms as part of systems and components
• Benefits of more reliable service
• As dynamic mechanisms become more robust,
decreased need for operator oversight and
intervention

Table 39. POET Considerations for Analytic Monitoring

Analytic Monitoring
Political:
• Potential for abuse of large volumes of monitoring
data, particularly when aggregated (e.g., privacy,
sensitivity due to determination of organizational or
mission priorities and plans based on inference and
aggregation)
• Concerns for reputation and liability, when analysis
involves sharing information with other organizations
• Integration of cyber and non-cyber monitoring, since
they are often under different reporting chains
• Trade-offs between insights gained from monitoring
and protection from encryption
Economic:
• Costs of maintaining and protecting monitoring data
• Costs of expert analysts, particularly for malware and
forensic analysis

Operational:
• Coordinating monitoring across architectural layers
and across systems
• Sharing information and coordinating analysis,
particularly in support of damage assessment
• Constraints associated with operational environment
(e.g., bandwidth, power, or storage limitations)
• Lack of visibility into non-owned infrastructures (e.g.,
networks, cloud computing environments)

Technical:
• Data interoperability, to fuse and analyze monitoring
data across architectural layers and across systems
• Monitoring in virtualized or constrained environments
• Need for analytic capabilities, whether in the form of
malware analysis, red teaming, or damage
assessment, to keep pace with changes in adversary
capabilities as well as in enterprise information and
communications technologies
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Table 40. POET Considerations for Coordinated Defense

Coordinated Defense
Political:
• Governance (e.g., who identifies roles and
responsibilities; oversight to ensure that activities are
coordinated; which responsibilities are retained and
which may be outsourced, for example to a CND
Service Provider)
o Coordination of security management, network
management, and system management activities
often not part of staff job descriptions
o Liability (e.g., who will be held accountable when
something goes wrong)
• Information sharing to support coordination,
particularly when the shared information reveals
weaknesses or gaps in an organization’s or a business
unit’s governance

Operational:
• Presentation of information (visualization, ensuring
that staff are presented with information at a level
appropriate to their responsibilities)
• Lack of visibility into effects of actions on non-owned
resources (e.g., hosted or managed services)
• Staffing
o Overloaded roles (e.g., administrator with cyber
incident responsibilities as additional duties)
o Difficulties obtaining and retaining staff with the
needed expertise
o Lack of training that includes potential unintended
consequences of administrator or defender
actions
• Knowledge capture and development of CCoAs.
• Making cyber defense part of mission exercises, as
well as exercises of contingency plans
Technical:
• Automation and visualization, so that decision makers
at all tiers are presented with actionable information
• Automated means of detecting conflicts between
measures

Economic:
• Costs of providing resources (cost of multiple defense
measures, cost of ensuring the multiple measures are
coordinated), particularly staffing

Table 41. POET Considerations for Deception

Deception
Political:
• Reputation and relationship risks. To effectively fool
the APT, deception environments must be realistic.
To achieve that may involve deceiving non-hostile
users, or even the public, which can raise public
relations(PR) concerns.
• Potential legal, regulatory, contractual, or policy
constraints on employing deception measures
• OPSEC risks. A realistic deception environment may
enable an adversary to infer sensitive information.
• Liability risks
Economic:
• Costs of maintaining viable deception environments
and deceptive information
• Cost of developing realistic deception scenarios and
staff to respond in realistic manner (currently
time/labor intensive)

Operational:
• Challenge of maintaining realism of deception
environments (e.g., honeynets, deception databases)
and deceptive information (e.g., fabricated system
logs, deceptive information on adversary-accessible
sites)
• Operational integration of deception into the
organization’s defense
• Operational challenges to monitoring created by
encryption of network traffic
Technical:
• Challenges to creating and maintaining a viable
deception net that can deceive an adversary for a
considerable period of time, particularly on a realistic
scale
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Table 42. POET Considerations for Diversity

Diversity
Political:
• Organizational policies requiring adherence to an
enterprise architecture (possibly including restriction
to a specific set of software products)
• Trend toward Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), which
increases incidental diversity

Operational:
• Maintaining an accurate representation of enterprise
systems
• Consistent management and use (particularly when
different instances of the same capability present
different user and/or administrator interfaces)
• Maintaining IT and help desk support for diverse set
of services
Technical:
• Ability to determine whether two designs or
implementations are truly different
• Interoperability
o Specifications and standards for interfaces between
architectural layers and for functional capabilities
o Validation: Even with clear specifications, different
versions can fail to interoperate correctly, so test
cases (particularly cases that can be applied
relatively early in the development and integration
process) are vital

Economic:
• Increased acquisition/procurement costs related to
SCRM
• Increased life-cycle costs to acquire, operate, and
maintain multiple instances of the comparable
capability
• Cost to discover legacy applications that need to be
retooled so as to work across multiple instances of
capabilities
• Increased cost of training personnel on multiple
instances of capabilities

Table 43. POET Considerations for Dynamic Positioning

Dynamic Positioning
Political:
• Concerns for meeting service level agreements when
dynamic repositioning is used

Operational:
• Potential lack of visibility into location of resources
that, due to mission needs, are currently missioncritical and require heightened protection
• Potential limitations due to operational environment
(e.g., need to retain processing within an enclave)
Technical:
• Maintaining consistency and integrity for distributed
processing and distributed data
• Potential performance impacts
• Technical limitations due to policy or programmatic
restrictions (e.g., organizational commitment to a
specific product or product suite which does not
accommodate repositioning)
• Immature-to-transitional technologies

Economic:
• Cost to migrate mission applications to distributed
processing environments
• Costs of distributed processing and distributed data
• Potential gains in efficiency, particularly for Analytic
Monitoring when sensors can be dynamically
positioned
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Table 44. POET Considerations for Dynamic Representation

Dynamic Representation
Political:
• Sensitivity of derived information, particularly about
mission dependencies and current adversary
characteristics / behaviors
• Governance issues / information sharing constraints
in the context of systems-of-systems
Economic:
• Increased costs to acquire, use, and maintain tools
• Improved efficiency in resource management

Operational:
• Lack of visibility into non-owned infrastructures (e.g.,
networks, cloud computing environments)
• CONOPS/SOPs/rules of engagement to configure and
tune mapping tools appropriately, and grant cyber
defenders access to their results
Technical:
• Moving to near-real-time representations
• Data interoperability for correlating and fusing
information from multiple tools (including those used
for Analytic Monitoring)

Table 45. POET Considerations for Non-Persistence

Non-Persistence
Political:
• Forensics. Some organizations need to perform digital
forensics to help identify the nature of adversary
malware. As an image is refreshed, legal evidence
that might be needed for prosecution could be
eliminated. So refresh in many instances will have to
be accompanied by ensuring that sufficient
information (snapshots or images) is captured and
retained that is sufficient for legal purposes.
Economic:
• Initial costs of establishing non-persistence
• Cost of retooling existing services and applications to
support non-persistence

Operational:
• Management. To maximize cost effectiveness, nonpersistence (especially across multiple platforms) may
need to be centrally managed.

Technical:
• Quality of service (QoS). For some mission/business
functions, the refresh capability needs to be relatively
seamless to ensure that it does not disrupt, or
minimizes the disruption of, organizational
operations.
• Speed. Deletion and sanitization technology of
storage media is generally not rapid enough or
applied across broad enough spectrums of media to
provide effective non-persistence.
• Virtualization. No specific technical barriers for
employing virtualization technology. But virtualization
in support of non-persistence will need to be applied
to a broader range of products and devices, for some
of which there are no existing non-persistence
activities to build upon.

Table 46. POET Considerations for Privilege Restriction
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Privilege Restriction
Political:
• Governance and CONOPS issues (e.g., inconsistencies
or gaps in definitions of roles, responsibilities, and
related privileges)
• Asset criticality determination may be impacted by
political concerns of competing organizational
entities.
• Organizational cultures in which staff expect to have
full control over the cyber resources they use.
Economic:
• Management costs
• Staffing costs (e.g., cost for imposing dualauthorization on what were single roles)

Operational:
• Identifying resource criticality (and possibly reflecting
changes to resource criticality as mission priorities
change)
• Managing privileges in changing mission contexts
• Operational impetus to share roles

Technical:
• Absence of standards and reference implementations
for dynamic (risk-adaptable) privilege restriction
• Absence of generally-accepted standards and
reference implementations for federated privilege
management

Table 47. POET Considerations for Realignment

Realignment
Political:
• Organizational and cultural impacts (e.g., eliminating
functions that personnel are used to employing,
impact on morale of relocating staff)

Economic:
• Cost of performing the analysis of determining
functions that need to be realigned
• Resource reallocation to pay an external entity to
provide for services that previously were covered as
part of organizational costs (can increase or decrease
costs, but either way resources are reallocated)

Operational:
• Lack of visibility into non-owned infrastructures can
reduce the effectiveness of other techniques
• Operational convenience
• Operational disruption due to changes in processes
and procedures
• Potential for a performance hit in those instances
where automated process/communications are
replaced by more secure, but less rapid procedural
measures (e.g., replacing direct communications with
sneaker net)
Technical:
• Limited existing automated means to determine
which existing functions are a potential attack vector
of an adversary
• Co-mingling of IT and software that support core
mission functions and secondary functions may make
it more challenging to remove the secondary function
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Table 48. POET Considerations for Redundancy

Redundancy
Political:
• Organizational commitment (for cost and other
reasons) to a limited set of service providers (e.g., for
communications, backup, or cloud services)
Economic:
• Costs of acquiring, maintaining, and securing
redundant resources

Operational:
• Limited visibility into the resources provided by
service providers, which makes validation of
redundancy problematic
Technical:
• Timing, to ensure that redundant capabilities are
either equally up-to-date, or that differences in how
current different copies are known

Table 49. POET Considerations for Segmentation

Segmentation
Political:
• Trend toward a seamless computing and network
infrastructure
• Legacy policy of defining enclaves based solely on the
basis of confidentiality

Operational:
• Modification of CONOPS, administrator SOPs, and
cyber CCoAs
• Limited visibility across segments
o Placing an organization’s SOC on a separate subnetwork can limit visibility
Technical:
• Dynamic ability to segment different parts of an
architecture supported by virtualization.
Experimentation is needed to demonstrate and
validate the concept.

Economic:
• Cost and schedule impacts of re-architecting
o Costs associated with physically separating key
components / networks (e.g., additional firewalls,
routers)
o Costs associated and with applying virtualization to
segmentation

Table 50. POET Considerations for Substantiated Integrity

Substantiated Integrity
Political:
• Policy support for SCRM/AT

Economic:
• Cost and schedule impacts (e.g., of incorporating and
managing cryptographic checksums on data)

Operational:
• User confidence and ability to act (requires
development of alternative mission courses of action
based on awareness that some cyber resources
cannot be trusted)
Technical:
• Use of polling between distributed services (e.g.,
byzantine quorum) is generally not available in COTS
products
• Limited availability of Trusted Platform Module
(TPM)-enabled products
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Table 51. POET Considerations for Unpredictability

Unpredictability
Political:
• Frequent and unanticipated changes may require
approvals from multiple authorities
• Impact on organizational culture, if unpredictability is
not user-transparent

Operational:
• Operational/mission impacts. Unplanned changes can
adversely impact ongoing operations that assume
predictability and stability of key activities.
• Administrator/help desk impacts. If the
unpredictability is not transparent to end users, help
desk load will increase.

Economic:

Technical:
• Technical challenge of validating that unpredictable
behavior is user-transparent
• Unpredictability is closely linked to non-persistence,
dynamic positioning, and diversity and therefore
shares the technical limitations of all of those
techniques.

• Some changes associated with unpredictability are
still done manually, thus more frequent and
unanticipated changes may add additional cost to
operations.
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Appendix F

Time-Phasing of Cyber Resiliency Solutions

The following table presents an initial set of representative examples of cyber resiliency
practices in the near-, mid-, and long-term. The time periods are determined by technical
maturity, i.e., by how soon the specific technology or technology-dependent procedures could be
integrated into an operational architecture. The set of examples is expected to change over time.
The criteria for assigning an example to a time period are:

48

•

Near-term (within than 3 years): Operating procedures and/or commercial solutions are
available today, or will be readily available for integration into an architecture within two
years (and hence can be integrated within 3 years).

•

Mid-term (within 5 years): Procedures and/or commercial solutions are expected to be
available within 3-4 years, or exist but present scaling or other practical constraints that
limit integration and deployment in the near term.

•

Long-term (more than 5 years): The technology or technology-dependent procedure
requires additional R&D to determine its viability, or has been demonstrated only on such
a scale or in such a constrained environment that it cannot be integrated and deployed in
the mid-term. 48

For a survey of the cyber resiliency research landscape, see [10].
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Table 52. Representative Examples of Cyber Resiliency Mechanisms

Technique

Adaptive Response:

Take actions in response to indications
that an attack is underway based on
attack characteristics

Analytic Monitoring:

Gather and analyze data on an ongoing
basis and in a coordinated way to
identify potential vulnerabilities,
adversary activities, and damage

Near-Term

Mid-Term

• Manually administered
reconfiguration (e.g., restriction of
ports or protocols, termination of
selected services)
• Manually administered reprovisioning / reallocation of
resources (typically using
virtualization)
• Development of policies to support
automated dynamic reconfiguration
when technologies become
available
• Perform malware and forensic
analysis
• Penetration testing / active probing
• Cyber sensor data fusion (within
system, across systems)
• Mechanisms to make encrypted
traffic visible to monitoring
(selected protocols)

Long-Term

• Development and testing of
applications/services that have
been previous presented to
adversaries (deploy when
conditions warrant)
• Incorporation of running
desktops/laptops from bootable
media as part of standard attack
response

• Automated dynamic
reconfiguration (e.g., restriction of
ports or protocols, termination of
selected services)
• Automated dynamic re-provisioning
/ reallocation of resources (typically
using virtualization)
• Dynamic reconstitution

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
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Monitoring and probing of supply
chain defenses
Limited integration of monitoring
in virtualized / cloud
environments with security
monitoring
Coordinate sensor coverage to
avoid gaps or blind spots
Analyze data to identify
anomalies, develop I&W, and
monitor effectiveness of cyber
courses of action
Mechanisms to make encrypted
traffic visible to monitoring
(additional protocols)

•
•

Near-real time forensic analysis
Automated damage assessment
based on data quality / pedigree
mechanisms
Security monitoring in virtualized /
cloud environments
Dynamic management of cyber
sensors (e.g., increased sensing at
key choke points, reposition or
reconfiguration of sensors)

Technique

Coordinated Defense:

Manage adaptively and in a
coordinated way multiple, distinct
mechanisms to protect critical
resources from adversary activities

Deception:

Use obfuscation and misdirection (e.g.,
disinformation) to confuse an
adversary

Near-Term

Mid-Term

• Coordinated placement of cyber
sensors
• Use of a defense in depth strategy
within organization
• Provide equivalent security
capabilities from different vendors
in different locations (e.g., anti-virus
on organization firewall, servers,
and desktops)

• Encryption of mission data
• Honeypots (low interaction, based
on commonly used attacker
requested services)
• Encryption of security control
information

• Employ a systematic process to
identify dependencies and
interactions among cyber defenses,
security controls, and performance
controls
• Coordinated definition of privileges
• Response activities coordinated to
avoid mission impairment, blinding
of cyber defenders
• Recovery activities coordinated to
avoid allowing gaps in security
coverage
• Use of routers and firewalls to hide
sensitive subnets 49
• Seeding sites known to be
frequented by adversaries with
false information regarding an
organization’s security posture 50
• Honeynets (network of honeypots
intended to imitate activities of a
real system) 51

49

Long-Term
• Automated identification of
conflicts and dependencies among
defenses
• Integration with diversity and nonpersistence to provide defense in
depth with diverse and dynamically
changing methods
• Automated support for crossorganizational coordination

• Use of honeynets and virtualization
to run deception nets that respond
dynamically to actions of an
adversary and can do so for an
extended period of time
• Use of fabricated system logs
and/or security management
documentation

This is technically feasible even in the near-term, but standards of practices have not been established, and would need to be integrated with architectural and operational strategies for
managing, configuring, and maintaining the security posture of hidden cyber resources.
50
This is technically feasible even in the near-term, but is operationally challenging to carry out in a credible way without inadvertently disclosing real information. Standard or
generally accepted operating procedures are not expected to be available within 3 years.
51
Honeynets already exist. But to be effective they need to be incorporated into an organization’s cyber security operations center and integrated with analytic monitoring capabilities.
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Technique

Diversity:

Use a heterogeneous set of
technologies (e.g., hardware, software,
firmware, protocols) and data sources
to minimize the impact of attacks and
force adversaries to attack multiple
different types of technologies

Near-Term

Mid-Term

• Different browsers on operating
systems (OSs)
• Limited diversity of operating
systems
• Diversity of apps on smartphones
and tablets

• Use of different protocols /
communications diversity (e.g.,
over time, space, frequency)
• Diverse suite of platforms for end
users (e.g., some using tablets,
some laptops)
• Diverse mechanisms for critical
security services, e.g.,
authentication
• Use of different suppliers of critical
components in supply chain

• Changing IP and MAC addresses

• Periodic repositioning of key
organizational data

•
•

• Correlation of information from
monitoring tools employed
throughout the information system
to achieve organization-wide
situational awareness

Dynamic Positioning:

Use distributed processing and
dynamic relocation of critical assets
and sensors

Dynamic Representation:

Construct dynamic representations of
components, systems, services,
adversary activities, and effects of
alternative cyber courses of action

•

Dynamic network mapping tools
Dynamic asset discovery and
dependency mapping tools
Reality-based security awareness
training (e.g., recognizing and
reporting potential indicators of
insider threat)
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Long-Term
• Hardware diversity via custom chip
sets
• Determinable degree of data
diversity (e.g., pedigree-based)
• Dynamically employ different OSs
and different applications on
laptops, desktops and servers
(virtualization-enabled linkage of
non-persistence and diversity)
• N-version programming of
applications
• Use of obfuscating and randomizing
compilers
• Tailored compiling of applications
and OSs
• Dynamic repositioning or
provisioning of cyber sensors
• Moving target defense (state
capture, state restoration on a
different platform), frequently
enabled by platform / OS
independence (e.g., TALENT)
• Near-real-time adversary modeling
• Near-real-time modeling of
functional dependencies and
security / performance posture
• Near-real-time modeling of mission
dependencies on cyber resources

Technique

Non-Persistence:

Retain information, services, and
connectivity for a limited time, thereby
reducing an adversary’s opportunity to
exploit vulnerabilities and establish a
persistent foothold

Privilege Restriction:

Restrict privileges required to use
cyber resources, and privileges
assigned to users and cyber entities,
based on the type(s) and degree(s) of
criticality and trust respectively, to
minimize the potential consequences
of adversary activities

Realignment:

Align cyber resources with core
aspects of mission/business functions,
thus reducing the attack surface

Near-Term

Mid-Term

Long-Term

• Desk top virtualization
• Running desktops/laptops from
bootable media
• Server virtualization (e.g., email and
DNS servers)
• Data non-persistence with assured
deletion for widely used platforms /
storage media (e.g., magnetic media
sanitization mechanisms)
• Automated termination of – or state
capture and restart for – services
• Policies, procedures, and
mechanisms for terminating unused
ports and protocols
• Policies and procedures for
connecting, using, and
disconnecting sniffers and packet
capture devices
• Use of thin clients
• Removal of admin rights from end
users for their machines
• Dual authorization for critical
functions

• Integration with monitoring to
refresh as conditions warrant
• Applying virtualization to stateful
services (e.g., active directory,
routers)
• Data non-persistence with assured
deletion for newer storage media
(e.g., solid state media sanitization
mechanisms)
• Data non-persistence with assured
deletion / transformation for key
platforms (e.g., automatic
encryption of archives and logs for
servers, routers)
• Configuration of dynamic network
management to terminate and
refresh connections unpredictably
or based on time or usage limits
• Separate processing domains based
on privilege
• Criticality-based restriction of
privileges required to use resources
• Trust-based assignment of
privileges to users and cyber
entities

• Non-persistence (media/device
sanitization or data transformation
via encryption) for smartphones
and tablets
• Integration of non-persistence (for
information) and substantiated
integrity
• Coordinated application of nonpersistence across a mission or
enterprise to support the overall
mission or enterprise

• Identification and offloading of nonmission-essential functions
• Clear definition of managed
interfaces, with exfiltration
protections

• Re-implementation or custom
development of key critical
software components
• Consideration of attack surface
reduction as part of systems
engineering / development

• Re-implementation or custom
development of key critical
hardware components
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• Dynamic escalation of privilege
restrictions based on indications of
adversary activities

Technique
Redundancy:

Maintain multiple protected instances
of critical resources (information and
services)

Segmentation:

Separate (logically or physically)
components of dubious pedigree from
more trusted ones, to limit the spread
of or damage from successful exploits

Substantiated Integrity:

Ascertain that critical services,
information stores, information
streams, and components have not
been corrupted by an adversary

Unpredictability:

Make changes frequently and
randomly, not just in response to
actions by the adversary

Near-Term
• Data backup
• Hot/warm/cold backup services
• Redundancy in supply chains
• Defining enclaves or sub-networks
within an intranet
• Use of virtualization to separate
application environments on
different virtual machines
• Use of routers/firewalls to separate
Internet from Intranet
• Use of routers to separate different
parts of an organization’s DMZ
• Use of routers and other means to
separate organization’s security
operations center from rest of
network (isolate from attack)
• Separate inbound traffic from
outbound traffic
• Encrypted checksums on critical
data
• Use of WORM drives
• Two-person control on critical
changes
• Tamper-evident / anti-tamper
controls
• Random change of crypto keys
• Randomize communications
patterns (e.g., frequency-hopping)
• Randomization of session IDs
• Centralized, automated frequent
randomization of admin passwords

Mid-Term

Long-Term

• Wireless backup of tablets
• Alternate communications
• Mission data stored in multiple
locations
• Separate critical from non-critical
data (e.g., using encryption)
• Separate critical from non-critical
processing via subnets supported
by routers and firewalls

• Redundancy coupled with diversity
for supporting infrastructures (e.g.,
multiple power suppliers)

• Employ and validate checksums on
all retrievals of data in database
• Validation of provenance of
information provided by external
entity
• Trusted Platform Module (TPM)based attestation and verification
of boot processes
• Integration of unpredictability with
non-persistence (e.g., refresh
services at random intervals)

• Use of polling between distributed
services (e.g., Byzantine quorum) to
ascertain and implement “correct”
action if an individual service is
compromised by adversary
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• Physically separate critical and noncritical services
• Use of virtualization and/or
encryption to separate critical and
non-critical services
• Dynamic isolation of sub-networks
or sets of resources during an
attack

• Integration of unpredictability with
diversity, randomly changing
protocol suite
• Integration of unpredictability with
dynamic positioning, randomly
moving services / applications

Appendix G

Abbreviations

AoA

Analysis of Alternatives

ARP

Address Resolution Protection

AS&W

Attack sensing and warning

ASR

Address space randomization

AT

Anti-tamper

BCP

Business Continuity Plan

BIA

Business Impact Analysis

BSM

Business Service Management

BYOD

Bring your own device

CAPEC

Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification

CCoA

Cyber course of action

CDS

Cross-domain solution

CERT

Computer Emergency Response Team

CJA

Crown Jewels Analysis

CMP

Chip multiprocessor

CMRS

Continuous monitoring and risk scoring

CND

Computer network defense

CONOPS

Concept of operations

COOP

Continuity of operations plan (or planning)

COTS

Commercial off-the-shelf

CS&IA

Cyber security and information assurance

CSOC

Cyber Security Operations Center

CyOC

Cyber Operations Center

DBMS

Database management system

DCC

Dynamic composable computing

DHCP

Dynamic host configuration protocol

DMZ

Demilitarized zone

DNS

Domain Name Service

DoD

Department of Defense

DOE

Department of Energy

DSR

Data space randomization
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EA

Enterprise architecture

FPGA

Field-programmable gate array

GOTS

Government off-the-shelf

HVAC

Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

I&W

Indications & Warnings

ICT

Information and communications technology

ID

Identifier

IDS

Intrusion detection system

IP

Internet Protocol

ISCP

Information System Contingency Plan

ISR

Instruction set randomization

IT

Information technology

ITSM

IT Service Management

JOC

Joint Operations Center

LOE

Level of effort

MAC

Media Access Control (address)

MIA

Mission Impact Analysis

MILCOM

Military Communications Conference

MLS

Multi-level security

MPSoC

Multiprocessor system-on-a-chip

MSL

Multiple security levels

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

NOSC

Network Operations and Security Center

OS

Operating system

PDA

Personal digital assistant

PM

Program Manager

POET

Political, operational, economic, and technical

QoS

Quality of service

R&D

Research and development

RAdAC

Risk-Adaptable Access Control

RSS

Real Simple Syndication

RTOS

Real-time operating system

SCRM

Supply chain risk management
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SED

Self-encrypting drive

SLA

Service level agreement

SME

Subject matter expert

SOA

Service-oriented architecture

SOP

Standard Operating Procedure

SoS

System-of-systems (or systems-of-systems)

TPM

Trusted Platform Module

TRL

Technology Readiness Level

TTP

Tactic, technique, procedure

VMM

Virtual Machine Monitor

WORM

Write-once, read many
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